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CONDITIONS OF SALE. 

I. The highest bidder to be the buyer ; and if any dispute 
arise between bidders, the lot so disputed shall be 
immediately put up again, provided the auctioneer 
cannot decide the said dispute. 

II. No person to advance less than Is.; above five pounds, 
2s. 6d., and so on in proportion. 

III. In the case of lots upon which there is a reserve, the 
auctioneer shall have the right to bid on behalf of the 
seller. 

IV. The purchasers to give in their names and places of abode, 
and to pay down 5s. in the pound, if required, in part 
payment of the purchase-money; in default of which 
the lot or lots purchased to be immediately put up 
again and re-sold. 

V. The sale of any lot is not to be set aside on account of 
any error in the enumeration of the numbers stated, or 
errors of description. 

VI. The lots to be taken away, at the buyer’s expense, imme¬ 
diately after the conclusion of the sale; in default of 
which Messrs. SOTHEBY, WILKINSON & HODGE 
will not hold themselves responsible if lost, stolen, 
damaged, or otherwise destroyed, but they will be 
left at the sole risk of the purchaser. If, at the 
expiration of Two Days after the conclusion of the sale, 
the lots are not cleared or paid for, they will then be 
catalogued for immediate sale, and the expense, the 
same as if re-sold, will be added to the amount at which 
they were bought. Messrs. SOTHEBY, WILKINSON 
& HODGE will have the option of re-selling the lots 
uncleared, either by public or private sale, without any 
notice being given to the defaulter. 

VII. Upon failure of complying with the above conditions, the 
money required and deposited in part of payment shall 
be forfeited, and if any loss is sustained in the re-selling 
of such lots as are not cleared or paid for, all charges on 
such re-sale shall be made good by the defaulters at this 
sale. 

Gentlemen, ivho cannot attend this Sale, may have their Com¬ 

missions faithfully executed by their humble Servants, 

SOTHEBY, WILKINSON & HODGE, 

13, Wellington Street, Strand, London. 



INTRODUCTION. 

Iisr submitting to public auction the first portion of the most remark¬ 

able and extensive Collection of Coins formed by the late Mr. Hyman 

Montagu, we hope that it will not be considered out of place, though 

perhaps it may be somewhat unusual, if we preface our remarks on the 

actual catalogue with a short biographical notice of the founder of this 

collection, and with some details relating to the history of its formation. 

Hyman Montagu, F.S.A., Vice-President of the Numismatic Society, 

was educated at the City of London School, where he achieved 

considerable success in the classics and in modern languages, the 

knowledge of which stood him in such good service in later years, when 

he took up the study of ancient as well as English numismatics. In 

early life, even in his boyhood, Mr. Montagu showed those qualities for 

collecting, which became so marked in later years, and formed a very 

complete collection of coleoptera, of which an older and more experienced 

naturalist could with justice be proud. His frequent visits to the 

country in search of these objects of natural history induced him also 

to take up the study of botany, and he was as ready in explaining the 

properties of a rare plant or flower as in discussing some abstruse 

question in numismatics. 

Quitting his scholastic studies Mr. Montagu, instead of proceeding to 

one of the universities, which was his great wish, and where no doubt 

his career would have been a distinguished one, devoted himself to the 

study of the law. His first step in that direction was signalised by his 

gaining the Clifford’s Inn prize awarded by the Incorporated Law 

Society at its final examination. His close application to his profession 

for many years left him but little leisure for other pursuits, which may 

have been more congenial to him. What Mr. Montagu undertook, it 

was always his endeavour to accomplish thoroughly, and this dominant 

feature in his character was the key-note to his success. Having firmly 

established himself in his profession, and his position in the future* 

3J11 
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being well ensured, lie rightly considered that a little distraction into 

some other channel would be good for his active mind, and thus he was 

led to turn his attention to numismatics. It was no sudden or 

unpremeditated fancy, as in his earlier days he was disposed to take up 

this study; but as he knew that coin-collecting was a somewhat expensive 

pursuit he deferred any serious thoughts of it, until he was in a position 

to carry it out with success. It was therefore not till about the year 

1878 that he began to form his collection of coins. He first directed 

his attention to the coinages of his own country including in this section 

those of the ancient Britons. He determined that his collection should 

embrace all classes of coins, which had been struck in this country from 

the earliest to the latest times. At first Mr. Montagu purchased 

somewhat slowly, feeling his way cautiously, and studying minutely the 

various intricacies of English numismatics. As his confidence in his 

own judgment increased, and with it his ardour for the pursuit, he 

purchased more rapidly, especially of the London dealers and at public 

sales; so that by the time that he became a member of the Numismatic 

Society in 1882 he had already formed an extensive collection, not only 

of English coins but also of English Historical Medals. The purchase 

in 1883 of the whole of the splendid Addington cabinet of English 

coins placed his own on a level with the finest of private collections in 

this country. He still however continued to purchase largely, and being 

known as a very ready and a very liberal buyer, not a day passed but 

that he added to his collection. About this time also he acquired several 

small cabinets of private collectors, which quickly swelled the number 

of his specimens. In 1887 the acquisition en bloc of the splendid 

collection of Mr. William Brice of Clifton, at once placed Mr. 

Montagu’s far above anything that had been brought together previously 

by a private collector in this country. Mr. Brice was well known as a most 

fastidious collector, choosing only what was of the finest and rarest: and 

the truth of this statement will be borne out by an examination of such 

coins in the present sale as were in his cabinet. For many years, so to 

say, Mr. Brice had the run of the public sales, there being but few 

competitors when he began collecting, and thus nearly all the English coins 

that had been sold in this country, both privately and publicly of 

a special character, had found their way into his cabinet. 

With this great addition Mr. Montagu found that the field for 

acquiring English coins, not already in his collection, was now growing 
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very limited, and that if lie continued to carry out this pursuit lie must 

turn his attention to other branches. Having taken up numismatics as 

his special study he was not disposed to change his course; so, without 

hesitation, and it being in complete accord with his artistic tastes, he 

began to form a cabinet of Greek and Eoman coins. In the Greek 

series he laid a good foundation by acquiring the whole of the stock of 

M. Hoffman, the well-known dealer in Paris ; and in the Eoman by very 

large purchases of gold coins from the famous collection of the Vicomte 

Ponton d’Amecourt. These large purchases determined Mr. Montagu 

to limit in some way his English collection, and as the later coins from 

George I to Victoria never possessed much charm to him he disposed of 

that portion of his collection to the dealers Messrs. Spink & Sons. 

What that portion consisted of can well be seen from the catalogue 

published by that firm in 1891. All that need be said here is that it 

was quite in character with the other portions of the English series, and 

that nearly every coin was in the finest condition, and that the collection 

included all the rarest patterns. 

Mr. Montagu’s frequent visits to the Continent soon placed him in 

correspondence with the foreign dealers, and there was scarcely one of 

any standing as far south as Sicily, or as far east as Athens and Asia 

Minor, with whom he had not transactions. The result was that his 

cabinet of ancient coins increased as quickly as his English series had 

done in former years. The rapidity with which he collected is shown 

by the extent of his collection. His Greek series fills several cabinets 

and includes many of the rarest and finest coins ever struck, whilst his 

Eoman gold coins, which are nearly all in the finest state of preserva¬ 

tion, number over 1300 specimens. It is the largest series of Eoman 

gold ever brought together by a private collector. That of the Vicomte 

Ponton d’Amecourt was considered the finest collection of modern 

times: but Mr. Montagu’s exceeds it by nearly 300 coins, and is 

certainly equal to it as to the condition of the coins. 

We have said- but little of his collection of English Medals. This 

also is the largest and most complete ever formed by a private 

individual. It numbers over 3000 pieces, and in some periods such as 

the Commonwealth, James II, Anne, and George II, it is even more 

extensive than that in the National Collection. Mr. Montagu’s most recent 

important purchase in the series of English coins was at the Marsham 

sale, where he bought much more extensively than is generally known. 
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As a collector Mr. Montagu possessed those qualifications to a very 

high degree which are necessary to command success ; first an intimate 

knowledge of the value and importance of coins; secondly a complete 

confidence in his own judgment, and, lastly, ample pecuniary means, 

which enabled him to take advantage of any opportunity that might 

present itself. 

Thus far we have only written of Mr. Montagu as a collector: we 

must now view his career as a numismatist. It is much to be regretted 

that most of the leading collectors of bygone days in this country, 

especially of English coins, have not proved to be great numismatists ; 

and many, who have had an intimate acquaintance of the subject, have 

not left behind them a single trace of their knowledge beyond what can 

be gathered from the sale catalogues of their collections. Not so was it 

with Mr. Montagu, As we have before observed, what he undertook he 

did thoroughly, and he did not therefore collect coins from a mere love 

of collecting or for possession only, but principally with a view to 

ascertaining what he could learn from his collection, and what new light 

he might be able by this means to throw upon the numismatic history 

of the world. His collections were therefore formed with a special 

object, and that object was the furtherance of the science of numismatics. 

As soon as he acquired any coins, whether in small or large quantities, 

each specimen was placed in its proper place in his cabinets, a note was 

made from what source it had been obtained and where possible through 

what collections it had previously passed. To these was added any 

point of numismatic importance which the coin might demonstrate. 

What amount of labour this entailed only those know who have had the 

privilege of examining the collection. This close study of his own 

treasures has borne good fruit; for, during the thirteen years that he 

was a member of the Numismatic Society, he contributed upwards of 

thirty papers to its Journal, and some of them of the first importance 

especially to English numismatics. It is not possible to give a list of 

these papers but the mention of a few will show how wide was Mr. 

Montagu’s knowledge of the subject. They are 

(1) Silver Stycas of Northumbria and York. 

(2) “A Eind of British Coins in Suffolk,” commonly known as 

the Ereckenham hoard. 

(3) The Coinage of /Ethelbald of Wessex. 

(4) The Mint of Castle Rising in Norfolk. 
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(5) The Anglo-Saxon Mints of Leicester and Chester. 

(6) The Durham Pennies of Bishops de Bury and Hatfield. 

(7) The Gold Nobles found at Fischenich ; being an account of 

the Coins struck in the Low Countries in imitation of the 

English Nobles. 

(8) The Coinage of Edward V. 

His shorter papers were mostly on the more recent coinages. 

In addition to these he published in 1885 his work on “ The Copper, 

Tin and Bronze Coinage and Pattern Coins of England,” which has 

already reached a second edition and is the standard work on the 

subject. He only wrote one paper on Greek coins, in which he 

described a few of the rarities and unpublished specimens in his 

cabinet; and at the time of his decease he was engaged on a similar 

paper on the unpublished Roman gold coins in his collection. This 

though unfinished we hope will be found sufficiently complete to admit 

of publication. Besides what he had done Mr. Montagu had planned 

out much more work in the future, which alas he has not lived to 

accomplish, more especially as regards the English series. A much 

more complete work is much needed in this branch of numismatics. 

Ruding supplies us with the Annals of the Coinage of England, and 

Hawkins describes the types of the coins. A combination of these two 

works is what is wanted, and such a work Mr. Montagu had in 

contemplation. But he knew that it could not be successfully carried 

out without ready access to the coins themselves. With his own 

cabinet at his disposal, and with that at the British Museum for 

reference, as well as one or two other private collections, the chief 

material would be supplied; and had he lived there is but little doubt 

that such a work would have been carried out, and with success. Now 

this task is indefinitely postponed and whether it will see the light 

within a measureable distance of time is very doubtful. It is but giving 

Mr. Montagu his due credit when we say that for the last thirteen 

years no one has done more, if so much, for English numismatics as he 

has. In this way as well as in a host of others his death is much to be 

deplored. Especially will it be felt by the members of the Numismatic 

Society; at whose meetings he was one of the most constant attendants. 

He took a leading part in all the discussions, and no one was listened to 

with more attention, and no remarks were more appreciated than those 

which fell from his lips. His usefulness to the Society was held in such 
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high esteem that for many years at the anniversary meetings he was 

re-elected one of its Vice-Presidents, a course never before taken by the 

Society; and he himself showed his appreciation of the work of the 

Society by bequeathing to it a sum of money to be devoted to the 

advancement of numismatic research. He was always ready to give a 

helping hand to his colleagues, and his great courtesy and consideration 

had endeared him to its members. It is not possible to describe the 

shock, which the news of his almost sudden and certainly unexpected 

death caused amongst his numerous friends. His death took place in 

London, on the 18th February last, in his fiftieth year, and at the 

meeting of the Numismatic Society, three days later, resolutions of 

condolence to his widow and family having been passed, the members 

as a tribute of respect to their late Vice-President at once adjourned. 

It may be added that Mr. Montagu liberally bequeathed to the National 

Collection his series of Becker’s forgeries in gold of Homan Aurei, and 

his numerous bequests to Charitable Institutions were but an example 

of the liberality he had practised during his life. 

The completeness and richness of Mr. Montagu’s collection of English 

coins is well illustrated by the following catalogue of his Ancient British 

series and of a portion, of his Anglo-Saxon series. Never before has such 

a collection been offered for public sale and it is but a sample of what the 

whole consists. In most sales of important collections these two series 

are generally disposed of in a single day, or at the most in two days. 

In this instance we have no less than six days sale and the Anglo-Saxon 

coins are not exhausted. As it was found impossible to include all the 

Anglo-Saxon coins in one sale, a break has been made at the end of the 

reign of Eadweard II, the Martyr. But in order to lighten somewhat the 

next sale it was thought advisable to divide into two portions the very 

larr»e series of the coins of /Lthelraed II, Cnut and Edward the 

Confessor, and to include the first portion in this sale. A division as 

equal as possible has been made; so that the next sale will contain 

quite as many coins of these three reigns and an equal number of 

rarities. The present selection alone numbers nearly 100 lots and there 

are quite as many to follow. One very important feature in this 

collection is that there are absolutely no duplicates. Not a single coin 

lias been turned out, and, with the exception above mentioned, the coins 

have been catalogued exactly as they were placed b) Mi. Montagu 

himself in his cabinets. 
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Tn the catalogue the coins have been somewhat fully described in 

order that it may serve as a record of this grand collection and, as it is 

hoped, may probably prove of use to future researches in English 

numismatics, especially as such a large number of specimens are un¬ 

published. The pedigrees of the coins are given where practicable, and 

the accuracy of these can be safely relied upon*. They have been 

gleaned from Mr. Montagu’s own notes, either written by him on the 

cards placed beneath the coins, or from his annotated catalogues of the 

important sales which have taken place during the last thirty or forty 

years. It will be seen from these references that all the great 

collections are very fully represented, and therefore it is quite un¬ 

necessary to mention them individually. A very large number of the 

coins are so to say historical pieces, either possessing long pedigrees or 

being the actual specimens illustrated in the standard works, such as 

Euding, Hawkins, the Numismatic Chronicle, &c. 

It is quite impossible to set forth in detail the numerous noteworthy 

pieces in which the collection abounds; but some individual coins and 

some series are of such exceptional interest that it would scarcely be 

fair to pass them over without some mention. We would, therefore, 

specially draw attention to the following:— 

In the Ancient British Series. The large series of uninscribed Staters 

and Quarter-Staters (1-43); the inscribed Staters and Quarter-Staters 

of Verica (56); Eppillus (66); Tasciovanus (79); Epaticcus (si); 

Cunobelinus (87); the Iceni from the Ereckenliam Hoard (92-109); the 

Brigantes (112). Silver; Quinarii of Verica and Eppillus (120); 

Tasciovanus (121), and Cunobelinus (126). 

In the Anglo-Saxon Series. The Gold Sceattas (1.46-152). Mercia, 

the Sceattas of Peada (172, 173), and TEthelred (174); the unrivalled 

series of Pennies of Offa (175-223), and Cynethryth (224-228); Coen- 

wulf (230, 235, 239, 240) ; Ceolwulf I (259, 265) ; Beornwulf (266-269) ; 

Berhtwulf (275); Ceolwulf II (281, 282). Kent, Ecgberht (283, 284); 

Cuthred (286-289); Baldred (293); Alps, of Canterbury, Jaenberht 

(296-298); EEthelheard (299); Wulfred (308); Ceolnoth (317); EEthered 

(327); Plegmund (338). East Anglia, Beonna (339, 340); EEthelstan I 

(349); iEthelweard (354); kEthelstan II (364). Northumbria, Ecgfrith 

(37 6); Osred II (384); Halfdan (400); Sitric Gale (423); Eegnald 

* Unfortunately an error occurs in the note to lot 282. For “the Rev. E. J. 
Shepherd ” read “ Mr. S. Addington.” 
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(425). JVcssex, Ecgbeorht (454, 464, 466, 468); JEthelwnlf (482); 

iEthelbald (498); iElfred (517 (Exeter), 518-535 (London), 545, 554, 

559); Eadweard the Elder (588-593 with floral ornaments, 594-602 

with buildings, 603-605 with hand of Providence); AEthelstan (610, 

633, 637, 645-648); Eadmund (650); Eadred (669-671, 672, 677, 690); 

Eadwig (696, 697) ; Eadgar (718, 721); Eadweard II (751); iEthelraed 

II (770, 789, 800, 801); Cnut (814, 82i); Edward the Confessor (838, 

842, 849, 854-856), and very many others. 
If further we were to select from the above, we would draw special 

attention to three coins each unique, viz. those of Ceolwulf II of Mercia 

(282): of Halfdan of Northumbria (400), and of AElfred (545), all of 

which have the same remarkable type of reverse copied from the Roman 

solidus. 
From the six autotype plates some idea will be formed of the general 

condition of the coins. 
In submitting this first part of Mr. Montagu’s collection for public 

sale it may be useful to announce what are the intentions of his 

executors respecting the disposal of the rest of the collection. 

The Greek coins will be sold at this house in March next; and the 

Roman gold coins will be disposed of in Paris in April next. In the 

following May the sale of the second portion of the English Series 

commencing with the coins of FEthelraed II will take place, and other sales 

of English, Irish, and Anglo-Gallic will follow at short intervals at this 

house, till the whole collection has been disposed of. As to the collection 

of English Historical Medals it was Mr. Montagu’s wish that it should be 

sold en bloc. Every effort will be used to carry out these wishes; but 

should a purchaser not be found, then this also will be offered by us for 

sale by public auction. 

SOTHEBY, WILKINSON & HODGE. 



INDEX OF DAYS OF SALE. 

First Day’s Sale ... Monday, November 18th, 1895 

Second Day’s Sale ... Tuesday, November 19th, 1895 .. 

Third Day’s Sale ... Wednesday, November 20th, 1895 .. 

Fourth Day’s Sale... Thursday, November 21st, 1895 .. 

Fifth Day’s Sale ... Friday, November 22nd, 1895 

Sixth Day’s Sale ... Saturday, November 23rd, 1895 .. 

LOTS 

1— 145 

. 146— 289 

. 290— 428 

. 429— 571 

. 572— 709 

. 710— 857 





Sizes of the Coins. Scale of Mionnet. 

CATALOGUE 
OF 

THE VERY VALUABLE & EXTENSIVE COLLECTION 

OF 

§rttisl) & JUtjjlfl-Jtenit (loins, 
THE PROPERTY OP THE LATE 

HYMAN MONTAGU, ESQ., P.S.A., 
Vice-President of the Numismatic Society. 

FIRST PORTION. 

FIRST DAY’S SALE. 

ANCIENT BRITISH COINS. 

Gold Uninscribed. 

s oL.. 

4 

Tlic Preferences are to “ Evans, Ancient British Coins.” 
LOT 

1 Stater1, obv. Laureate Head to right; rev. Victory in chariot drawn by f> 

human-headed horse; beneath, fallen warrior, holding sword and 

spear; before, phalarus, wt. 114 grs., degenerate type of the stater of 

Philip II of Macedon, of Gaidish fabric, found at Goring in 1881, fine 
and rare 1 

*** From the Davies collection. 

2 StateP, obv. Wide-spread Head to left, hair arranged in tiers ; rev. 7 

Victory and horse to left; beneath horse, rosette without radiation ; 

before, crescents, pellets, &c., wt. 115 grs. (Evans, pi. A, 4), very fine 

and rare [PL I] 1 
*** From the Marsham collection (lot 2). 

3 Stater*, of similar type, but ornaments in front of horse varied, crescent, *> 

triangle of dots, &c., wt. 115 ’ grs., fine and rare 1 
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Stater, of similar typo, but ornaments on rev. varied, and figure of Mu an 

Victory partly represented by pellets ; curved lines in the exergue, <7 

id. 1121, grs., slightly rubbed on obv., rare 1 

*** This and the two preceding pieces are excellent representations of 
the gradual degradation of the types. 

Quarter Stater, similar type to last, but ornaments varied, rose under L«n2o(>i 

horse radiate, rot. 26 grs. (cf. Evans, pi. A, 5); another, similar, 

rose not radiate, rot. 25J grs., well preserved 2 

*** No. 2 from the Marsham collection (lot 2). 

Stater, obv. Portion of laureate Head to right, hair represented byOtf&CjCUl 

crescents, leaves of wreath upwards; rev. Disjointed horse to right; 

below, trellis ornament with pellets, wt. 90J grs. (Evans, pi. B, 1), 

very fine 1 

*** From the Marsham collection (lot 4). 

Stater, obv. Laureate Bust to right, features plainly marked ; rev. Dis- R*K in 
jointed horse to left, the body represented by pellets, wheel of ^ 

chariot seen; in exergue, zigzag pattern, wt. 100 grs. (cf. Evans, 

pi. B, 4), very fine and rare, a less degraded type than that given by 

Evans ; found at Portsmouth 1 

*** From the Hawkins and Addington collections. 

Stater, similar, as Evans, pi. B, 4, features of bust not so perfect and Cflfajan 

horse more disjointed, no chariot wheel seen, pierced, rare and very 

fine 1 

Stater, obv. Laureate Bust to right, showing the features ; rev. Disjointed ^.0[Uh\ 

horse to right, globule below; others above, wt. 102 grs. (Evans, pi. 

B, 7) ; another, similar, but type more degraded, wt. 100h grs., fine 2 

Stater, obv. Laureate Bust to right, with single row of locks of back 

hair, face formed by three crescents; rev. Horse to left; above, 

numerous pellets ; below, pellet and zigzag pattern with pellets, 

wt. 95 grs. (Evans, Suppl. pi. k, 3 and p. 442), where this coin is 

engraved, a unique variety, and in perfect state of preservation [PI. I] 1 

Stater, obv. Plain and convex ; rev. Horse to right, without tail; above, Q ’ll Hr/an 

pellets, crescent, &c. ; below, pellet and cable border enclosing semi- 7 

circles with pellet in each, wt. 95^ grs. (cf. Evans, pi. B, 8), an 

unpublished variety, extremely fine ; found at Scvenoaks 1 

Stater, similar; but type more degraded, plain line under horse, and^G:^n 

traces only of zigzag pattern, wt. 961,- grs. ; another, obv. Portions 

of laureate Bust to right; rev. Horse to right with triple tail; below, 

wheel; ornaments above, wt. 93£ grs. (Evans, pi. b, 9), both fine 2 

*** No. 2 from the Addington collection. 



Stater, similar, with traces only of bust on obv., and on rev. zigzag 

pattern with pellets below horse, wt. 97 grs.; and another, as Evans, 

1)1. n, 9, with bust more distinct and of flat fabric, wt. 82 grs., the 
second found at Wantage, fine 2 

Stater, similar to Evans, pi. b, 9, features of head on obv. indistinctly 

marked, wt. 95 grs.; another, Wlmddon Chase type, obv. Plain and 

convex; lev. Horse with triple tail; below, wheel and wavy line, 
wt. 91 grs. (ib.pl. b, 10), both fine 2 

*** No. 1 from the Copp and no. 2 from the Addington collection. 

Stater, of the Wlmddon Chase type, as is last lot, id. 91 grs., very fine ; 

and another, similar, with crescent attached to wheel under horse 
on rev., id. 89 grs., well preserved 2 

*** No. 1 from the Copp and no. 2 from the Addington collection. 

Quarter Stater, obv. Plain and convex ; rev. Triple-tailed Horse to 

light, above, star within beaded circle; below, S-shaped figure 

between two pellets, wt. 18^ grs., a variety of Evans, pi. b, 15, 
extremely rare, fine 1 

Stater, obv. Plain and convex; rev. Horse to right with ring ornament 

on shoulder; above, hand holding long palm; below, wheel; 

annulets in field, id. 83 grs. (Evans, pi. b, 13, and Arch. Jour. vol. 

xii, p. 83), found at Horley, near Eeigate, and the adual coin figured 

in Evans, it shows that the hand is closed and holds a palm branch, and 

not open as described by Evans ; exceedingly rare and very fine [PI. I] 1 

*** From the Neville Rolfe collection. 

IUXY\ 18 Stater, obv. Portions of laureate Head to right, &c.; rev. Rude and 

disjointed Horse to left; above, arms of Victory and pellets; below, 

globule surrounded by dots; no exergual ornament, wt. 88 £ grs. 
(Evans, pi. c, 1), very fine and rare 1 

XCCj 1» Stater, simta, but type more degraded, * 90J- grs., very fine 1 

*'CCy\_ 20 Stater, Whaddon Chase type, obv. Portions of laureate Bust of cruciform 

pattern ; rev. Horse to right; above, curved figure and one pellet; 

before, zigzag ornament; below, pellet within circle ; and in exergue,' 

wreath, wt. 89 grs. (Evans, pi. c. 7); another, of similar type but 

above horse three pellets, id. 90 grs. (ib. pi. c. 6), both fine 2 

\tycLH 21 Staters, similar, as Evans, pi. c. 7, ids. 89 and 90 grs., but the second 

piece has the pellet below the horse within dotted circle, fine 2 

^ Stater, similar as Evans, pi. c. 6, the zigzag ornament before horse is 

plainly defined and is surmounted by an oval ring, wt. 88 j grs., fine 1 

*** From the Addington collection. 
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Stater, similar, but instead of pellet below the horse there is a floral 

ornament of eight leaves, id. 88 grs. (Evans, pi. c, 8), a rare variety, 

fine 1 
*** From the Addington collection. 

Stater, of same type as last; but before horse instead of zigzag orna¬ 

ment is a radiate circle, id. 90 grs., an unpublished variety, fine 1 

Stater, obv. Plain and convex, but for traces of wreath in form of cross ; 

rev. Horse to right, similar to Evans, pi. c. G, but it has a double 

tail; above are two pellets, and below, another radiate, wt. 89 grs., 

very fine, an unpublished variety 1 

Stater, similar, no traces of wreath on obv. but indented, and on rev. 

two pellets above horse, which has a double tail; below, ornament of 

two circles with pellet in centre, and before, flower, wt. 86 grs., fine, 

an unpublished variety 1 

Quarter Stater, obv. Cruciform ornament with horse-shoe figure in 

each angle ; rev. Horse to left, standing, fore-leg raised ; beneath 

horse, uncertain object, wt. 20^ grs. (Evans, pi. C, 14), very fine and 

extremely rare ; found at Earl's Barton, Northamptonshire 1 

*** From the Sharp collection. 

Stater, Guildford type, obv. Portions of laureate Head of cruciform 

pattern, rev. Horse to right; above, star with eight curved arms; 

below, wheel; annulets, &c. in field, wt. 814 grs. (Evans, pi. D, 7), 

fine and very rare 1 

£.aU IV) 

JLo. 

do. 

Lincoln 

*** From the Babington collection. 

30 

Quarter Stater, obv. Plain and convex; rev. Six-leaved ornament on 

triangular base, surmounted by ornament of two concentric circles ; 

and between circular and oblong trellised compartments on either 

side, wt. 18 grs. (Evans, pi. D, 11), very hue and extremely rare 

[PL I] 1 

Quarter Stater, obv. Portions of wide-spread Bust; in front, wheel; 

rev. Horse with triple tail to right; a pellet connected with his neck 

in front; above and below, wheel, wt. 201? grs. (Evans, pi. E, 1), very 

fine and exceedingly rare; found at Hordle, near Milford [PI. I] l 

Quarter Stater, obv. Raised lines crossing field in various directions; 

rev. Horse to left with squatting figure on it holding pole; before, 

lyre-shaped object, id. 27| grs. (Evans, pi. D, 4), rude work and very 

rare ; found at Sevenoaks 1 

Quarter Stater, obv. Portions of wide-spread Bust; rev. Triple-tailed 

horse to right; pellet connected to his neck; above, star; below, 

flower witli centre pierced, wt. 19 grs. (Evans, pi. E, 2), very fine and 

rare 1 

l?>UA dot 
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■),3 Quarter Stater, of same type, but under horse, flower, below which 

crescent-shaped object, wt. 22 grs, fine and rare ] 

Quarter Stater, of similar type to lot 32, but behind horse two 

annulets, each enclosing pellet, wt. 20 grs., very fine and rare 1 

Quarter Stater, similar to last, but above horse on right of star are 

two more annulets, each enclosing pellet, wt. 21 grs., very fine and 

rare \ 

36 Quarter Stater, similar, as Evans, jpi. e, 2, with pierced flower and 

annulet enclosing pellet under horse, wt. 19 grs., very fine and rare 1 

Quarter Stater, obv. Wreath with roundel in centre; rev. Horse 

walking to right, above and below, star, wt. 15 grs. (Evans, pi. E, 6, 

and Sappl. p. 440), extremely rare, in good condition 1 

38 Quarter Stater, obv. A triple beaded Wreath between two crescents, 

fy. Critic. back t0 back J rev- Horse to right; ring ornament on hind quarter; 
below, ring ornament radiate; above, a shaped ornament; and 

annulets in field, wt. 21d grs. (Evans, pi. E, 5, and Num. Chron. II, 

p. 231, fig. 1), fine, UNIQUE [PL I] 1 

*** This and the next two coins were found at Ashdown Forest, Sussex: 
they are described and figured in the Numismatic Chronicle, vol. IL 
p. 231. See also lot 116. 

39 

etc 

40 

41 

U 42 

43 

Quarter Stater, obv. Plain and convex; rev. Horse to left; pellet 

under tail; above, v shaped ornament; below, trellised compart¬ 

ment ; annulets enclosing pellets in field, wt. 21 grs. (Evans, pi. E, 8, 

and Num. Chron. n, p. 231, fig. 2), very fine, unique in this metal, 
found at Ashdown Forest, Sussex, see preceding lot 1 

Quarter Stater, of same type; but under the horse’s tail is an 

annulet enclosing pellet, wt. 19 grs. (cf. Evans, p. 93, and Num. 

Chron. II, p. 321, fig. 3), base gold l, unique in this metal, found at 
Ashdown Forest, Sussex (see lot 38) 1 

Quarter Stater, obv. Traces of Head to right; rev. Transverse crooked 

line ; above, palm tree ?; below, two oval protuberances, wt. 22 grs. 

(cf. Evans, pi. e, 10); another, similar, with obv. Plain and convex, 
wt. 22 grs., both scarce and fine 2 

Quarter Staters, of similar types as in last lot, wt. 23),- and 20 grs., 
fine 2 

Quarter Stater, obv. Convex and irregular; rev. Helmet-like figure ; 

above, crooked band broken in two; below, uncertain objects, 

wt. 22J- grs. (Evans, Suppl. pi. M, 11), fine, found at Folkestone; and 

Stater of the Dorsetshire type, obv. Portions of laureate Bust; rev. 

Disjointed horse, the body formed of pellets, wt. G7A grs. (cf. Evans, 

pi. F, 2), this coin which is of debased gold, teas found at Uordle, 'near 

Milford. Mr. Montagu teas inclined to attribute it to the Iceni 2 
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Gold Inscribed. 

44 StateP, obv. Head of Apollo laureate ; rev. Victory in biga to right; 

I I 2_ below, IV11"! n OV., wt. 1204 grs., fine> an imitation of the Macedonian 0 1 fa-gsu. 

Stater, probably Gaulish, but found in Norfolk 1 

4- ¥ 

¥ n 
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¥ n 6 

13 2. ■ - 

BODUOC. 

45 Statep, obv. [b]odvoc across field; obv. Horse to right with triple 

tail ; above, crescent and two annulets ; below, wheel and fourlpy\C¥^n. 

pellets, wt. 85 grs. (car. Evans, pi. i, 2), very fine and rare [PI. I] 1 

*** From the Marsham collection (lot 12). 

CASS1VELLAU N US. 

46 Statep, obv. Fern-leaf; rev. catti, Disjointed and triple-tailed Horse to , 

right; above, crescent between two pellets; below, wheel, wt. 82 ^ 

grs. (Evans, pi. I, 4), fine and rare 1 

*** From the Marsham collection (lot 13). 

COMUX. 

47 Statep, obv. Fern-leaf; rev. COMVX, Triple-tailed Horse to right and 

ornaments as on the preceding coin, wt. 80 grs. (Evans, pi. I, 5), in 

good condition, extremely rare 1 

CORINIUM (Cipencestep). 

48 Statep, obv. Fern-leaf; rev. VO-CORIO, Triple-tailed Horse to right; 

above, crescent and two annulets enclosing pellets; below, wheel, ¥44 

wt. 85 J- grs. (Erans, pi. I, 6), very fine and very rare 1 

*** This coin appears to render the usual reading VO-CORIO^ uncertain, 
as the first letters vo may be only ornaments, viz. a triangle and 
a crescent. 

ANTEDRIGUS. 

49 Statep, obv. Fern-leaf; rev. antedrigv, Triple-tailed Horse to right; ,, 

above, crescent between two pellets; below, wheel; crosses in field, 

wt. 81 grs. (Evans, pi. I, 7), very fine and extremely rare 1 

TINCOMMIUS. 

50 Quaptep Statep, obv. [t]incom, and a zigzag ornament between three 

corded lines across field; rev. Horse to left; in front, three 

annulets braced ; above, traces of wheel; below, uncertain object, 

wt. 154 grs. (Evans, pi. n, 2), fine and rare 1 

*** From the Davies collection. 
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Quarter Stater, obv. ting on tablet; c above and a below ; rev. 

Full-faced head of Medusa surrounded by snakes in concave field, 
ivt. 15£ grs. (Evans, Suppl. pi. xvm), 6, fine and of extreme rarity, 
found near Bognor \ 

*** From the Marsham collection (lot 15). 

Quarter Stater, similar; but letter below inscription on obv. uncer¬ 
tain, ivt. 15 grs., fine and extremely rare 1 

*** From the Davies collection. 

Quarter Stater, obv. tin on sunk tablet; rev. Dog or Wolf running 

to left; below, star, id. 17 grs. (Evans, Suppl. pi. xvm, 10),fine, 
very rare 1 

Quarter Stater, obv. com f on sunk tablet; rev. Bridled Horse to 

left; Ti above, wt. 15| grs. (Evans, Suppl.pl. xvm, 12), fine and 
rare j 

*** From the Davies collection. 

Quarter Stater, obv. com f on sunk tablet; rev. Bridled Horse to 

right; tin above; c reversed below, ivt. 141, grs. (Evans, Suppl. 
pi. xvm, 13), fine and rare 1 

*** From the Davies collection. 

VERICA. 

Stater, obv. Plain convex field stamped above with monogram of 

v E; rev. Rude Horse to right; above, pellets ; below, s, pellet and 

crescent, wt. 85 grs., unique and unpublished (cf. Evans, Suppl. p. 508), 

this coin is undoubtedly of British fabric, and is probably like the next 
piece an early type of Verica [PI. I] 1 

Quarter Stater, obv. as the preceding; rev. Horse to left; above, 

rosette; below, circle with ring above and enclosing crescent shaped 

object; behind, star, wt. 15 grs. (Evans, pi. E, 12), fine and extremely 
rare 2 

*** This coin shows the whole of the rev. type, and proves that it never 
bore any legend ; cf. Evans, p. 97. 

Stater, obv. [v]i-ri on either side of expanded ivy-leaf; rev. Warrior 

holding shield and spear on horse galloping to right; beneath hind 

feet of horse, square stage with trellis pattern ; above, CO; below, F; 

wt. 83^ grs. (Evans, pi. n, 9), very fine and very rare 1 

Stater, of same type, obv. Vi [ri], and stage between horse’s hind feet 
plain, wt. 83 grs., fine and very rare 1 

Stater, of same type, but leaf on obv. smaller, legend Vl-Ri, wt. 82.V grs., 
fine and very rare 1 
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*** From the Addington collection. 
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Stater, obv. vi-lll on either side of small expanded ivy-leaf; rev. . 

Horseman as on the preceding coin, but with saddle girths ; no stage T j j 
under feet, wt. 83^ grs. (Evans, Suppl. p. 511), very fine and exceed- 

ingly rare [PI. I] 1 

Stater, obv. COM f on sunk tablet; rev. vie rex, Horseman charging ^ 
to right, holding short spear ; behind, lituus ; below, crescent and 

three pellets, wt. 82 grs. (Evans, pi. ii, 10), extremely fine and extra 

rare 1 

Stater, similar, but the legend on the obv. reads COM FI, wt. 82 grs. 

(Evans, Suppl. pi. xix, 5), well preserved and very rare 1 

Quarter Stater, obv. vekic com f in two lines across field; above, 

crescent; below, star ; rev. REX beneath Horse walking to right; f 
above, star, ivt. 14 grs. (Evans, pi. II, 12), well preserved and rare 1 

OP 

'\VuUif 

*** From the Davies collection. 

Quarter Stater, obv. COM f on sunk tablet; around, border of large 

dots; rev. VI above bridled Horse pacing to right on an exergual 

line; beaded border, wt. 17 grs. (Evans, pi. II, Vi), extremely fine and 

of the highest rarity, only one other specimen known 1 

EPPILLUS. 

Stater, obv. Victory holding wreath and palm to right; all within a 

wreath ; rev. eppi COM F, Horseman galloping to right, holdin v£o 
<n> carnyx; beaded circle, wt. 84 grs. (Evans, pi. in, 11, and Suppl. 

p. 521), extremely fine, and of the highest rarity, only one other specimen 

in inferior condition known, which is in the Evans collection ; found at 

Wallingford [PI. I] 1 

*** From the Davies collection. 

Quarter Stater, obv. com f within circle; rev. eppi above Horse 

right; below, quatrefoil ornament, wt. 18 grs. (Evans, pi. in, 12), "7 

1 / fine, extremely rare 

*** From the York Moore and Addington collections. 

68 

DUBNOVELLAUNUS. 

Stater, obv. Two crescents between two annulets in centre of wreath ; 

rev. dvbnovilano, Horse galloping to left; above, ring enclosing 1r<AU& 

69 

pellet; below, branch ; and under neck, pellet, wt. 85 grs. (Evans, ( 

pi. iv, 7), fine and very rare 1 

Stater, similar, as Evans, pi. IV, 8, with two rings under branch on . 

rev.; another before horse’s head, and pellet under neck and on ^ 
either side of tail; legend, dubnoviilla, very fine and very rare 1 

*** From the York Moore and Addington collections. 
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'0 Stater, similar to last, as Evans, pi. iv, 9, with pellet under horse and 

on either side of upper ring and none near tail, wt. 83 grs., fine and S~ 
very rare ; found near Colchester \ 

VOSENOS. 

71 Quarter Stater, obv. Convex with raised bands across field; rev. 3 f S' 

VOSII beneath Horse to left; above, star within circle between two 
rings (Evans, pi. iv, 14), fine and rare 1 

AN DOCOMI US. 

73 

74 

75 

76 

77 

Stater, obv. Cruciform ornament of four wreaths with ornaments in the 

angles ; rev. AND beneath Horse to right; above, bucranium 1 be¬ 

tween Hower and ring ornament; two pellets under tail, wt. 84 grs. 
(Evans, pi. v, 4), fine and very rare 1 

*** From the Addington collection. 

TASCIOVANUS. 

Stater, obv. Cruciform ornament of four wreaths with ornament in each S 
angle between pellets or annulets ; rev. Horse to right; above, bu¬ 

cranium and ring ornaments ; below, a curved object and ring ; 

pellets in field, wt. 85 grs. (Evans, pi. v, 9), very fine and rare 1 

*** From the Brown and Addington collections. 

Stater, same, but with ornaments on rev. slightly varied, lot. 86 grs., 3 
very fine and rare 1 

Stater, obv. Cruciform ornament of four wreaths, &c., similar to lot 73 ; ^ 

rev. TA[sc] behind Horseman to right, brandishing earnyx; ring 

ornament before horse, wt. 82 grs. (var. Evans, pi. v, 10), well pre¬ 
served and very rare 1 

*** From the Addington collection. 

s~ 
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Stater, similar, as Evans, pi. v. 11, with three pellets in centre of a 
wreath ornament on obv., and on rev. tasc (the T under arm of ’ 
rider), and in the exergue a wheel, wt. 83 grs., very fine and very 

rare, a more perfect specimen than that shown in Evans, the first letter 

of name being present, and the ornament in the exergue more defined; found 
at Hadlow, near Tunbridge [PI. I] 1 

From the Shepherd collection. 

Quarter Stater, obv. tasc within a compartment with lloreated ^ 

ornaments above and below ; rev. Pegasus galloping to left, his 

tail raised ; below, star, wt. 20 grs. (Evans, pi. v, 14), extremely fine 
and very rare 1 

*** From the Marsham collection (lot 22). 
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Stater, of similar type but of different work, and without star under ^ /— 

Pegasus, fine and equally rare 1 

*** From the Marsham collection (lot 23). 

Stater, struck at Riconium, obv. tasci Eicon in two compartments of a 

tablet placed on wreath of alternate plain and corded lines, &c.; 

rev. Horseman to left; below, ring ornament, lot. 85 grs. (Evans, 

pi. viii, no. 9), very fine ancl of excessive rarity; found near Biggleswade, 

and therefore the actual piece engraved in Evans [Pi. I] 1 

*** From the Addington collection. 

Quarter Stater, struck at Verulamium, obv. vero in angles of cruci¬ 

form wreath ornament; rev. tas below horse to left; above, bu- dfo 
cranium, wt. 21 grs. (Evans, Suppl. pi. xx, 13), where this “pretty 

little coin ” is engraved, extremely fine and of excessive rarity 1 

fO 

EPATICCUS. 

81 Stater, obv. tasci f divided by ear of corn; rev. epaticcv, Naked Horse¬ 

man to right, armed with spear and shield, wt. 82 grs. (Evans, pi. viii, 

12), engraved from this coin, ivhich is of the highest rarity ; it is believed 

to have been found near Guildford, very fine [PI. I] 1 

*** From the Whitbourn and Addington collections. 
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CUNOBELINUS. 

82 Stater, obv. camv divided by ear of bearded corn; no pellets in field ; 

rev. cvno below Horse to right ; above, branch, wt. 83 grs. (var. 

Evans, pi. IX, 5) no pellets on rev., very fine and very rare 1 

*** From the Cuff, Hastings, and Addington collections. 
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Stater, similar, as Evans, pi. ix, 5, with pellets in field above horse on jLo 
rev., and varied in having two annulets in the ear of corn on the \ ; 
obv., wt. 82 grs., an unpublished variety, very fine 1 

Stater, similar, as Evans, pi. ix, 7, with lower grains of corn not 

bearded, and with star above and ring ornament below horse, xd.^ltt^ayh. 
85 grs., extremely fine and very rare 1 

Stater, similar, as Evans, pi. ix, 9, with lower grains of corn not 

bearded, and pellet above and below branch on rev., and traces of 

cross on hindquarter of horse, which has a bridle, wt. 83 grs., very fifties 

fine and very rare [PI. I] 1 

*** From the Addington collection. 

Stater, similar, as Evans, pi. ix, 10, with 13 grains of corn instead / . , 

of 10 as usual, all bearded ; annulet before horse on rev., wt. 85 grs ar^h 

very fine and rare 1 
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Quarter Stater, oJw. ca mv divided by ear of corn; rev. ovn below 

Horse galloping to right; above, branch with five pellets below, wt. 

20 grs. (Evans, pi. ix, 12, and Suppl., p. 561), fine and exceedingly 

rare, only one other specimen recorded 1 

*** From the Davies collection. 

Quarter Stater, similar, as Evans, pi. ix, 13, with branch only above 

horse on rev., wt. 20 grs., very fine and very rare 1 

*** From the Marsham collection (lot 28), in which catalogue Mr. 
Montagu remarks: “Very rare. I had not seen one previously 

i 
3 VZ 

sold by auction.’ 

ADDEDOMAROS. 

89 

90 

7 

Stater, ohv. Two ornamented Crescents back to back, each enclosing 

chevron-shaped compartment • rev. ADDEDOMAROS, Horse to right 

with branched tail; above, rosette and ring ornament; below, 

branch and ring, &c., wt. 85£ grs. (Evans, pi. xiv, 1), fine and very 

rare 1 

Stater, ohv. Star of six curved wreaths springing from three crescents ; 

pellet and ring ornament in each space ; rev. Ad[d]edom, Long¬ 

tailed Horse galloping to right; above, bucranium 3 below, cornu- 

copiaj; before, two ring ornaments and a small cross, and another 

ring under tail, ivt. 85^ grs. (Evans, pi. xiv, 6), fine and very rare 1 

*%* From the Marsham collection (lot 33). 

91 Stater, of similar type • but no pellets or ring ornaments in spaces 

formed by wreaths on ohv., weight 84 grs., fine, an unpublished variety 

[PL I] . 1 
*** From the Addington Collection. 

THE ICENI. 

92 Stater, ohv. Two solid Crescents back to back • from the centre of each 

a dotted line extends to the edge of the coin ; below and above, 

triangle of pellets ; rev. Horse with triple-ending tail t'o right on 

ornamented exergual line ; above and in front, circle of pellets • 

below, star of six points, wt. 85 grs. (Evans, pi. xiv, 12), and figured 

in Num. Chron. 1886, pi. 11, l, fine and extremely rare [PL I] 1 

*** This and the following coins, to lot 109, were part of a hoard found at 
Freckenham, near Mildenhall, Suffolk, in 1885. The hoard is fully 
described by Mr. Montagu in the Num. Cliron., 3 Ser., vol. VI, p. 23, 
&c., and several of the coins acquired by him are figured in PI. II 
of that volume. Nearly the whole hoard came into Mr. Montagu’s 
hands, so that he was able to make a large selection for his own 
cabinet. 
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93 Stater, oJv. Voided cross ; in centre, circle enclosing trefoil round 

another circle; rev. Horse to right with branched tail; above, 

crescent and star of pellets; below, wheel, wt. 84|- grs. (Evans, 

pi. xiv, 13), and figured in Num. Ghron. 1886, pi. n, 2, fine and rare ; 

from the Freckenham hoard 1 

94 

95 

Stater, similar to last, but having a large wheel-shaped ornament over Q 'jfxg 
the horse on the rev., wt. 80 grs., figured in Num. Chron. 1886, 

pi. II, 3, well preserved and rare ; from the Freckenham hoard 1 

Stater, similar to last, but to right of wheel-shaped ornament above 

the horse is a large crescent, wt. 85 grs. (Evans, Suppl., pi. xxill, 4), 

and figured in Num. Chron. 1886, pi. ll, 4, fine and rare; from the 

Freckenham hoard 1 

c*u 

96 Stater, similar to last, but crescent above horse enclosing pellet, wt. \JouflE 

84 grs., figured in Num. Chron. 1886, pi. II, 5, fine and rare ; from 

the Freckenham hoard 1 

97 Stater, same as last, but the positions of the wheel and crescent en¬ 

closing pellet are interchanged above the horse, which has full mane 

and tail; pellets above and below horse, wt. 83 grs., a scarce variety ; 

from the Freckenham hoard 1 

98 Stater, similar, but triangle of pellets above horse, id. 83 grs., fine and 

scarce ; from the Freckenham hoard 1 

U 99 Stater, type as before, but the horse stands on a double ladder-like 

exergual line; ornaments, wheel above and below, wt. 85 grs. btybl'c h 

(Evans, Suppl. pi. xxm, 5, and Num. Chron. 1886, pi. ii, 6), fine 

and a rare variety; from the Freckenham hoard [PL I] 1 

100 Stater, similar, but with pellets above and below horse, wt. 85 grs., i/ 

fine; from the Freckenham hoard 1 / 

101 Stater, of similar type, but above horse, wheel; below, rosette, wt. c&) 

83^ grs., figured in Num. Chron. 1886, pi. n, 7, fine and rare ; from 

the Freckenham hoard 1 

102 Stater, similar to last, but crescent above horse to left of wheel, wt. 

87 grs.; and another of same type as lot 93, wt. 84 grs., well pre¬ 

served ; from the Freckenham hoard 2 

b\u m k 

103 Stater, similar, but the trefoil in centre of cross on ohv. is more con¬ 

tracted, and on the rev. the horse has a long flowing tail, and 

beneath is a circle enclosing a pellet, wt. 86 grs. (Evans, pi. XIV, 14), 

and figured in Num. Chron. 1886, pi. ll, 10, fine and rare; from the 

Freckenham hoard 1 

lh>co(A), 
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Stater*, ofat as last; m>. Horse to right; above, crescent shaped com¬ 

partment enclosing a zigzag with pellets in angles ; below, wheel; ( / 

in front, spiral coil enclosing pellet, wt. 87 grs. (Evans, Suppl. pi. 
xxiii, 2, and Num. Chron. 1886, pi. ii, 13), very fine, and a Tare 
variety ; from the Freckenham hoard \ 

Stater, of same type, but under feet of horse is seen a trellised plat- 9 / 

form (Num. Chron. 1886, pi. ii, 13), wt. 86 grs., not so well struck up 
as the previous coin, rare ; from the Freckenham hoard l 

Stater, of same type, but showing more of the type behind the horse, 

star and trefoil of pellets, wt. 85£ grs., rare; from the Freckenham 
hoard \ 

Stater, obv. Cross formed by two lines of pellets on convex field ; rev. 

Horse to right; below, wheel;' above, wheel, and portion of crescent¬ 

shaped ornament; pellet under head and tail, wt. 841 grs. (figured in 

Num. Chi on. 1885, pi. ii, lb), fine and very rare / from the Freckenham 
hoard i 

*** This type was unknown before the Freckenham find, in which there 
were eight specimens, three of which were obtained by Mr. Montagu 
and three by Sir John Evans. 

Stater, of similar type to the preceding coin, but above the horse is 

a triangle of dots instead of a wheel, wt. 84 grs. (cf. Evans, Supipl.pl. 

xxiii, 8), well preserved and very rare ; from the Freckenham hoard 1 

109 Stater, similar to the last coin, but showing more of the crescent- / / 

shaped ornament which is branched above the horse, wt. 84! grs. 

(Evans, Suppl. pi. xxiii, 8), ivell preserved and very rare; from the 
Freckenham hoard 2 

THE BRIGANTES. 

Stater, obv. voli sios in two lines on double band across field ; wheel 

and rose ornaments in outer angles; rev. dvmnocovei (ve. man.) 7 / 
around rude disjointed horse, wt. 83£ grs. (Evans, pi. xvn, 1), fine 
and rare 2 

*** From the Wigan and Marsham (lot 35) collections. 

Stater, of same type, wt. 83-£ grs., fine and rare 2 

*** From the Hemingway collection. 

Stater, obv. dvmn between two lines across wreath; wheel and rose 

ornaments in outer angles ; rev. tigip above disjointed horse of 

which the legs are not seen ; under head, triangle of dots, wt. 83 grs. 

(Evans, pi. xvn, 3), fine and of the highest rarity, only two other speci¬ 
mens known, these are m the Eritish and Taunton Museums j 

/O 

*(. 

4 
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113 Stater, obv. Wreath crossed by straight line with crescent at either end; 

dolphin-shaped figures on each side of wreath; rev. vep corf above Pi trlli*, 

and below disjointed horse, rot. 82 grs. (Evans, pi. XVII, 5), fine and 

excessively rare 1 
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ANCIENT BRITISH COINS. 

Silver Uninscribed. 

114 Staters ?, Dorsetshire type. obv. Portions of laureate bust; rev. Dis¬ 

jointed Horse, the body represented by pellets (as Evans, pi. F, 1, 2 

all varied, fine 4 

*** From the Neville Eolfe and Marsham collections. 

115 Quinarii, Nunney types, obv. Rude Head in profile; rev. types (1), 

Horse to left; below, branch of three leaves between pellets (Evans, 

pi. F, 6), rare-, (2) Horse to left with triple tail; above, crescent rite 

and flower; below, cross (cf. ib., pi. F, 7); (3) Horse as last; above 

cross; below, flower (ib., pi. F, 8), three varieties, all fine and scarce, 

found at Nunney (seo also lot 119) 5 

11G Quinarii, Ashdown Forest Type. obv. Helraeted Head to right; rev. 

Horse to right, with ring ornaments on shoulder and rump ; above, 

lis-shapecl ornament; four varieties (see Evans, pi. F, 11); and another 

of similar type, but much smaller, wt. 4 grs. (ib., pi. F, 12), fine and 

rare; all these coins were found at Ashdown Forest, Sussex (together with 

lots 38-40), and are described and figured in the Num. Chron., vol. II, 

p. 231 5 

117 Staters?, &c., Channel Islands types, obv. Head in profile to right; 

rev. Horse to right (as Evans, pi. I, 1 ; pi. I, 4 (3 varieties) and pi. I, (jjuQJlii 

12); and others (3) of similar types, but of smaller size (ib.,pl. I, 6, 

7), all very fine, and of purer metal than usual 8 

118 Staters?, &c., others similar, (as Evans, pi. i, 4, 5, &c.), 4 varieties, , . 

(larger size) and (ib., pi. I, 2 and 3) 3 varieties (smaller size), of 

somewhat baser metal than previous lot; and others (2) tin, of the St. 

James’s Park type, with rude head and horse (Evans, pi. H, 1 

and 7), fine 9 

Silver Inscribed. 

“ SVEI.” 

119 Qui narius, obv. Rude Head to right; rev. svei above and below Horse 

to left with triple tail; ring ornaments on head, shoulder and hind lcy>c/i\. 

quarter, wt. 15 grs. (Evans, pi. I, 9), fine and very rare-, from the 

Nunney hoard (see also lot 115) 1 

4 7 
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VERICA AND EPPILLUS. 

[/ 120 Quinarius, obv. Beardless Head to right; before vir ; behind [cjOM1?; 
rgV' Eppj- C0M p ai)0Ve and below Capricorn, wt. 15^ grs. (cf. Evans, 

pl. in, 7), in good condition, exceedingly rare 1 

*** The inscription behind the head is a little uncertain, but if this 
reading is correct it would establish a joint coinage between Verica 

£ 5 

4-jtr . 

and Eppillus. From the Addington collection. 
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TASCIOVANUS. 

121 Qu inarms, struck at Verulamium, obv. ver within beaded circle; rev. 

TASCIA arranged around Horse to right, wt. 21 grs. (var. Evans, pi. 

vn, 2), letters on obv. rather smaller, fine and of excessive rarity, only two 

other specimens known, one of which is in the British Museum [Pl. I] 1 

Quinarius, struck at Verulamium. obv. ver. within beaded circle as last; 

rev. Horseman to right, but no diadem as in Evans, pl. Vli, 2, wt. 

20 grs., extremely fine, an unpublished variety [Pl. I] 1 

*** From the Addington collection. 

123 Quinarius, obv. tasc on tablet within triple border; rev. Horseman 

galloping to left, his body and legs concealed by oblong shield, two 

bands streaming backwards from shoulder, wt. 17 grs. (Evans, pl. VI, 

2), fine and very rare 1 

*** From the Addington collection. 

124 Quinarius, similar, but no bands streaming from shoulder of horse¬ 

man, wt. 24 grs., very fine and very rare 1 

*** From the Marsham collection (lot 24). 

EPATICCUS. 

125 Quinarius, obv. epati before head of Hercules, in lion’s skin ; behind, 

ring with string attached ; rev. Eagle with expanded wings standing 

on serpent, wt. 144 (Jvs. (Evans, pl. vm, 13), fine and very rare 1 

CUNOBELINUS. 

126 Quinarius, obv. cvnobelini, Beardless head to right in high relief, 

around beaded circle; rev. TASCIO, Horse galloping to right; above, 

open crescent, wt. 20 grs. (Evans, pl. x, 8), extremely rare and very 

fine, the obv. is in perfect condition and shows that the head is not 

laureate as Evans conjectured [Pl. I] 1 

*** From the Lewin-Sheppard (Frome) and Addington collections. 

127 Quinarius, obv. CVNO before winged male Bust, draped; rev. tascio 

before Sphynx seated to left, wt. 19 grs. (Evans, pl. x, 9), extremely 
fine and of very great rarity [Pl. I] 1 
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THE ICENI. 

128 Quinan'i, obv. type, Two crescents back to back across wreath, &c.; 

rev- types) (1) Horse to right, right foreleg raised; below, ece 

before, s; above, star of pellets (Evans, pi. xv, 3); (2) similar, but 

horse prancing to right (ib., pi. xv, 4); (3) SAEMV beneath galloping 

horse to right; above, star of pellets (ib., pi. xv, 7) ; and (4) anted 

(Antedrigus) in mon. under horse to right; above, circle of dots, &c. 
(ib., pi. xv, 9), all very fine and rare 4 

129 Quinan'us, with ece under horse as no. 1 in last lot; another, with 

ant (mon.) d under horse (Evans, pi. xv, 11); and others (2), with£W^ 

horse and ornaments only on rev., fine and scarce 4 

130 Quinanii (3), similar, with two crescents, &c. on obv., and galloping 

Horse and ornaments on rev. ; and another, barbarous Head to right; cic 

rev. Horse as before ; above, branch; below, lozenge-shaped orna¬ 

ment (Evans, pi. xv, 8), fine and scarce 4 

131 Quinarius, (as Evans, pi. xv, 8), with barbarous Head, and rev. Horse 

to right; above and below, ornaments; others (2), with Boar on 

obv. and Horse to right on rev.; above and below, ornaments (Evans, 

pi. xvi, 9 and 10); and another, similar, with Horse to left (ib., pi. 

xvi, 12), fine and scarce 4 

132 Quinarius, obv. Barbarous Head to right; behind, branch; rev. Gal¬ 

loping Horse to right; below, diamond-shaped ornament; above, 

triangular ornament enclosing cross, wt. 16 grs. (cf. Evans, pi. xvi, 7); 

and another, boar to right; above, rosette of conventional form ; 

annulets in field, &c.; rev. Horse to left; above, circles of dots en¬ 

closing pellet, wt. 2\\ grs. (ib., pi. xvi, 12), both very fine and rare, 

and showing more details than are given in Evans 2 

*** No. 2 from the Marsham collection. 

ANCIENT BRITISH COPPER. 

133 Dubnovellaunus, Wolf? to right looking back; above, star; rev. 

Horse to left (cf. Evans, pi. iv, 12). Tasciovanus, Beardless head / • • 

to right; before TASCIA; rev. Pegasus to left (ib.pl. vi, 8); another, ^ 

struck at Verulammm, Bearded head to right; rev. Horseman to 

right; below R. (ib. pi. VII, 13 and p. 261, where this particular coin 

from Lord Eraybrooke’s collection is referred to), all very rare, somewhat 

rubbed 3 

*** Nos. 1 and 2 from the Wigan collection. 
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Tasciovanus, struck at Verulawium, obv. verlamia between the rays of 

star-like ornament with boss in centre; rev. Bull to left, lore-leg 

raised; around, wreath (Evans, pi. vn, 3, and p. 253), very rare and 

very fine ; found at Chester ford ; another, obv. Horse to right; above, 

bucranium ; below, TASC; rev. Pegasus to right, unpublished 2 

*** Both from Lord Braybrooke’s collection. 

SI S'. 

/ 
1 

13. 

Cunobeline, obv. Laureate Head to left; before cvnobeli[ni]; rev. Cen¬ 
taur to left, blowing horn ; around tasciovani F. (Evans, pi. xrr. 1), 

exceedingly fine and extremely rare, finely patinatecl [PL I] 1 

*** From the Huxtable, Murchison, Bergnc, and Addington collections. 

Cunobeline, obv. Beardless helmeted Head to right; around, cvnobeli- 

nvs ; rev. Sow to right; around, tasciiovanii. (Evans, pl. xu, 2), 
fine, very rare and well patinated 1 

*** From the Marsham collection (lot 29). 

Cunobeline, obv. Plelmeted and laureate Bust to left, draped ; before, 

CVNOBli; rev. Boar to left; below on tablet, tasc. fil. (Evans, pi. 

xu. 4), fine and very rare, found at Chesterford; this coin leaves no 

doubt as to the inscription on the rev., see Evans, Suppl., p. 568 1 

*** From Lord Braybrooke’s collection. 

Cunobeline, obv. Bare head of Cunobeline to right; around, CVNOBE- 

l[i]nvs rex ; rev. Bull butting to right; below, tasc. (Evans, pl- 

xii. 5), very rare, and in unusually good condition 1 

Cunobeline, obv. Head of Mercury winged to left; around, cvnobelin ; 

rev. Seated figure with hammer in one hand and cuirass 1 in the 

other; behind, tascio. (Evans, pi. xu, 6), very fine and scarce 

[PI. I] 1 
*** From the Shepherd collection (lot 4). 

Cunobeline, similar, but of bolder fabric, finely patinated 1 

Cunobeline, obv.Pegasus springing to right; around, cvno; rev. Victory 

to right, sacrificing bull; below, tasci. (Evans, pi. xu, 7, where this 

particular coin is figured), extremely fine and very rare; type probably 

derived from coins of Augustus [Pl. I] 1 

*** From the Bergne and Addington collections. 
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Cunobeline, obv. Naked horseman to right, brandishing dart; below, 

[cvnob] ; rev. Figure holding spear and shield ; around, TASCIO- . < 

VANUS (Evans, pl. xu. 3); another, o^.camvl-odvno in two compart- 1 * 
ments across field; rev. Sphinx crouching to left (ib. pl. xii. 9) ; 

another, obv. Sphinx to right; below, CVNO; rev. Male figure to left ? 
(ib. pl. xii, 10), somewhat rubbed, rare 3 

*** Nos. 1 and 3 from the Wigan collection. 
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C unobeline, obv. cvno on tablet within wreath ; rev. Horse walking to 

right; below, camv on exergual line (Evans, pi. xii, 13), extra fine 

and very rare, well paginated [PI. I] 1 

*** From the Marsham collection (lot 31). 

Cunobeline, obv. Head of Janus ; on tablet beneath, cvno ; rev. Sow to 

right, seated beneath a tree ; below on tablet CAMV. (Evans, pi. 

XIII, 1), very fine and exceedingly rare [PI. I] 1 

*** From the York Moore and Addington collections. 

145 Cunobeline, obv. Head of Jupiter Ammon to left; around, traces of the 

legend CVNOBELIN ; rev. Horseman to right, holding sword and 

shield ; below, CAM. (Evans, pi. xii, 14), rubbed, found at Hadstock; 

another, obv. Head of Ammon to right; before, CVNO; rev. Lion 

couchant to right under tree; below, CAM. (Evans, pi. xm, 2), in 

good condition, both rare 2 

*** No. 1 from Lord Braybrooke’s and no. 2 from the Shepherd 
(lot 5) collection. 

sif.i. a . A 
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ANGLO-SAXON COINS. 

SCEATTAS. 

A.D. 600-750 1 

The references are to Ending, “ Annals of the Coinage of Great 

Britain ” ; Hawkins, “ Silver Coins of Englandand British 

Museum Cat., “Anglo-Saxon Coins,” vol. I. 

Gold. Sceat, obv. Bust to right; around win + ?; rev. Two figures seated 

facing; between them, Angel, wt. 19 grs. (B. M. Cat., pi. i, 2), very 

fine and very rare ; this type is derived from Solidi of Valentinian I, and 

the coins are supposed by some numismatists to have been struck at 
Winchester (see Num. Chron., 1893, p. 259) [PL I] l 

Sceat, same but of paler gold, electrum, wt. 18 grs., very fine and very 
rare [Pl. I] \ 

Sceat, obv. Bust to right; right hand extended, holding cross; rev. 

Standard within double border of dots; around, traces of inscription, 
electrum, wt. 18 grs., unpublished and probably unique 1 

* The reverse type is derived from the standard on coins of Constan¬ 
tine the Great. This interesting coin is from the Wigan Collection. 

Sceat, obv. Head to right; before Ni (= lvndoni) ; rev. ohva ? Figure 

facing with extended arms ; on either side, staff?, wt. 20 grs., of bar¬ 
barous work, fine, unpublished and probably unique 1 

** This coin is evidently copied from those of silver with head and 
lvndoni. on obv. and figure holding two crosses on rev. (see B. M 
Cat., pl. ii, 15, and lot 162 below). 

Sceat, obv. ci-iva... ?, Bust to right; rev. Cross on three steps; around 

in Runic letters, tim.erenv, wt. 19^ grs. (cf. B. M. Cat., pl. I, 4), 

fine, unique, the coin in the Brit. Mus.has a different legend on the rev. 1 

Sceat, obv. Cross fourch6e with uncertain objects in angles, dragon ?, 

Ac. ; rev. Cross pattee within quatrefoil; in angles + lvx ?, wt. 19 

grs., fine, unpublished, unique, this piece may be of Northumbrian 
fabric ' j 

Sceat, obv. Within circle, branch ?; around iivlvio. cit. ; rev. Cross; 

around evcofiiioh, wt. \1\ grs., exceedingly rare and fine, a similar 

coin but of a more degraded type occurred in the Crondale hoard (see 
Num Chron., vol. vi, p. Ill, pl. Jig. 19) [PL I] j 
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Silver. Sceat, o&y. Radiate bust to right; before TIC. ; behind o A o • 

rev. Square compartment enclosing ToT^ around tria. {Rad. 2, 22; 

B. M. Cat., pi. i, 5); another of similar type, varied; and others 

(3), obv. Rude bust, hair represented by long bristles; rev. Square 

compartment enclosing *oT similar to last {Rud. 1, 7 ; B. M. Cat., 

pi. ii, 7), all varied, very fine and rare 5 

Sceattas, similar as Rud. 2, 22, two varieties; and Rud. 1, 7, 8 ; 1/. y- 

B. M. Cat., pi. ii, 7, three varieties, very fine and scarce 5 

Sceattas, similar as Rud. 2, 22, two varieties-, and Rud. 1, 7, 14, and 

var., three varieties, very fine and scarce 5 

Sceattas, similar as Rud. 1, 7, 12 ; Ilks. 42, and var., some with traces 

of inscription, four varieties; and another, obv. Rude head to right, 

before nx. ; rev. Cross on two steps between four annulets; around, 

traces of legend, unpublished, the others scarce, fine 5 

Sceattas, similar as Rud. 1, 7, 8 ; B. M. Cat., pi. n, 6, 7, and var., Q Maya*i 

fine 5 

Sceattas, with Runic legends; obv. apa before radiate bust; rev. 

Square compartment enclosing (To ; cross at each side, and T at 

each angle {Rud. 2, 14) ; another, similar, but legend EPA; behind 

bust, AoA, and of flatter fabric (B. M. Cat., pi. I, 10); and another, 

obv. as first piece; rev. Cross with pellet in each angle ; around, 

legend, + lvndonvm 1 (cf. Rud. 2, 21, which has no obv. legend), 

fine and very rare 3 

Sceattas, with Runic legends, as Rud. 2, 14, with epa before and 

TA behind bust, from the Neville Rolfe collection-, others (2), with apa Vh k 

on obv., and cross, &c., on rev.; legends blundered as in last lot; and 

another, obv. Bust to right; before, cross; rev. Beaded square enclosing 

three crosses and three pellets; circle in centre {Rud. 1, 29), the 

last chipped, from the Marshani collection, fine and very rare 4 

Sceattas, degraded types of Rud. 2, 21 {see lot 158), with blundered 

Runic legends on obv., three varieties ; and others (2), obv. Rude head to 

right; rev. Square compartment enclosing To1", &c. {Rud. 1, 10, 12), 

rare 

1G1 Sceat, obv. Bust to right; before, cross; rev. Square compartment 

enclosing four crosses around circle (Rud. 1, 28), from the Mai-sham rfo 

collection; another, similar, but rev. varied as {Rud. 1, 29); and 

another, with similar obv.; but rev. a circle enclosing pellet and sur¬ 

rounded by crosses and pellets, unpublished, very fine and very rare 3 
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Sceat, obv. Bird to right; rev. Square compartment enclosing 

annulet with three pellets above and below (liud. 1, 18), from the 

Londesbotough collection; another, obv. Wolf and twins ; rev. Bird 

between two stalks {B. M. Cat, pi. n, 9), from the Marshal collection- 

and another, obv. lvndoni around bust to right ; tcv. Figure holding 

two long crosses {cf. Ilud. 26, 7 ; B. M. Cat., pi. n, 15), also from 
the Marsham collection extremely fine and very rare 3 

* All the above types are derived from Roman coins. 

Sceattas, another as End. 26, 7, but legend on obv. in+ only, 

from the Wigan collection ; others, Bust to right; before, cross ; rev. 

Figure holding cross and bird ; on right, T. (B. M. Cat., pi. n, 22); 

Diagon to right, looking back; rev. Figure holding staff and cross • 

on left, floral ornament, unpublished ; and, Bust to right; rev. within 

circle, Bird standing on cross, &c., blundered legends (var. Eud. 2, 
27), very fine and very rare 4 

Sceattas, another as Eud. 2, 27, as in last lot; others, Dragon to left, 

looking back; rev. Figure holding two crosses, var. unpublished, from 

the Mat sham collection ; another, similar, but obv. Bird changed into 

whorl of three heads {cf. B. M. Cat, pi. hi, 5); and Dragon to left 

looking back; rev. Two figures holding crosses {Eud. 26, 10), very 
fine and very rare 4 

Sceattas, others similar to Eud. 2, 27 and 35, two varieties; and Eud. 

26, 10, as in last lot; and another, Bird to left, numerous pellets in 

field ; rev. Figure holding two crosses, var. unpublished, very fine and 
very rare 4 

*** From the Wigan and Marsham collections. 

Sceattas, others similar to Eud. 2, 27, two varieties; and others, 

Bearded Head facing; rev. Two Figures, each holding staff; long cross 

between them, var. unpublished; Bust to right; on shoulder, bird; 

rev. Hound to right under tree {Eud. 1, 23), from the Londesborough 
collection, very fine and very rare 4 

Sceattas, another as Eud. 2, 27 ; others, Bearded Head facing; rev. 

Wolf 1 feeding, unpublished; and Bearded Head as before ; on left, 

cross ; rev. Animal to left, looking back {Eud. 26, 5), from the Wigan 
collection, extremely fine and very rare 3 

Sceattas, another as Eud. 2, 27 ; others, Bearded Head facing; rev. 

Animal to right, looking back {var. B. M. Cat, pi, m, IS), from the 

Londesborough collection / and Diademed Bust to right; before, ARPI; 

rev. Dragon to left, looking back, unpublished, from the Marsham 
collection, very fine 3 
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169 Sceattas, Bust to right, holding cross; rev. Dog under tree, lookingj^^^, 

back (Rad. 2, 2), from the Lundesborough collection; Two Busts, face to 

face, with cross between ; rev. Cross in centre of rose (B. M. Cat., 

pi. ill, 29); Fantastic Beast to right, with long tongue; rev. Orna¬ 

mental spiral (B. M. Cat., pi. iv, 9); and Bird to left; rev. Beast 

with long claws to left (var. B. M. Cat., pi. iv, 8), from the Mar-sham 

collection, very fine and very rare 4 

170 Sceattas, another as B. M. Cat., pi. in, 29, as in last lot; others, ^ 

Bust to right holding cross ; rev. Coiled Serpent, with long tongue, 

unpublished, from the Marsham collection ; Bird to right between two 

crosses ; rev. Fantastic Animal to left, looking back, unpublished-, and 

Fantastic Bird to right; rev. Cross of four circles with anothei in 

centre (Bud. 26, 14), all very fine and rare 4 

171 Sceattas, another as B. M. Cat., pi. in, 29, with two busts facing 

each other on obv. ; others, Small Head facing, surrounded by nine dc 

annulets; rev. Fantastic Bird to right (B. M. Cat., pi. iv, 14); Head 

facing within five annulets ; rev. Bird to right; behind, annulet 

(var. Rud. 2, 5), very fine, the last two extremely rare 3 

7 

7 
is 

lit 

KINGS OF MERCIA. 

PEADA. 

A.D. 655-657. 

’ 172 Sceat. Electrum, obv. Bust laureate to right; before, m«;; rev. 

^ Within dotted circle with ends, PADA in Runic letters; around, 

MIZ...ATM, wt. 17 grs. (comp. B. M. Cat., pi. iv, 21), fine, an unpublished 

variety, extremely rare [PL I] 1 l $ 

173 Sceat. Silver, obv. Helmeted Bust to right; around, cnziooaii 

(retrogade); rev. Standard type with TX°T. ; around outside to right, 

PADA in Runic letters; around acoodt, &c., wt. 19 grs. (B. M. Cat., 

pi. iv, 22), fine, extremely rare [FI I] 1 

/ETHELRED. 

A.D. 675-704. 

174 Sceat, obv. Degraded form of Head, (Bud. i, 5); before, dog’s tooth , , 

pattern; rev. AcpiLlR/ED in Runic letters and in two lines boustro-"U*/yx 

phedon-, triple border, wt. 17 l grs. (B. M. Cat., pi. iv, 24), very fine, 

and of excessive rarity [PI. I] 1 
*** From the Shepherd collection (lot 10). 
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OFFA. 

a.d. 757-796. 

Pennies with Bust. 

Penny, obv. +OFFA R«x+ Undraped Bust to right, diademed; rev. 

eSilvalS in angles of cruciform pattern, composed of one large 

circle and four small ovals; in centre, floral pattern, (B. M. Cat., 
pi. v, 12), very fine work and very rare; found in the City [PL II] 1 

*** This unrivalled series of coins of Offa and his Queen Cynethryth, 

not only includes nearly all the published types, but many which 
are unpublished. 

Penny, obv. + offa rex+ Undraped Bust to right, diademed; rev. 

BABA each letter divided by rose-shaped ornament springing from 

laige circle enclosing star of eight points, unpublished, of fine minute 
work, extremely rare, struck on a thin flan 1 

Penny, obv. +offa rex+ Undraped Bust to right, diademed; 

before, branch ; rev. +DMD divided by four rose-shaped ornaments 

springing from circle enclosing cross with trefoil in each angle, (cf. 
Bud. pi. c, 4 ; B. M. Cat., pi. v, 6), fine and very rare 1 

*** From the Murchison, Harrison, and Brice collections. 

Penny, obv. +-<)>-ffa rex+ Undraped Bust as on the preceding coin; rev. 

+dvd divided by rose-shaped ornaments, &c., as on the preceding 
coin, a variety of the last, fine and very rare 1 

* * From the Borghesi and Brice collections. 

Penny, similar to last, but differing in having numerous pellets dividing 

legends (+OFFA rex+) ; and in floral ornament on rev., fine and 
very rare j 

*** From the Brice collection. 

Penny, obv. + offa + rqx + Undraped Bust to right, head bare; 

rev. +LVLLA divided by four crosses; in centre, beaded circle en¬ 

closing floral ornament (Bud. 4, 2; B. M. Cat., pi. vi, 1), fine and 
very rare 2 

*** From the Wigan and Marsham (lot 56) collections. 

Penny, obv. offa before Bust to right, diademed and draped . 

rev. ALREb within four limbs of cruciform pattern, with cross in 

centre and trefoil ornaments between limbs (var. Bud. 4, 6; 
B. M. Cat., pi. vi, 9), slightly chipped, fine and very rare 1 

*** From the Ponton d’Amdcourt collection. 

Penny, similar type to last, but obv. legend offa rex ; and moneyer’s 
name on rev. +ealre8 well preserved and very rare 1 

*** from the Addington collection. 
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183 •Penny, obv. + offs rex+Bust to right, draped; rev. teiitvsld (tit 

mon.) in angles of cruciform figure containing ornamental cross 

(Eucl. 4, 8; B. M. Cat., pi. v, 5), slightly chipped, fine and very 

rare 1 

*** From the Marsham collection (lot 57). 

Penny, obv. +^>FFX rex merger. Draped Bust to right with plaited. 

hair; rev. + ESDHVN in angles of cross crosslet with voided centre 

containing small cross (End. 4, 11; B. M. Cat., pi. v, 8), fine and 

excessively rare 1 

*** From the Brice collection. 

Penny, obv. <$-ffa: rex, in three lines on either side of Bust to right, ^ 

diademed and in ornamental robe; rev. +IBB5S in angles of fioreated fi 

cross containing small cross in centre, obv. unpublished, rev. as Bud. 

4, 13, very fine and a unique variety 1 

*** From the Shepherd collection (lot 15). 

Penny, similar type to the preceding, but legend on obv. arranged in cio 

circular form around bust (B. M. Cat., pi. V, 15), very fine and very 

rare 1 

*** From the Huxtable, Bergne (lot 49), and Addington collections. 

185 

186 

187 do, 
7 Penny, obv. ibbk before large Bust to right, head bare, draped; rev. 

F R to in angles of fioreated cross, with small cross in centre 

(Bud. 4, 12), extremely fine and very rare [PI. II] 1 

*** From the Borghesi and Brice collections. 

iy 188P e n ny, obv. before Bust to right, diademed and draped 

-ev. +OFK? rex in angles of cross fourchee with voided centre en- ^ - 

closing cross of pellets (Bud. 4, 14), very fine and extremely rare 1 

.1 

*** From the Borghesi and Brice collections. 

1/ 189 

190 

Penny, obv. offa rex. Bust to right, draped, head bare; behind, 

-- — +bMb in angles of cross composed of four ovals; if 

1 
cross ; rev. 
trefoil dividing each limb, unpublished, fine 

Penny, obv. +OFFJC REX+ Bust to right, draped, hair much curled; 

rev. +BIy-LH!XRD in two lines; above and below, coiled serpent, PUrU 
head to right (var. Bud. 4, 16), fine and extremely rare, found in 

Borne 

191 Penny, similar to the preceding, but differing in form of drapery on 

king’s bust, and on the rev. the serpent’s head is to the left, almost 

identical with Bud. 4, 16, very fine and extremely rare 1 

*** From the Addington collection. 

3. 
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Penny, obv. +off:s: REX+ Bust with small head to right, hair 
elaborately dressed; rev. ALUMMMb in three lines within wreath 

composed of two serpents {var. Bud. 4, 18 ; B. M. Cat., pi. V, 1), 

fine and very rare; found at Stilton in Huntingdonshire 1 

*** From the Brice collection. 

Penny, similar to the preceding; but the moneyer’s name ali-imMnd 

on the rev. is in two lines, unpublished, very fine [PL II] 1 

Pennies without Bust. 

Penny, obv. +~£-ffa: rex cd. in three lines, divided by two dotted 

lines ; rev. +IBBS in angles of cross crosslet; various pellets in 

field on both sides; obv. (ltud 4, 21), rev. type unpublished, unique, 1 

extremely fine, a large and circular coin ; found near Kilkenny, Ireland 

[PI. II] ' 1 
*** From the Bergne and Addington collections. 

Penny, obv. +-<£-ffa rex cd. in three lines as the preceding; rev. 

vvilhvn in two lines, and divided by dotted line within shield¬ 

shaped compartment; cross on either side (Bud. 27, 2), very fine 

and very rare 1 

Penny, obv. same as the preceding ; rev. + deimvnd arranged in two 

lunettes the liases straight, divided by dotted line {var. Bud. 4, 20), 

fine and extremely rare ; found at Wellington, Northamptonshire {vide 

Num. Chron. N.S. vol. xv,p. 196) 1 

*** From Archdeacon Pownall’s collection. 

Penny, obv. same as no. 195; rev. + beaxHEARb in two lunettes, 

bases arched and divided by dotted line (Bud. 4, 20; B. M. Cat., 
pi. vi, 15), well preserved, rare 1 

Penny, obv. + OFFS' rex cd. in three lines, the upper and lower in 

lunettes ; rev. eJjeln in two lines, divided by bilobed compart¬ 

ment ornamented with dotted line, &c. (Bud. 5, 23), probably 

engraved from this coin, very fine and extremely rare [PI II] 1 

*** From the Bergne and Brice collections. 

Penny, obv. offa rex in two lines, divided by straight line with 

cross at either end ; rev. e^elva'LD in two lines, as obv. type (Bud. 
5, 26), fi,ne and very rare 1 

*** From the Bergne and Brice collections. 

Penny, obv. +-^-FF7C rex in interstices formed by round-limbed cross 

with leaf shapes in angles ; rev. +BANNARD in two lunettes, 

divided by dotted line with cross at either end, engraved in Lindsay, 

Hept. 6, 137, (see also Hks. hi0), extremely fine, and of very great 
rarity j 

*** From the Cuff, Dymock, Murchison, Bergne, and Addington 
collections. 
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-01 Penny, obv. + offs + rex. Cross within circle on base - rev. oeSSelres 

in angles of cross crosslet, with centre voided and crossed diagonally f > 

(Hud. Ap. 28, 2), ■where this identical coin is engraved, very fine and 
evtrcmely rare 1 

*** From the Cuff, Murchison, Bergne, and Brice collections. 

202 Penny, obv. offs rex in two lines, divided by dotted line with 

Moreated ends ; rev. Munr^S in angles of tioreated cross, with voided 

centre enclosing cross (Bud. 5, 40), extremely fine and very rare 

[PI- II] 1 

*** From the Howard and Brice collections. 

203 Penny, obv. + -^-FF3: REX cd. In centre circle enclosing rosette of 

pellets ; rev. bxbbx across the field ; above, o CD o; below, XX (Rad. 

5, 25), very fine and very rare 1 

*** From the Devonshire, Dynmck, Murchison, Bergne, and Brice 
collections. 

204 Penny, obv. offs rex in two lines, divided by dotted line with n 

floreated ends; rev. e’Selvsld in two lines, divided by dotted line 

(Bud. 5, 26), fine and very rare 1 

*** From the Marsham collection (lot 62). 

205 Penny, obv. +offs rex cd. in three lines and separated by two 

dotted lines; rev. e-<^bs between two lines, with crosses at ends ; 

above, interlinked curves; below, three crosses, well preserved, very 

rare, unpublished \ 

*** From the Wigan and Marsham collections (lot 66). 

206 Penny, obv. O. F. R. cd. in angles of cross composed of pellets, with voided 

centre enclosing small cross; rev. ,uobK in angles of cross with 

triangular-shaped limbsand voided centre, enclosing cross, unpublished, 

very fine and extremely rare ; found in Borne 1 

*** From the Borghesi and Brice collections. 

207 Penny, obv. + FFft REX cd. in three lines divided by two dotted lines, 

the centre bar of the cd extends down through the king’s name ; 

rev. regniht on limbs of cruciform figure, with square in centre, 

enclosing cross, a variety of B. M. Cat., pi. vn, 15, very fine, an 

unpublished reverse type 1 

208 Penny, obv. + -(>-ff7l rex •:go;* in three lines, the upper and lower 

in lunettes; rev. + EpEELMD in two lines; above, ornament; two 'W. 

dotted lines divide the moneyer’s name and ornament, unpublished, 

extremely fine and very rare 1 

*** From the Marsham collection (lot 61). 
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Penny, similar typo to last, but on either side of cd on obv. is a triangle; 

and the moncyer’s name reads EpEELM-<)-D, fine and very rare, un¬ 
published ; found at Tasburgh in Norfolk 1 

*** From the Shepherd collection (lot 16.) 

Penny, obv. offa rex arranged in circular spaces between limbs of 

cruciform figure with voided centre, enclosing cross; some of the 

limbs of the letters are formed by the lines of the figure ; rev. 

tirvvald in angles of cross fleury, the centre intersected by cross 

botonnee, an unpublished type and new moneyer, well preserved 1 

Penny, obv. OFFA + rex in two lines, divided by dotted line; rev. 

Ci|®BERHT in two lines as obv., fine, unpublished type and moneyer, 
copper; this coin has been plated 1 

Penny, obv. + offa rex •; cd I• in three lines, divided by two dotted 

lines; rev. lvd^- mon. in two lines, divided by dotted line; all within 

shield-shaped ornament with pellet on each side {par. Rud. 27, 2), 

■well preserved and rare, an unpublished moneyer 1 

*** From the Neville Eolfe collection. 

Penny, obv. similar to last; rev. e-<^ba between two straight lines; 

above and below, crescent surmounted by cross of three pellets be¬ 

tween two crosses, fine and very rare, unpublished 1 

Penny, obv. +ffa + rex + outside angles of ornamented tribrach ; rev. 

+piHTRED in angles of fioreated cross, centre voided and enclosing 

ornament, obv. unpublished, rev. as Rud. 5, 28, var., ivell preserved, and 

extremely rare 1 

*** From the Sharp collection. 

Penny, obv. +<1>ffa rex in angles of cross botonnee over smaller 

cross of same kind; rev. +vdd in angles of lozenge-shaped cross 

with ornaments, obv. as Rud. 5, 33, rev. unpublished, very fine, ex¬ 

tremely rare 1 

From the Marsham collection (lot 63). 

Penny, obv. F R cc in angles of cross with five pellets in centre; 

rev. 60B7T in angles of cross, voided in centre and having cross of 

dots within, limbs ending in circles, unpublished, very fine, unique 

[PI. II] 1 

Penny, obv. offa rex in angles of cross crosslet with circular voided 

centre, enclosing lozenge with pellet in middle; rev. BABBA in angles 

of cross crosslet with lozenge centre, enclosing rosette, a variety of 

Rud. 5, 30, different obv. legend, fine and extra rare 1 

*** From the Marsham collection (lot 64). 
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Penny, obv. ^-ffa hex in angles of cross with circle in centre, en¬ 
closing five pellets ; each limb terminates in a rosette ; rev. plNTRED. 

(in Runic letters) in angles of cross potent with circle in centre, en¬ 

closing five pellets, unpublished, very fine and UNIQUE [PL II] 1 

*** From the Brice collection. 

Penny, obv. + offs rex in angles of cross botonnbe with quatrefoil 
over it; rev. HEABERHT (partly in monogram) in circular spaces 
between limbs of cruciform figure, on which ornamental cross 
(Rud. 5, 34; B. M. Cat., pi. vn, 7), very fine and extremely rare 1 

*** From the York Moore and Brice collections. 

Penny, obv. o. f. R m. in angles of floreated cross with lozenge-shaped 
centre enclosing cii’cle; rev. ALHMijNb in three lines, divided by 
dotted line, ends fioreated; above, cross (Rud. 5, 37), obv. legend 

varied, fine and very rare 1 

*** From the Lewin-Sheppard and Addington collection. 

Penny, same as the precedin 
fine and very rare 

but the obv. legend varied, -^-.F.RCO ■,lft\Uu 
1 

Penny, similar to the preceding, but in centre of cross on obv. is a 
small cross pommee over larger one; and on rev. the moneyer’s 
name ALHMUNb is within a circle formed of two serpents, fine and 
extremely rare, an unpublished variety, slightly fractured at the edge 1 

*** From the Marsham collection (lot 65). 

Penny, obv. f. R cd. in angles of cross crosslet with voided circular^ 
centre, enclosing rosette of dots; rev. gADBERHT co. in three lines 
divided by two dotted lines, rev. as Rud. 5, 41, an unpublished variety, 

fine and extremely rare 1 
*** From the Brice collection. 
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CYNETHRYTH, Widow of Ofifa. 

A.D. 796. 

Penny, obv. e^ba. Large bust to right, hair long and bound withjj^^^ 
diadem; behind, three pellets; rev. +EYNe3ry$ REGINA. In 
centre within dotted circle du a variety of Rud. 5, 2, the rev. legend 
commencing at the bottom, very fine, and of the highest rarity ; 

found in Hampshire [PL II] 1 
*** From the Brice collection. 

Penny, obv. tc^BS. Bust similar to the preceding, but smaller and hair 
in bands at top and at back of head ; behind, cross; rev. +LFNE$RF$ 

regina. The letter 0) in dotted circle as on last (camp. B. M. Cat., pi. 

Viii, 1), very fine, and of the highest rarity 1 

*** From the Pembroke and Shepherd (lot 17)collections. 

LpLplt . 1. io 
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Penny, similar to the preceding, but behind the bust is a floreated 

ornament; the hair is very curly and not in bands, very fine and of 
the highest rarity [PL II] 1 

*** From the Murchison, Bergne, and Addington collections. 

Penny, similar to the preceding, but hair less curly and head bound 

with diadem ; no ornament behind bust; the y’s in the 

are of the usual form y, fine and of the highest rarity 

i+y-y. 
J 

rev. legend 

1 
* * 

(/ 228 

From the Devonshire, Wigan, and Marsham (lot 69) collections. 

Penny, obv. + LFnEbRFb reoina. In centre within dotted circle ct>; 

rev. + E<(>-BA in limbs of cross formed of four ovals ; floral ornament 

in each angle (Rud. 5, 3 ; II/cs. 68), very fine and of the highest rarity, 
only two other specimens known [PL II, rev. ] 1 

*** From the Brice collection. 
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COENWULF. 

a.d. 796-822. 

Pennies with Head or Bust. 

Penny, obv. fLOENWLF rex re. Bust to right, head bare ; rev. 

-f dealla monqta. Cross crosslet, pellet outside each angle ; all 

within inner circle (Rud. 6, 4), extremely fine and extra rare 1 

*** From the Cuff, Dymock, Murchison, Lake-Price, and Brice 
collections. 

Penny, obv. + Eoenvvlf rex re. Bust to right, head bare ; rev. + leol- 

liEARO ire. Cross crosslet, numerous pellets in the field ; no inner 

circle, an extremely fine coin, unpublished and probably unique [PI 

1I] ' 1 
*** From the Dymock, Murchison, Bergne, and Brice collections. 
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Penny, obv. +eoenvvlf rex a>. Bust to right diademed ; rev. 

DEALLA MONETA. Circle from which spring three crosses, dividing 

legend ; within circle, cross crosslet with dot in each angle (B. M. Cat., 

pi. viii, 6), edge slightly chipped, very fine and very rare l 

Penny, same as the preceding, but the head is not diademed, and in 

the rev. legend cd for M in moneta, very fine and very rare 1 

Penny, obv. + eoenvvlf rex re. Bust to right, diademed; rev. 

+ dealla moneta. Cross crosslet with wedge and pellet in each 

angle; obv. as Rud. 6, 12; rev. ib., 14, extremely fine and very rare 1 

*** From the Bergne and Brice collections. 

234 Penny, obv. + lonvvlf rexcd. Bust to right, diademed ; rev. ealiizan 

cdaone. Cross pattee, wedge in each angle, a variety of Rud. 6, 20, 

cross not botonn&e, fine and extremely rare 1 
*** The head on this coin is more after the style of Offa’s coins. From 

the Whitbourn collection. 
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Penny, o?;z>. eoenvvlf re+ cdX, Bust to right, diademed; rev. 

+ eatfotr (each letter separated by three pellets). Double crossfi^fbt- 

pattee within circle (Hks. type G ; Num. Chron. N.S. VI, p. 307), very 
fine and unique [PL II] 1 

0 -3 

*** From the Bergne and Shepherd (lot 21) collections. 

2.i(> Penny, obv. + eoenvvlf rex cd. Bust to right, diademed; rev’&^ipnM 

+ sieestef cdonet. Circle enclosing N with pellet in centre (Hks. 

573), very fine and very rare 1 

*** From the Marsham collection (lot 75). 

S': 

237 Penny, obv. + EOENVVLF rex cd. (legend commencing above the head)./*-^^ 

Bust to right, diademed ; rev. + piHTRED. Circle enclosing N witli^ 

pellet in centre and on either side (var. Bud. 6, 6), fine and very rare 1 

*** From the Marsham collection (lot 70). 

/ 238 Penny, obv. + Eoenvvlf rex o>. Bust to right, head bare; rev-tt*// * 

plHTR + ED. Cross moline with two pellets in each angle (Bud. G, 10), t ^ 
fine, slightly chipped, extremely rare l 

*** From the Marsham collection (lot 81), where the money er’s name 
was incorrectly given. 

239 Penny, obv. + eoenvvlf rex cd. Bust to right, diademed rev. 

+ DVDS' cdonets. Quatrefoil ornament composed of cross pommee 

with crescent enclosing pellet in each angle (Num. Chron., 1894, pi. 

in, 3), very fine, of the highest rarity, only tivo other specimens known, 
which are in the Brit. Mus. i 

*** From the Shepherd collection (lot 20). 

240 Penny, obv. + eoenvvlf rex cd. Bust to right, diademed; rev. 

+ EALHSTAN cdoneta (hs. and ne in mon.). Cross potent with 

voided centre, enclosing lozenge; lozenge also outside in each angle, 

very fine, extremely rare, unpublished [PI II] i 

*** From the Earl of Jersey’s collection. 

oio' 

Penny, obv. + eoenvvlf rex cd. Bust to right, diademed; rev. 

+ DIORCDOD cdonets. Small square enclosing pellet, branches at 

sides and trefoils at angles, all pommes except the centre leaves of 

trefoils (Bud. 6, 11) very fine and rare \ 

*** From the Brice collection. 

Penny, same as the preceding, but moneyer’s name, + pERHESRDi # 

(DONETS (HE. and NE. in mon.), and the centre leaves of trefoils 

the square ornament are also pommes (Bud. 6, 12 / B. M. Cat., pi. 

viii, 1G), extremely fine and rare 1 

*** From the Bergne and Brice collections. 
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Penny, oZw. + loenvvlf hex to. Bust to right, diademed; rev. 

+ SVVEMIERI) MON ETA. Cross fourchee pellet in each angle (Bud. 
6, 13 ; B. M. Cat., pi. vm, 14), extremely fine and very rare 1 

*** From the Shepherd collation (lot 19). 

Penny, obv. + loenvvlf rex ®. Bust to right, diademed; rev. 

+ riDBESRHT M[ON]Era (ht. innion.). Cross formed of four crescents, 

horns outwards; in centre, pellet (Bud. 6, 15), fine, but chipped, a very 
rare type j 

*** From the Marsham collection (lot 70). 

Penny, obv. + lnvvlf rex cd. Bust to right, head not diademed; 

rev. + lvl within dotted ovals in angles of cross with triangular 

extremities (Bud. 6, 16 ; B. M. Cat., pi. vm. 9), very rare and well 
preserved, but of coarse work 1 

*** From the Marsham collection (lot 74). 

Penny, obv. + loenvvlf rex 5. Bust to right, diademed; rev. 

+ VERHEffRDl cc ON Era (he. and NE. in moil.). Cross pommee with 

wedge in each angle (Bud. 6, 20; B. M. Cat., pi. vm. 15), extremely 
fine and rare j 

*** From the Pembroke, Bergne, and Brice collections. 

Penny, obv. + loenvvlf rex ®. Bust to right, diademed; rev. 

OB5V CDONEra divided by three crosses springing from central circle, 

enclosing cross pattbe with leaf in each angle (Bud. 7, 22 ; B. M. 
Cat., pi. vm, 12), well preserved, very rare 1 

*** From the Wakeford collection. 

Penny, obv. + loenvvlf rex ®. Bust to right; rev. + p<*vbEL 

divided by limbs of cross crosslet with lozenge-shaped voided centre 

enclosing five pellets crosswise (Bud. pi. c, 6; B. M. Cat.,pi. vm, 

19), very fine and very rare \ 

*** From the Murchison, Bergne, and Addington collections. 

Penny, obv. + L-^-envvlf rex ®. Bust to right, diademed; rev. 

bEr v divided by cross composed of five dotted circles, each 

enclosing pellet (Hies, type 19; Hum. Chron. N. S. I, p. 19), very fine 
and very rare j 

*** From the Bergne and Brice collections. The coins of the moneyer 
IVodel are marked by a difference in style to any others of the series. 

Penny, of same type, but after moneyer’s name is a cross instead of 

three pellets (Num. Chron. N. S. iv, p. 75), slightly chipped, well pre¬ 
served, very rare 2 

*** From the Whitbourn collection. 

Penny, obv. l-^enavlf rex Bust to right, diademed ; rev. p-^bEr 

divided by cross pommee composed of dots; the centre voided and 

enclosing pellet, very fine, unpublished, UNIQUE [PI. II] j 

*** From the Bergne and Brice collections. 
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Pennies without Head or Bust. 

Penny, obv. + EOENVVLF rex. In centre circle of dots enclosing ^ 

rev. + EOBA between arms of tribrach moline composed of three 

lines to each limb, the centre one of dots (Bud. 7, 24; B. M. Cat., 

pi. IX, 1), extremely fine and very rare 1 

*** From the Cuff, Dymock, Bergne, and Addington collections. 

y 
A, Ul 

Penny, similar to the preceding, but moneyer’s name 

very rare 

+ VVVX, fine andli^/ 

1 

*** From the Murchison collection. 

Penny, obv. + E^-ENVVLF rex. In centre circle of dots enclosing Si 
rev. EpELMOD between arms of tribrach moline composed of two cio 

lines (Bud. 7, 25, moneyer as 27 : B. M. Cat., pi. IX, 2), very fine and 

rare 1 
*** From the Howard and Brice collections. 

255 Penny, similar, but from another die, the dots dividing the letters 

differently placed, fine and rare 1 
*** From Lady Hood’s collection. 

CEOLWULF I. 

A.D. 822-823 or 824. 

Pennies with Bust. 

256 Penny, obv. + EIOLWLF REX cd. Bust to right, diademed ; rev.x* 

+ EALHSTAN cdoneta (hs. and NE. in mon.). Small cross pattee, 

around which are arranged alternately four lozenges and four 

crescents (Bud. 7, 1 ; B. M. Cat., pi. ix, 7), very rare, well preserved, 

but slightly fractured on edge 1 

*** From the Wigan and Marsham (lot 78) collections. The classification 
of the coins of Ceolwulf I and II as adopted by Mr. Kenyon in the 
2nd edit, of Hawkins and.by Mr. Keary in the Brit. Mus. Cat. has 
been quite confirmed by the large find of Anglo-Saxon coins described 
in the Num. Chron., 1894, pp. 29-76. 

257 Penny, obv. +EEC>lvvlf rex a. Bust to right, diademed ; rev.i 
SiGESTEF cdonet. Circle enclosing W, with pellet in centre (Hks.**u*1 

87), very fine and rare 1 

*** From the Dymock, Murchison, and Shepherd (lot 23) collections. 

258 Penny, obv. + EIOLVVLF rex to. Bust to right, diademed ; rev. 

+ DVNINE cdoneta (double struck). Circle enclosing monogram of 

and CO ; on either side and below, dots (B. M. Cat., pi. IX, 4), very 

fine and of the highest rarity, only one other specimen is known, which is 

in the Brit. Mus. [PI. II] 1 

%* From the York Moore and Brice collections. 
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Penny, obv. + EIOLWLF rex re. Bust to right, diademed; rev. 

+ ESNVVLF (DONETS. Circle enclosing A; on either side and below, 

crescent horns outwards, unpublished and probably unique; found at 
West Rennet 1 

*** From the Brice collection. 

Penny, obv. EI-^lvvlf rex. Bust to right, no inner circle ; rev. 

+ Selhvn. Cross crosslet; no inner circle, well preserved, unpublished, 
extremely rare, of rather coarse fabric 1 

*** From the Marsham collection (lot 80). 

Penny, obv. +Eeolvvle rex re. Bust to right, diademed; rev. 

herebe + riit (the two lower lines retrograde), in three lines across 

field, divided by two straight lines, the ends curved (par. Rud. 8, 

2 ; B. M. Cat., pi. ix, 8), very fine and very rare 1 

*** From the Dymock, Bergne, and Addington collections. 

Penny, same as the preceding but from a different die, well preserved, 
very rare 1 

*** From the Marsham collection (lot 81). 

Penny, obv. + LEOLVVLF rex re. Bust to right, diademed ; rev. 

+ OBS (DONETS in three lines across field, divided by two straight 

lines, the ends curved (Rud. 8, 1), very fine and very rare; found near 

Ixworth, Suffolk 1 

*** From the Shepherd collection (lot 24). 

Penny, obv. xLEOLVVLF REX re. Bust to right, diademed; rev. 

+ poddel (DONETS in three lines across field, divided by two 

straight lines, the ends curved (cf. Rud. 8, 1), very fine and very rare 1 

*** From the Cuff, Wigan, and Brice collections. 

Penny without Bust. 

Penny, obv. EIOLWLF rex merei. In centre within circle long 

cross between nil (mon.) and v (Merciorum); rev. soelIilin (d. In 

centre within circle cross crosslet (Hks. 578), extremely fine, and a 

unique variety of this very rare type ; it was probably struck at Canterbury 

(see B. M. Cat., pi. ix, 12) [PL II] ' 1 

*** From the Brice collection. 

BEORNWULF. 

a.d. 823 OR 824-825. 

Penny, obv. + BEORHpVLF rex. Head to right; rev. xe>oiio> (dohf.t. 

Cross crosslet (var. Rud. 7, 1), very fine and extremely rare-, found at 
Dorking, Surrey 1 

*** From the Shepherd collection (lot 26). 
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267 Penny, same type as the preceding, but differing in many small details 

and in the moneyer’s name, + v cd- o H v H v A v (Bud. 27, 

extremely fine and extremely rare [PL IIj 1 

From the Cuff, Wigan, and Brice collections. 

268 Penny, same as the preceding, but moneyer’s name, -fcdoiiita (the 

last letter is sideways), fine and extremely rare 1 

*** From the Cuff and Addington collections. 

269 Penny, obv. + BEORHpVLF rex. Bust to right, diademed; rev. .\per- 

BALD cdohe in three lines across the field (Iiks. 78), very fine and etc 
of excessive rarity, the last letter on the obv. is placed between the lines of 

the bust [PI. II] 1 

*** From the Shepherd collection (lot 25). 

BERHTWU LF. 

A.D. 839-853. 

270 Penny, obv. berhtvlf rex m. Bust to right, diademed; rev. + ean-Jr -t. 

+ red. Large cross crosslet extending quite to the circle (var. Bud. 

7, 3, and Iiks. type i), fine and very rare, slightly chipped 1 

*** From the Dymock and Addington collections. Iiks. cites Type 14 

only as having M after REX. 

271 Penny, obv. berhtvlf rex. Bust to right, diademed; rev. + ByRN-^y^^, 

WALD. Cross, two limbs pattes, two crosslet (Bud. 7, 1), extremely 

fine and very rare [PL II] 1 

From the Shepherd collection (lot 27). 

272 Penny, obv. berhtvvl rex. Bust to right, diademed; rev. -fdeneheah.i. 

Cross crosslet with annulet in centre enclosing pellet (Bud. 7, 4)>*^Vi£^'>' 

fine and very rare 1 

*** From the Bcrgne and Marsham (lot 82) collections. 

273 Penny, obv. bertitvlf rex. Bust to right diademed; rev. + deneheah. 

Cross, two limbs pattes, two molines (Bud. 7, 2), extremely fine awdlfWfcj 

very rare 1 
*** From the Murchison, Lake Price, and Brice collections. 

274 Penny, obv. + berhtvlf rex. Bust to right, diademed; rev. + bvrn- 

WALD. Cross pattee with annulet in each angle (Bud. 7, 5), fine 

and very rare 1 
*** From the Bergne and Brice collections. 

275 Penny, obv. berhtwlf rex. Diademed Bust to right; the lower part 

of the bust is formed of a cross between two curves ; rev. + eanbald VuriUr 
monet. Within a circle a large A, curved at the extremities (Bud. 

29, 30), fine and extremely rare [PI II] 1 

*** From the Cuff, Dymock, Murchison, and Marsham collections. 
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BURGRED. 

A. D. 853-874. 

Penny, obv. bvrgred rex. Bust to right, diademed; rev. + edelvlf 

MONETS’ in three lines across the field, and divided by two dotted 

lines with curved ends (Bud. 8, G), from the Bergne and Brice 

collections; others, similar, with moneyers’ names, dvdict and 

wleeard, the two lines dividing the legends are plain (Bud. 7, 5), 

very fine 3 

Pennies, similar as Bud. 7, 5, with moneyers’ names, dvdems’N, dvd- 

pine (both from the Bergne and Brice collections), liS’LLS’f and 
hveered, all very fine 4 

Pennies, similar, as Bud. 8, 14, 19, 20, viz. the upper and lower 

lines of inscription on rev. within lunettes, sometimes broken ; 

moneyers’ names, beaGstan, lvnehl, dvdelil and eadvlf, all 
very fine 4 

Pennies, similar, as Bud. 8, 19, 20, with moneyers’ names, Lenred, 

eadvlf, eanred, and hettvvlf, all very fine 4 

Pennies, similar, as Bud. 8, 19, 20, with moneyers’ names, heavvlf, 

hvGered, and liafvald; Bud. 8, 12, osmvnd; and Bud. 8, 11, 

+ TATEL, the last with large lettering and from the Addington collection, 
all very fine 5 

CEOLWULF II. 
a.d. 874. 

Penny, obv. Eiolvvlf rex cd. Long Bust to right, diademed, not 

within the usual circle ; rev. dvdelil moneta in angles of cross 

crosslet, limbs extending to edge of coin, with lozenge shaped 

centre enclosing small cross, type of A elf red, (Bud. 7, 2; Num. 

Cliron. v., pi. 1, 3), very fine and of the highest rarity [PI II] l 

*** From the Cuerdale Find, and the Assheton, Shepherd, and Brice 
collections. 

Penny, obv. + LEOLWLF rex. Small Bust to right, diademed, within 

the usual circle; rev. ealdovvlf menta (me in mon.). Two figures 

seated, facing, holding a globe between them; above, Victory with 

expanded wings (Hies. 580; Num. Chron., v, p. 10), extremely fine, 
unique [PL II] i 

*** This very remarkable coin was in the Cuerdale Hoard, and was 
described and figured by Mr. Hawkins in the Num. Chron. 1. c. who 
mentions it as being “ in most perfect preservation and one of the 
most interesting in the whole Saxon Series.” The reverse type, like 
the early gold Sceattas (see lots 146, 147), is adapted from the Solidus 
of Valentinian I, and resembles that on similar coins struck by 
Halfdan (lot 400) and Aelfred (lot 545). This coin was in the 
possession of W. W. Assheton of Downham Hall in 1841, and 
subsequently passed into the collections of Gen. Yorke Moore, and 
the liev. E. J. Shepherd, and lastly into that of Mr. Montagu. 
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KINGS OF KENT. 

ECGBERHT. 

a.d. 765-791 ? 

283 Penny, obv. +EGCBERHT. In centre circle enclosing R (=rex) ; rev. 

babba in the angles of a cross crosslet with lozenge shaped centre ' 

containing five pellets ; the straight line of the second B in the h CO 
moneyer’s name occupies the place of the third limb of the cross 

(End. 5, 1 : Hks. 69), very fine and extremely rare [PL II] 1 

*** From the Whitbourn (lot 45) and Shepherd (lot 18) collections, in 
which last catalogue Ecgberht was stated to be a King of Mercia. 

Penny, obv. same as the last; rev. ;vdd| between two dotted lines; JlpucaU, 

above and below which is a cross within a floral scroll (Bud. 5, 2 ; 

B. M. Cat., pi. xr, 1 ),fine and extremely rare 1 

EADBERHT II. PRAEN. 

a.d. 796-798. 

Penny, obv. EADBEARIIT rex in three lines across the field and divided ^ 

by two straight lines ; rev. + EOELMOD xcox in three lines, divided ' 

by two straight lines (Bud. 3, 2 ; Hks. 52 ; B. M. Cat., ■pi. xi, 2), 

very rare, in good condition, but slightly fractured on edge 1 
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* * From the Marsham collection (lot 50). 

286 

CUTHRED. 

A.D. 798-807 1 

Penny, obv. + LVbred rex bant. Bust to right, diademed; rev. 

+ EABA cdonETA. Cross pattee with wedge in each angle (variety of 

Bud. 3, 2, and Hks. 53, in both of which cases the cross is botonnde), 

extremely fine, of excellent workmanship and very rare, an unpublished 

variety [Pl. II] 1 
*** From the Dymock and Shepherd (lot 10) collections. 

Penny, same as the preceding, but rev. type, cross pommee, with wedge 

in each angle, same moneyer (Bud. 3, 2 ; Hks. 53), very fine and very 

rare 

*** From the Brice collection. 

Penny, same as the preceding, but moneyer’s name, + veriieardi^ 

cdoneta (he and ne in mon.), very fine and very rare 1 ' 

Penny, obv. +EVDRED rex. In centre cross patt6e with wedge in 

each angle; rev. + EABA in angles of tribrach moline, each limb of . . 

two lines, with circle in centre, enclosing small tribrach (comp. Bud. 

3, 3; B. M. Cat., pl. xi, 7), very fine, extremely rare, unpublished-, 

found in Bedfordshire [Pl. II] 1 
*** From the Bergne and Addington collections. 
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THIRD DAY’S SALE. 

BALDRED. 

a.d. 807-825. 
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Penny, obv. +beldred rex rant. Within circle diademed head to 

right; rev. + SWEFHERD MONET. In centre within circle and in two 

lines, dr vr Li TS (Dorovernia Civitas) (Hud. 3, 1 ; B. M. Cat., 

pi. xr, 8), very fine and extremely rare 1 

From the York Moore and Addington collections. The rarity oi 
this type is shown l?y the fact that from the catalogue there appears 
to be only one specimen in the British Museum. 

Penny, same as the preceding, but moneyer’s name, + siGestef 

MONET, very fine and extremely rare [PL III] 1 

*** From the Dimsdale, Rich, Barrett, Dymock, Murchison, and 
Shepherd (lot 12) collections. 

Penny, obv. + baldred rex LENT. Within circle diademed head to 

right ; rev. + TIDBEARHT MONET. In centre in two lines, 

dr vr Li ts (Bud. 3, 1 ; B. M. Cat., pi. xi, 8), very fine and 
extremely rare 1 

*** From the Cuff, Wigan, and Brice collections. 

/O 

2-0 /O 

30 

293 Penny, obv. + baldred rex. Bust to right, diademed ; rev. + edeltod 

cdoneta (NE mon.). A small circle from whence issue 8 rays patt^s, /q 

lozenge between each ray ; all within the usual circle (var. Bud. N ^ ^ 

29, 12; Hks., type 2), fine and excessively rare ■ from the Delgany hoard, 

(see Num. Chron. III. Ser. vol. n, p. G2) [PI. Ill] 1 

*** From Miss Scott’s collection. (Sotheby, July 1891.) 

294 Penny, obv. + beldred rex LENT. Within circle cross pattce : rev. 

+ OBA divided by limbs of cross moline with voided centre enclosing /3 /O 

cross patt6e with pellet in each angle (variety of Bud. 3, 2 ; B. M. 

Cat., pi. xi, 10; see Num. Chron., 1894, p. 44, 8), fine and extremely 

rare, slightly fractured at edge 1 

*** From the Marsham collection (lot 55). 

295 Penny, obv. + beldred rex lant (nt mon.). Within circle cross 

pattee ; rev. + tidbeariit. Within circle cross patt6e, one limb 11 It 

fourche, engraved and described by Bergnc, Num. Chron., vol. xv, 

p. 103, fine, slightly chipped, extremely rare ; found in Suffolk 1 

*** From the Bergnc and Shepherd (lot 13) collections. 

/»/. //. 
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ARCHBISHOPS OF CANTERBURY, 

JAENBERHT. 

A.D. 766-790. 

With Name of Offa, King of Mercia. 

Penny, obv. + ienberht arep. Within circle cross pommee, ray in each 

angle; rev. -^-FFA REX in two lines divided by dotted line, the 

ends floreated; all within shield-shaped ornament; above and below 

inscription, cross (variety of Paid. 12, 1, and ddks. 140), fine and of 

extreme rarity ; found at Southampton [PI. Ill] 1 

*** From the Atherley, Murchison, Bergne, and Addington collections. 

Penny, obv. + ienberht ARP. Within circle cross potent; in each 

angle a straight line pomme springing from the circle; rev. -^-FFA 

rex in two lines and within shield-shaped ornament, &c., as the 

preceding, fine and extremely rare, unpublished 1 

auit*\ 

*** From the Brice collection. 
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Penny, obv. -fiaenbrht Arep. Within circle floral ornament of eight 

rays ; rev. OFFA REX in two lines within shield-shaped ornament, 

&c., similar to no. 296, but above legend, cross and four pellets ; 

below, one pellet (Paid. 12, 1 ; Idles. 140), very fine and of extreme 

rarity [PI. Ill] 1 

*** From the Shepherd collection (lot 48). 

/ETHELHEARD. 

A.D. 793-805. 

With Name of Offa, King of Mercia. 

Penny, obv. /.AEdilheard arcep in three lines and divided by two 

straight lines pommes; rev. + -y FFA REX ra in three lines ; the 

second and third line divided by straight line; the upper o within 

lunette and between two triangles of dots (Nam. Chron. N.S., 

vol. v, p. 351, pi. xiv, fig. 6 ; Idks. type 4), fine and of the first rarity 

[PI. Ill] 1 
*** From the Brice collection. 

Penny, similar to the preceding, but the lower line of the Archbishop’s 

name reads ARCERi and it differs in minor details, fine and of the 

first rarity 1 

*** From the Murchison and Shepherd (lot 49) collections. 

With Name of Coenwulf, King of Mercia. 

Penny, + aediliieard a-r. In centre within circle ep; rev. 

.;. -EOENWLF rex CD arranged in two circles between the limbs of 

a tribrach moline (Pud. 13, 3, engraved for this coin when in the 

Devonshire collection), fine, slightly chipped, and of the first rarity 1 

*** From the Devonshire, Dymock, Murchison, Bergne, and Addington 
collections. 
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Penny, similar to the preceding, but cross of pellets before the 
Archbishop’s name; and on the rev. there are only two letters, viz. 

co v in the inner circle; it is also of smaller module (B. M. Cat,., 

pi. xn, 5), fine and extremely rare 1 

*„* From the Brice collection. 

£34 . 

WULFRED. 

A.D. 805-832. 

303 
l'Uevvu^ 

Penny, obv. + vvlfred arehiepi. Bust facing, head tonsured; rev. 

+sAEBERHT MONetTS. Circle enclosing monogram of dorobernia 

Livi (End. 13, 1 ; B. M. Cat., pi. xii, 7), very fine and rare 

[PI. Ill] 1 

*** From the Bergne (lot 111) and Brice collections. 

304 Penny, obv. -pvvlfredi AREHiepisEOPI. Bust facing, head tonsured; 

pellet on either side; the bust is entirely within the circle and 

does not cut the legend ; rev. + sAEBERHT CD ON ETA. Monogram as 

on the preceding coin (II/cs. 143), very fine and extremely rare with 

so full an obv. legend ; from the Sevington find 1 

*** From the Loscombe, Murchison, and Marsham (lot 111) collections. 

305 Penny, obv. + vvlfred arehiepI. Bust facing, head tonsured; rev. 

+ SWEFHERD co on eta. Monogram as before (Bud. 13, 1), very 

fine and rare 1 
*** From the Shepherd collection (lot 51). 

306 Penny, similar to the preceding, but three pellets on either side of 

bust, and on rev. moneta for cdoneta, very fine and rare 1 

la 
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307 Penny, obv. + vvlfred arehiepis. Bust facing, head tonsured; two 

pellets on either side ; all within circle ; rev. sWEFHERD MONET. 

In centre within circle DRVR EITs (Doroverma Civitas) in two lines, 

type of Baldred, (see Archceologia, vol. xxvil, pi. xxm, 2; Hies. 144), 
very fine and extremely rare 1 

*** From the Loscombe, Murchison, Shepherd, and Brice collections. 

308 Penny, obv. -pvvlfredi arehiepislopi. Bust facing, as before, 

within circle; rev. + dorovernia LIVITAlls. Within circle cross 

crosslet, type of Ecgbeorlit, (Bud. 13, 2), very fine and unique 

[PL III] 1 

*** From the Earl of Jersey’s collection (lot 10). “The specimen 
figured in Ruding, was in the Pembroke collection and was pro¬ 
nounced to be false ; this is therefore an unique original.—Jt M.” 
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SEDE VACANTE. 

a.d. 832-833. 

*** For a full account of the following Coins (Nos. 309-312) sec 
Num. Chron. 1894, pp. 47-50. 

309 Penny, obv. -plvning moneta. Bust facing, head tonsured; on either 

side three pellets ; all within circle; rev. DOROBERNIA LIVITAs in 

four lines across the field; above, cross between two pellets, type of 

Wulfred (var. Bud. 13, 4, and Hks. 152), very fine and very rare 

[PI. Ill] 1 
the Cuff, Dymock, Murchison, Lake Price, and Brice 

to 

S * 

“I 

*** From 
collections. 

+ WLFRED. Bust facing, tonsured as before, but ex- 310 Penny, obv. 

tending to the edge of the coin; on either side two pellets; rev. 

dorobernia Li vita’s as on the preceding (variety of Rad. 134), 

fine and unpublished, very rare ; the obverse legend shows that this coin is 

struck from an altered die of A bp. Wulfred ; the name on the obv. is that 

of the moneyer not the Archbishop 1 

*** From the Marsham collection (lot 112). 

311 Penny, obv. -psvvefherd moneta. Royal Head to right, diademed, 

within circle ; rev. dorobernia Elviras in three lines across the 

field (Rad. 13, 1), extremely fine and very rare [PI. Ill] 1 

*** From the Brice collection. The head on this coin and the next is 
like that on the coins of Balclred of Kent. 

312 Penny, obv. similar to the preceding, but head larger ; same moneyer ; 

rev. dorobernia Elviras in four lines across the field ; above, cross 

between two pellets (variety of Rud. 13, 2), very fine and very rare 1 

*** From the Marsham collection (lot 120). 

*3 Zf 

CEOLNOTH. 

A.D. 833-870. 

With full-face Bust. 

313 Penny, obv. 4-leolnob ARHiEP. Tonsured Bust facing; rev. +LIL 

MONETA DORVERN (Canterbury). In centre within circle cross 

pattee with Elviras in angles (Rud. 27, 1 ; Iiks. 146), fine and very 

rare 1 
*** From the Shorthou.se collection. 

314 Penny, obv. -fleolnod ariiiepi. Tonsured Bust facing as before; 

rev. + dorovernia••• In centre within circle cross pattee with 

Li vitas in angles as the preceding coin (Rud. 13, 3), extremely fine 

and very rare 1 

*** From the Cuff, Dymock, Murchison, Bergne, and Brice collections. 
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Penny, obv. + eixlnod xre. Bust facing, tonsured, large head; rev. 

-f bioriiodod cdonet (ne mon.) In centre within circle, monogram 

of dorov E (Dorovernia Civitas), (var. Bud. 13, 7), fine and rare 

[PL HI] 1 

*** From the Bergne and Brice collections. 

Penny, obv. Eislnod SRE (legend commencing above bust). Tonsured 

Bust as on the preceding; rev. where cdonets (he and ne mon.). 

In centre monogram as on the preceding (Bud. 13, 7), fine and 
rare 1 

*** From the Wigan and Marsham (lot 115) collections. 

Penny, obv. eixlnod srees. Tonsured Bust as before; rev. + where 

MONETS. Within circle monogram of DOROB E, type of Ecgbeorht, 

(B. M. Cat., pi. xni, 7), very fine and of the highest rarity, only two other 

specimens known, both of which are in the British Museum [PL III] 1 

*** From the Cuff', Bergne, and Brice collections. Found at Dorking. 

Penny, + EISLNOd sreepis. Tonsured Bust facing as before; rev. 

+ biorncdod odonet. AVithin circle Christian monogram of XP, type 

of Aethehculf, (Bud. 13, 5 ; B. M. Cat., pi. xn, 13), very fine and 
rare 1 

*** From the Bergne (lot 115) and Brice collections. 

Penny, similar to the last coin, but Archbishop’s name eivlnod, bust 

varied, and moneyer’s name, + wynnere monets, very fine and 
rare 1 

*** From the Marsham collection (lot 114). 

Penny, obv. + eislnod SREEs. Tonsured Bust facing; rev. + svebhesrd 

MO: In centre Christian monogram of cross pattee one end looped 

(Bud. pi. c. 15), fine and an exceedingly rare variety 1 

Penny, + EEOLNOb SREHIEP. Small Bust facing, tonsured; on either side, 

three pellets; rev. + bisrnred monets upon limbs and between 

angles of cross outlined in dots, type of Aethelwulf and Aethel- 

bearlit, (Bud. 13, 1 ; Hks. 145, identical with the hitter), extremely 
fine, of neat and fine tvork, and rare 1 

Penny, similar type to the last and same moneyer, but from a different 

die, the bust being larger and otherwise differing in minor details, 
extremely fine and rare 1 

*** From the Bergne (lot 112) and Brice collections. 

Penny, similar to last, but no pellets on either side of head, and 

moneyer’s name, + HEBE; • E7C moneto (Bud. 13, 1, identical with 

this coin), extremely fine, of very fine work, rare [PL III] 1 

*** From the Wigan, Young, and Brice collections. 
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Penny, obv. + le.lhiep. Tonsured Bust,facing; rev.ld. monet. 

Floreated Cross with leaf in each angle, fragment (see End., 15, 3 ; tri¬ 

ll- M. Gat., vol. II, pi. iv, 2 ; and Hks. type 2, coins of Aethelbearht), y 

unique, unpublished, the moneyer’s name is undoubtedly Lenvesld, as 

on A ethelbearht’s coin 1 

With profile Bust. 

Type of Burgred of Mercia or Aethelraed I of Wessex. 

Penny, obv. +leolnod arlhiep. Bust to right, diademed; rev. 

+ tolC>s: monettc in three lines, the upper and lower in lunettes 1 . * 

(Ilud., 13, 8 ; B. M. Gat., pi. XIII, 8), very fine and extremely rare 1 

From the Cuff, Dymock, Murchison, Shepherd (lot 52), and Brice 
collections. 

Penny, same type and moneyer as the last coin, but differing in details 

on obv. and no cross before moneyer’s name on rev., very fine and ex¬ 

tremely rare [PI. Ill) 1 

* * 
* 

* * 
* From the Sainthill and Addington collections. 
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AETHERED. 

A.D. 870-889. 

Penny, obv. -febered SRLHIEP. Bust to right, diademed; 

edered MONETS within and without leaves of a quatrefoil, over 

which cross pattee with circle in centre and wedges in angles (Ilks., 

149 / B. M. Cat., pi. xin, 9 ; comp, type of Alfred, B. M. Cat., vol. II, 

pi. vi, 6), very fine and of the greatest rarity, slightly cracked [PI. Ill] 1 

*** From the Murchison and Shepherd (lot 54) collections. 

PLEGMUND. 

A.D. 890-914. 

Penny, obv. + pleGmvnd (nd mon.) srliiiep. Within circle, d^e^ 

(Dorobernia), in two lines; rev. elfstan M-y in two lines; above 1 

and below, pellet; between, cross, type of Aeihelwulf, (car. Ilks., 

6, 13), well preserved, rare 1 

*** From the Shepherd (lot 56) collection. 

329 Penny, obv. same as the preceding; rev. HVNFRED M-y in two lines; 

above and below, cross ; between, cross; on either side, pellet (Hks.,/h0~hcci 

613), fine and rare 1 ' 

*** From the Bergne (lot 118), and Brice collections. 

330 Penny, obv. + PLEGMVND epizl. Small cross pattee within circle; rev. 

ELFsTAN M-<j>- in two lines across field ; above and below, triangle 

of pellets; between, pellet, type of A elf red, (B. M. Cat., p. SO, no.&Lffi/^ 

74), very fine and extremely rare ivith this obv. legend ; from the Cuer- ' 

* dale find [PL III] 1 

*** From the Cuff, Murchison, and Shepherd (lot 55) collections. 
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331 Penny, obv. +pleDmvnd srlhiep. Small cross pattee within circle ; 

rev. edelvlf M<J>- in two lines, ornaments as on previous coin (var. 

B. M. Cat., pi. xiii, 14), very fine and rare 1 

*** From the Brown (lot 349) and Addington collections. 

332 Penny, same as last, but above and below moneyer’s name, four pellets 

in triangular form, fine and rare 1 

*** From the Brice collection. 

333 Penny, obv. plegemvn d^r<J* (retrograde). Small cross patthe within 

circle ; rev. bvkved in two lines as before; above, between and 

below, one pellet (var. Bud. 13, 4), very fine and rare 1 

*** From the Cuff, Murchison, and Brice collections. 

334 Penny, obv. +pe+d^r<(>- tceiep. Small cross pattee as before; rev. 

birivsd M-$- in two lines; above, between and below, pellet, fine, 

unpublished ivitli this obverse legend 1 

*** This, like the next lot, may be a Viking imitation of coins of the 
Archbishop. 

. 335 Pennies, same type as the preceding coin, but obv. legends blundered 

- and moneyers’ names on rev. bvreed M<}>- and TIDV/EXD M^, fine 

and scarce, Viking imitations of coins of the Archbishop 2 

336 Penny, obv. +PLEGMVND Srlhiep. In centre small cross pattee; rev. 

EIEMVND MON in two lines ; above and below, triangle of pellets ; 

between, three crosses pattees, type of Eadweard the Elder, (Bud. 

13, 3), well preserved, scarce 1 

*** From the Gibbs collection. 

337 Penny, same as last, but moneyer’s name siGehelm mon, fine and 

Pyt uchv 
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scarce, a very rare moneyer 1 

' 339 

Penny, obv. 4-plegmvnd SRLHIep. Within large circle, cross moline 

on cross pommee, centre voided ; rev. EIOIVND MONE (NE mon.) 

in two lines; above and below, triangle; between, cross voided be¬ 

tween two circles, very fine, unpublished and unique [PI. Ill] 1 

*** This very interesting coin is of precisely the same type and 
moneyer as the coin of Eadweard the Elder in the British Museum, 
and figured in B. M. Cat., vol. II, pi. vm, 16 ; see also Bud. 16, 6. It 
is from the Brice collection. 

KINGS OF EAST ANGLIA. 
BEONNA. 

Circ. a.d. 760. 
Sceat, obv. +BENNA ress (= rex.) (partly in Runic letters). In 

centre circle of dotsenclosing pellet; rev. +E\*F VEV in angles 

of cross pommee with lozenge-shaped voided centre, enclosing cross 

of five pellets (var. Hks. 88 ; B. M. Cat., pi. XIV, 1), very fine and of 

excessive rarity, an unpublished variety [PI. Ill] 1 

*** From the Dymock, Murchison, Bergne (lot 77), and Addington 
collections. 
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Sceat, obv. + beonna rex (partly in Runic letters). Circle of dots 

enclosing pellet as on last; rev. + efe in angles of Ci’oss, not pommee, 

with large lozenge-shaped voided centre enclosing cross; triangle of 

pellets before and after each letter (as Hks. 88), fine, and of excessive 
rarity [PL HI] 1 

*** From the Maynard (1885) and Brice collections. 
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AETHELSTAN I. 

Circ. a.d. 828-837. 

With Bust of King. 

Penny,obv. + eJjelstan rex. Bust to right, diademed; rev. + eadgar 

cooheta in four lines across the field (Hks. 190, probably from this 

coin ; Bud., pi. C, 3), fine, excessively rare with the bust 1 

*** From the Wigan and Marsham (lot 97) collections. 

Without Bust of King. 

Penny, obv. + eJjeltsani. In centre W, no inner circle; rev. + torht- 

helm. Within circle cross puttee with pellet in each angle 

(Bud. 9, 2; Haigli, pi. I, 12), very fine and very rare [PL III] 1 

*** From the Maynard collection. 

Penny, obv. + eJjelwtani. Within circle of dots 7? ; rev. + eadnod * 

MO. Within circle of dots cross pattee, pellet in each angle (Bud. 9, 

4 ; Hks. 581 ; Haigli, pi. I, 13), very fine, slightly chipped at edge, very 

rare 1 
*** From the Wigan collection. 

lb 

l 

344 Penny, obv. + eJjelstani. In centre A, two dots on either side, no inner 

circle ; rev. + TORHTHELM. Within circle cross moline (Num. Chrou. 

N.S. IV, p. 190), fine, exceedingly rare ; found at Bulwick 1 

*** From Archdeacon Pownall’s collection. 

345 Penny, obv. -fedeGstan. Within dotted circle 7C; rev. +REX ANG. 

Within dotted circle ^ (Bucl. 9, 7 ; Haigli, pi. I, 8), very fine and 

rare 1 

*** From the Bergue (lot 88) and Brice collections. 

346 Penny, similar to last, but no straight line above W in centre of obv. )y\t?bcuj 

and differing slightly in other details, very fine and very rare; an I 

unpublished variety [PL III] 1 

*** From the Marsham collection (lot 95). 

347 Penny, obv. AEDIBSTAN r. Within circle cross pattee, pellet in each 

angle; rev. MON. MONET. Cross patt6e in circle, without pelletsHdl+yyi 

(Haigli, pi. II, 6 ; var. Bud. 9, 9), very fine and rare 

*** From the Marsham collection (lot 96). 

1 
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Penny, same as last, but king’s name reading aedilstan r, and varying 

in dots between letters on rev., &c., very fine and rare 1 

*** From the Brice collection. 

Penny, obv. AEDELSTA re. Within circle cross pattee with wedge in 

each angle; rev. -FMON. MONET. Within circle, cross pattee (comp, 

llud. 9, 10; Haigh, pi. n, 9), an unpublished variety with this reverse, 

probably unique ; found near Rochester in Kent [PL III] 1 

*** From the Shepherd collection (lot 34). 

Penny, obv. Aedelstan ret. Circle enclosing cross pattee, in each 

angle straight line issuing from circle; rev. tvdvpine mo. Circle 

enclosing cross pattee with pellet in each angle, unpublished, very 

fine and very rare 1 

*** From the Cuff and Shepherd (lot 33) collections. 
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AETHELWEARD. 

Circ. A.D. 837-850. 

Penny, obv. AEdelvveard rex. Within circle W; rev. + eadmfnd 

mo. (last letter Runic). Within circle cross pattee, pellet in each 

angle (Rial. 3, 3; B. M. Cat., pi. xv, 3; Haigh, pi. hi, 4), very fine 
and very rare 1 

*** From the Maynard collection. 

Penny, obv. -fEBELpARD rex. Within circle the letter W, the central 

limb long and crossed; on either side and above, pellet; rev. 

+ DVDDA ooone. Within circle cross pattee, pellet in each angle 

(Rud. 3, 5 ; Haigh, pi. in, 5 ; B. M. Cat., pi. xv, 2), very fine and 
very rare \ 

*** From the Bergne (lot 79), and Brice collections. 

Penny, obv. EBELpARD rex. Within circle cross pattee, crescent 

in each angle; rev. vakeel IT ELM. Within circle cross pattee, wedge 

in each angle (Rud. 26, 1 ; Iiaigli, pi. ill, 3 ; B. M. Cat., pi. XV, 1), 
very fine and very rare 1 

*** From the Bergne (lot 78), and Brice collections. 

Penny, obv. EDELpARD rex. Within circle cross pattee, wedge 

in each angle; rev. AEDELNELM. Within circle cross patt6e, crescent 

in each angle, an unpublished variety, with the obverse and reverse types 

interchanged, see previous coin, very fine, probably unique [PL III] 1 

*** From the Murchison and Marsham (lot 88) collections. 

(ST.) EADMUND. 

A.D. 852-873. 

Penny, + EADMVND rex AN. Within circle cross pattee, crescent in 

each angle; rev. + Mod EDErAALF (AeSelwulf). Within circle cross 

pattee, pellet in each angle (Rud. 9, 6; Haigh, pi. iv, 1), of rather 
coarse work, fine and rare p 
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Penny, obv. same as the preceding; rev. +MOM eoktaylf. Within 

circle cross pattee, wedge in each angle (Bud. 9, 7 ; Haigh, pl. iv, 

2), fine, slightly chipped at edge, rare, by the same moneyer as the 

preceding, but of rather better work 1 

*** From the Wigan and Marsham (lot 92) collections. 

Penny, obv. + exdmvnd rex. Within dotted circle, 77 ■, rev. + beorn- 

H5CEH. Within dotted circle cross pattee, pellet in each angle (var. 

Bud. 9, 1; Haigh, pi. iv, 4; B. M. Cat., pi, xvi, 2), fine and rare 

[Pl. III] ‘ 1 

*** From the Bergne (lot 81) and Brice collections. 

Penny, obv. +exdmvnd rex. Within dotted circle, 77; rev. + esdi- 

VSLD MONI. Within plain circle cross, not pattee, with pellet in 

each angle (var. Bud. 9, 2 ; Haigh, pl. iv, 5), fine, of rough work, rare 1 

Penny, obv. + exdmvnd rex :vn. Within circle, W ■ rev. esdmvnd mone. 

Within circle cross pattee, pellet in each angle (Bud. 9, 1 ; B. 

Cat., pl. xvi, 6), fine and rare 1 

*** From the Brice collection. 

Penny, obv. exdmvnd rex TIN. Within clotted circle triple cross 

springing from a broad base, or transformed 77 ; rev. beornferd MO.feouffct 

Within circle cross pattee, lozenge in each angle (var. Bud. 9, 4 ; 

var. Haigh, pl. iv, 12), fine and rare 1 

Penny, obv. same type as the preceding, but king’s name, + evdmvnd 

RX ffN ; rev. beorneerd MO. Within circle cross pattee, wedge in 

each angle (Bud, 9, 4 ; Haigh, pl. v, 12), very fine and rare 1 

*** From the Bergne (lot 85) and Brice collections. 

Penny, obv. + E7CDMVND rex. Within circle cross springing from oraa-w^^' 

ment in form of Greek W ; rev. + Tpicos MON. Within circle cross 

pattee with pellet in each angle (Haigh, pl. iv, 10), extremely fine, 

and a very rare variety of this curious type [Pl. Ill] 1 

*** From the Cuff, Bergne (lot 86), and Brice collections. 

Penny, obv. 4- eydmvnd rex XN. Within circle cross springing from base^^ 

formed of two circles ; rev. TRIECX cdof. Within circle cross pattee 

with pellet in each angle (Bud. 9, 9 ; Haigh, pl, IV, 8 ; B. M. Cat., 

pl. xvi, 9), very fine and rare 1 

AETHELSTAN II (GUTHORM). 
A.D. 878-890. 

3G4 Penny, obv. edelix rex. Within circle small cross pattee; rev. elda 

me fec, in two lines across field ; in centre, pellet, type of Aelfred, 

(B. M. Cat., pl, xvi, 12; Haigh, pl. v, 8), fine and extremely rare 

[Pl. IV] 1 

*** From the Murchison and Shepherd (lot 80) collections, and originally 
from the Cuerdale hoard, whence all the known coins of this king came. 
They were 23 in number, 17 of which are in the British Museum. 
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with moneyer, + sislef nioae, very fine and extremely rare 

*** From the Brice collection. 
1 

373 Halfpenny, similar to last, but legends, +SCESDMVND rex, and 

+ VVINI06D mone (ne mon.), very fine and extremely rare 1 

From the Murchison and Shepherd (lot 47) collections. * * 
* 

ST. MARTIN COINAGE. 

Struck at Lincoln. 

374 Penny, obv. SCI. biarti. in two lines, divided by a sword; above, tri¬ 

angle of pellets; below j_ between two wedges ; rev. + LINCOLIA 

CIVT. In centre, within circle, a cross voided, having a small cross 

within (Hies. 138 ; B. M. Cat., pi. xix, 14), extremely fine and of the 

first rarity [Pl. IV] 1 

& 

to 

MEMORIAL COINAGE OF ST. EADMUND. 

Struck in East Anglia. 

365 Pennies, + sceadmvnd rex. Large 77 within circle; rev. + aural vs 

WONE. Cross within circle (Bud. 12, 4) ; others, similar, with 

moneyers’ names, + ANSIDAR IOI; + AOAlbert NIE; 4-BOSECIN 

mon eta, and + daiebiond moi, the last two with three pellets on 

either side of 77 (Bud. 12, 6), all very fine 5 

*** These and nearly all the following pieces are from the Cuerdale Find. / 

366 Pennies, usual types as before; moneyers, + daiebivnd MONE; 

+ DECEBIVND MONETA, both as Bud. 12, 6 ; and + AURAL) VS VVOI ; 

+ AOLBRT MONE; + arvs vvoie, as Bud. 12, 4, all very fine 5 

367 Pennies, usual types; moneyers, + daiebiond biota, as Bud. 12, 6; l 
+ eisnefredo ; + FRSAN BIO (dots around 77); + odvlber MON ; 

+ oiiiioneaiiai, as Bud. 12, 4, and var., all fine 5 

368 Pennies, usual types ; moneyers, bionins BlON ; +reartbiodi, as Bud. / 

12, 4 ; others, obv. +SCAND; rev. +ICAIOI, and +SCEAID, the last 
two small and thick (Bud. 12, 1, 2), fine 4 

369 Pennies, usual types ; moneyers, +siebivnd bioe ; + vvner bione ; j 

+ ONNONIAIRI, the last without central bar to 77, and crescent 

above, (Bud. 12, 4, &c.), all extremely fine 3 

370 Penny, usual type; moneyer, +odvlf me fecit (Bud. 12, 4); and 

another, similar, but with cross on either side of 77, and moneyer, 

sislel bioel, both very rare and very fine 2 

371 Halfpenny, obv. +sceadbidi. Circle enclosing 77 without the central 0 

bar; rev. + o - ibvine. Cross in circle (Num. Chron., vol. v, pl. iv, 

48), very fine and extremely rare 1 

*** From the Marsham collection (lot 109). 

372 Halfpenny, obv. +sceabivni. Circle enclosing A; rev. usual type, 

J 4 
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* * From the Pembroke, Wigan, and Brice collections. 
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UNCERTAIN KING. 

375 Penny, obv. + reoerde. Cross pommec within circle; rev. dan+rex / 

(retrograde). Large 'K within circle, unpublished, fine [PI. IV] 1 - i 

This curious coin is an imitation of the St. Eadmund coins, and it fa-vu/w* 
is not improbable that it was struck by one of the leaders of the 
“ Great Army,” which invaded East Anglia. 

KINGS OF NORTHUMBRIA. 
Styca Series. 

ECG FRITH. 

A.D. 670-685. 

376 Styca, copper, obv. + eegfrid rex. In centre cross, no circle; rev 

+ LVX around cross, from which rays are streaming (Rud., pi. 28 ; 

B. M. Cat., pi. xx, 1 ; Hies. 99), fine and of the highest rarity, only 

four or five specimens known, all were found in 1813 in the churchyard 

at Hewortli, Durham 1 

*** From the Gott and Addington collections. 

EADBERHT. 

a.d. 737-758. 

With Name of his brother Ecgbert, Abp. of York. 

377 Styca, silver, obv. E-^TBEREhTVs. Small cross pattee in centre ; 

rev. elgberIit AR. Mitred figure, standing and holding two long 

crosses (Bud. 3, 1 ; Hks. 102 ; B. M. Cat., pi. xx, 3), fine and extremely 

rare 1 
*** From the Shepherd collection (lot 37). 

Without Name of Ecgberht. 

378 Styca, silver, obv. - e-^tbereIitvs. Cross pattee in centre; rev. Fantas- 

tic animal walking to left, one leg raised (Bud. 3, 8), very fine and 

rare [PI. IV] 1 

*** From the Shepherd collection (lot 36). 

379 Styca, silver, same type as last, but from different dies and of somewhat 

baser silver, fine and rare 1 

380 Styca, silver, obv. - eadberIitvs. Cross pattee as before; rev. Fantastic, , 

animal walking to right, one leg raised (Bud. 3,3), very fine and rare 

381 Styca, silver, obv. - e^-tbereIitvs. Cross within dotted circle ; rev. Fan¬ 

tastic animal as before to left (B. M. Cat., pi. xx, 4), very fine and ^(uvk 

rare 1 
*** From the Dymock, Murchison, Bergne (lot 95), and Addington 

collections. 

382 Styca, silver, obv. e-^-tberetvs (retrograde). Cross pattee in centre ; 

rev. Fantastic animal to right; above, cross; below, triple orna¬ 

ment (Bud. 3, 5), very fine and rare 1 

(\olh Tv. 
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ALCHRED. 

A. D. 765-774. 

Styca, silver, obv. + alchrod (reading outwards). I11 centre cross 

pomm<$e ; rev. Fantastic animal with horns to right, one leg raised ; 
below, ci oss (comp. Hks. 105 ■ B. M. Cat., pi. xx, 9), very fine and 
extremely rare [PL IVj ' 1 

*** From the Brice collection. 

OSRED II. 

A. D. 789-790. 

Styca, copper, obv. + ORSE rex (retrograde). Five pellets forming cross; 

rev. HKAMir. In centre, annulet, fine, unpublished, unique 1 

*** This is the first coin which has been met with of this king. Hitherto 
it has been supposed that Osred did not strike any money. 

HEARDWULF. 
a.d. 796-806. 

Styca, copper, obv. eardvlf (retrograde). Cross surrounded by pellets ; 

rev. + vdnne. Cross pattee, pellet in each angle (var. Hies. 109), very 

rare ; another of uncertain king, obv. evxdi. rex. Small cross; rev. 

EAHVEDli (?). Circle of dots enclosing pellet; and another, silver, 

obv. hopard (V). Boss within circle of pellets ; rev. Solomon’s seal; 

around, five pellets, both unpublished; the last piece was found at Eck 3 

EAN RED. 
a.d. 807-841 % 

Stycas, base silver, various types; moneyers, + ALFiiEARD (5); 

+ EVNVVLF (19); + DAEGBERCT (44); +EADVINI (57, 62); and 

+ EANRDVVLF (78), all fine; and mostly from the Hexham find 6 

* The numbers in brackets refer to Ending “ Supplementary Plates.” 

Stycas, base silver, various types; moneyers, + EVNVLF (19); 

+ DAGBERET (46) ; + EADVINI (66, 72); IIEARDVVLF (129); and 
+ II ERRED (158), all fine ; mostly from the Hexham find 7 

Stycas, base silver, various types; moneyers, + eadvini and earvini 

(66); +HERRED and IIERREDX (138); + HER RED (140); 

+ HVAETRED (155); and +VVLFHEARD (203), all fine; mostly from 
the Hexham find j 

Stycas, copper, various types; moneyers, + aldates (1); + evnavlf 

(39); +EADVNI (72); + FORDRED (93); + EARNDVVBF (78); 

+ gadvtels (121); and + HVAETRED (155), all fine ; some from the 
Ilexlmm find g 

Stycas, copper, various types ; moneyers, + gadvtels (121); + HERRED 

(144); +MONNE (178); +ODILO MON (185); + PINTRED (214): 

+ vilheaii (196); and + vvlfred (203), all fine-, mostly from the 
Hexham find g 
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AETHELRED II. 

A.D. 841-849. 

Stycas, copper, various types ; moneyers, + xlghere (8); 4-e:tnred 

(52, 64, 76); + EJCRDWLF (88, 91) ; + fordred (122), &c., all 

fine • some f rom the Hexham find 11 

Stycas, copper, various types; moneyers, + fordred (105, 115,116, 

118, 120); +LEOFBEGN (156, 162, 180, 193, 201, &c.), fine,Vt*-lfi] 

some very fine ; from the Hexham find 12 

Stycas, copper, various types; moneyers, 4-leofdegn (169, 173, 196); 

+ LEOFDEXN (209); + tyiONNE (223,254, 256, 259); +VVLFRED 

(Cross and pellet within circles, unpub.), fine; mostly from the Ilex- 

ham find 12 

REDWULF. 

A.D. 844. 

/ 
394 Stycas, copper, various types; moneyers, alghere (1); + brober (3) 

+ EOENED (7); 4- EVDBEREHT (9); + EORDRED (15, 16); and 4- 

hvaetndd (22), all fine and rare ; mostly from the Hexham find 7 

OSBERHT. 

A.D. 849-867. 

395 Stycas, copper, various types ; moneyers, + eanvlf (Cross and pellet); 

+ E7CVVLF (Cross and pellet in dotted circle) ; + monne (Cross 

and pellet in dotted circle); + vintberiit (Pellet and cross of five 

pellets), &c.; all rare ; fine ; mostly from the Hexham, find 6 
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ARCHBISHOPS OF YORK. 

EANBALD II. 

A.D. 796-808» 

396 Stycas, base silver, various types; moneyers, + edilvard (27, two [ton 

varieties), very rare-, copper, 4- eadvlf (2, 3); + edilvard (29); 

EDILVEARD (Cross and pellet); 4- evanvlf (Cross on both sides), 

very fine and very rare ; from the Hexham find 7 

WIGMUND. 

A.D. 837-854. 

397 Stycas, copper, various types: moneyers, + loenred (1, 3, 4) 
+ EDELHELM (17); 4 EDILVEARD (28); 4- eofnred (Cross with 

pellets and cross); 4- iivnlaf (45, 49, 53), all fine, scarce; mostly 

from the Hexham find 9 
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WULFHERE. 

a.d. 854-900. 

*ejrd. 398 Styca, copper, obv. + vlfhere abed, (retrograde). Cross in circle of 

dots ; rev. + vvlfred. Cross {B. M. Cat. pi. xxm, 11), very fine 
and of the highest rarity 2 

*** From Lord Lansdowne’s collection. 

39,', Styca’ colWC obv. same as the last; rev. vvlfred. Cross of five pellets, 

unpublished, probably unique 2 

PENNY SERIES. 
Mostly from the Cuerdale Find. 

HALFDAN. 

a.d. 875-877. 

Penny, obv vlfden xrx + (transposed and in part retrograde). 

Within a compartment of three sides two seated figures holding 
globe ; above, Victory; rev. Monogram of London (londoni) as on 

coins of Aelfred : above, cross ; below and at -side, pellets {Num: 
Chron, N.S., vol. ix, pi. I, 11; B. M. Cat., vol. n, p. xxxiv); very fine, 
UNIQUE, [Pl. IV] 2 

* This most interesting coin was struck by Llalfdan when he took 
possession of London in a.d. 872. The obverse type is a link between 

?J!LpieCe °f Ceolwulf n- of Mercia (lot 282) and that of Aelfred 
(lot 545), see Hies. 580, and B. M. Cat., vol. n. p. 34 : the reverse 
type is like that of the London Pennies of Aelfred, Uks. 174. It 
was found at Cuerdale, from whence it passed into the possession 
of Ur. Andrew Moore, and thence into the Wigan and Brice Col¬ 
lections, and lastly into that of Mr. Montagu. 

CNUT (GUTHRED). 

Circa a.d. 877-894. 

Struck at York. 

Pennies, obv. cnvt rex at extremities and between limbs of even- 

limbed cross; rev. + EBIMCE. civi. Small cross within circle 

(Mm. Chron., vol. v, pl. ix, 122; B. M. Cat., pl. xxiv, 2); another 

similar, with cross pattce on obv., and with pellets around cross on rev. 

{Num. Chon., l.c. 123); and another, with patriarchal cross on obv. 

{Burn. Chon., l.c. 126 ; B. M. Cat., pl. xxiv, 5) ; very fine and scarce 3 

Pennies, similar with patriarchal cross on obv., and with differing 

readings of name of mint on rev. {Num. Chron., vol. v, pl. ix, 126) ; 

all varied ; very fine and scarce 4 

Half-penny, similar type, but on rev. there are four pellets around 

small cross in centre, and legend ebiccect {Num. Chron., vol. v, 

pl. x. 128); very fine and very rare; only six specimens of this type 
occurred in the Cuerdale find ’ ‘ 2 
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CVNNETTI TYPE. 

404 Pennies, obv. CNVT rex at extremities, and between limbs of even- 

limbec! cross pattee, various pellets in field : rev. + cvnnetti. In 

centre cross pattee with dot on either side, two varieties (B. M. Cat., l-\A\(.oh\ 

pi. XXV. 1); and others (2), similar, but with patriarchal cross on 

obv. (Hi's. 588), all varied ; very fine 4 

Pennies, similar as Ilks. 588, with patriarchal cross on obv.; all 

varied ; very fine 5 

Pennies of same type, all varied ; very fine 5 

Penny, similar type, but the cross limbs of the patriarchal cross are 

of same length; another, with cross crosslet instead of patriarchal f 

cross on obv. \ legend on rev., retrograde (Nam. Chron., vol. v, Lh*cof>> 

pi. ix, 116); and another, with rev. legend, mirkbilia. fecit (ib. 

pi. ix, 130); all very fine 3 

408 Halfpenny, obv. cnvt rex arranged around patriarchal cross as be- ^ 
fore; rev. + CUNNETTI. Monogram of EARLES in centre (Num. 

Cliron., vol. v, pi. ix, 114); another, similar, with legend on rev. re¬ 

trograde, both very fine and rare 2 

409 Halfpenny, as first coin in last lot; another, similar, but with even- 

limbed cross pattee on obv., and small cross pattee between twol^A^j 

pellets on rev. the last very rare and unpublished, very fine 2 

CNUT AND SIEFRED. 

Circa a.d. 894. 

Penny, obv. cnvt rex arranged at extremities and between limbs ofj^^,^ 

* patriarchal cross, pellet on either side of cross, and others between 

letters of legend ; rev. + SIEFRED vs. Large cross pattee within 

circle; pellet in two angles (B. M. Cat.,pi. XV, 13), extremely fine 

and very rare [PL IV] 1 
*** From the Brice collection. 

Penny, same type as last, but there are two dots on either side of 

patriarchal cross and the others between the letters are varied, very 

fine and very rare 1 

SIEFRED OR SI EVERT. 

a.d. 894-898 ? 

Struck at York. 

412 Penny, obv. c siefrxediis re in two lines divided by long cross sid 

ways; above and below, four pellets; rev. + ebiaice civi. Small 

cross pattee (B. M. Cat,, pi, XXVI, 5; var. Hks. 595), very fine and 

extremely rare 1 
*** From the Marsham collection (lot 122). 
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Penny, obv. +SIEFREDVS hex. Large cross crosslet; no inner circle ; rev. 

+ EBI3TCE civi. Within circle small cross puttee, three pellets at 

each limb (Hits. 594 ; Nurn. Chron., vol. v, pi. viii, 102); another, obv. 

SIEVERT R. Long cross crosslet dividing legend, three pellets in each 

angle ; rev. same as the last, but no pellets around cross (Nun. Chron., 

vol. V, pi, viii, 105; B. M. Cat.,pi. xxvi, 10), both very fine and rare 2 

Pennies, same types as in the preceding lot, but on the rev. of the second 
piece there are three pellets at each limb of cross (B. M. Cat., 

pi. xxvi, 2 and 11), both very fine and rare 2 

Penny, another as Hits. 594, see lot 413 ; from the Marsham collection 

(lot 123); and Halfpenny without King’s name; obv. DNS. D-<(>- 

REX in two lines; between, cross pattee; rev. +ll. no. aDi/.CT. 

(Ebraioe ct.) Small cross pattee, pellet in two angles (B. M. Cal., 

pi. xxvii, 13 ; Nam. Chron., vol. v, pi. x, 134), both very fine, the 

second very rare 2 

Without Name oe Mint. 

Penny, obv. +siefredvs. Small cross pattee within circle, two pellets 
at end of each limb; rev. + REX at ends of limbs of long cross 

crosslet (B. M. Cat., pi. xxvi, 9), extremely fine and very rare 

[PL IV] 1 
Penny, obv. +siefredvs. Cross pattee within circle; dot in two 

angles; rev. +rex at ends of limbs of cross pattee (B. M. Cat., 

pi. xxvi, 8 ; jWes. 596), very fine and very rare 1 

*** From the Marsham collection (lot 123). 

Penny, obv. sifcrt rex, Patriarchal cross, two pellets on either side ; 

rev. + DNS. DS. REX. Within circle small cross pattee, pellet in two 

angles (Nurn. Clvron., vol. v, pi. viii, 109); another, obv. dns. ds rex 

in two lines divided by cross pattbe and two pellets; rev. +MIRA- 

BILI7C fecit. Within circle small cross pattee, pellet in two angles 

(ib., pi. x, 133), very fine and rare 2 

Pennies, similar to last lot; on the first piece the rev. legend reads 

outwards ; and on the second.the rev. legend is blundered, very fine 2 

*** No. 1 from the Brice collection. 
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CNUT OR SIEFRED. 

Struck at York. 

Penny, obv. +EBRAICE c. Patriarchal cross, two pellets on either side ; 

rev. + MIRABIL’A FECIT. Within circle cross pattee, pellet in two 

angles; another, similar but reading + ebraece c. and + MIRABIUA 

fect. and differing in other details (Nun. Chron., vol. v, pi. x, 131), 

both very fine and rare 2 

Pennies, similar to last, legends varied, both very fine and rare 2 

Pen n ies, similar; with varied readings of legends, both very fine and rare 2 
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SITRIC GALE. 

A.D. 921-927 ? 

Penny, obv. SITRIC REX in two lines, a sword between, pellet above 

and below; rev. cast daegrt (retrograde). Cross within circle, cres¬ 

cent and pellet in alternate angles (Num. Chron., N.S. vol. IX, 

pi. ii, 16), extremely fine and almost 'unique [PI. IV] 1 

*** From the Borghesi and Brice collections. 

S ° ' 0 

Penny, obv. +itr rrm in two lines irregularly written; a sword 

between ; rev. + ineiai. ioin. A mitre between two short bars (var. • 

Num. Chron., N.S. vol. ix.pl. n, 19), very fine, and like the preceding 

almost unique 1 
*** Mr. Montagu called the object on the rev. a portico ; Mr. Rashleigh 

(Num. Chron. 1. c.) a hammer. This coin is from the Bergne and 
Brice collections. 

a l S' 
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REGNALD GODFREDSSON (?) 

A.D. 943-944 ? 

425 

426 

428 

Penny, obv. 4-raciioiaT. Within dotted circle open hand, fingers down¬ 

ward ; rev. + EIORACII (Eloraci). Within dotted circle the CARL -<^S 

monogram (B. M. Cal. pi. xxvm, 8; Num. Chron., N. S. vol. ix, 
pi. ii, 23 ; Idles. 135), extremely fine and of the highest rarity [PI. IV] 1 

*** From the Bergne and Brice collections. 

Penny, obv. + re[lnald] LVNVNL. Portion of trefoil pattern; rev. 

bae[iafer] mot. raf. Portion of Standard, a fragment (Hks. 126, 

engraved from this coin 'which is a little broken since it was figured); the 

specimen in the Brit. Museum is also only a fragment, excessively rare 1 

*** From the Dean of St. Patrick’s and Wigan collections. 

Penny, obv. + relnaxor : wo efr. Small cross within circle; +eric 

oneta (retrograde) in two lines, three crosses between, fine, exces¬ 

sively rare and unpublished, slightly chipped 1 

*** From the Marsham collection (lot 101). 

Penny, obv. +regn + nvexl (regnald lvnvne). Cross pattee within 

circle; rev. WLFREDI. in two lines; between, two crosses and pellet; 

above and below, cross (Num. Chron., vol. v, pi. I, 14), fine, extremely 

rare ; from the Cuerdale Find 1 

*** This coin is a Viking imitation of coins of Aelfred, but with the 
name of Regnald. 
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FOURTH DAY’8 SALE. 
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AN LAF. 

a.d. 941-944, and a.d. 949-952. 
LOT 

429 Penny, obv. A'NL'AT GVNVNEir. Raven with wings displayed; rev. 

+ 'JCDEL’FERD minetr. Small cross within circle (Hud. 11, 1 j Hks. 
127) very fine and very rare [PI. IV] 1 

*** From the Dimsdale, Cuff-, Bergne (lot 97), and Brice collections. 

43l> Penny, same type as last, but legends reading, obv. +anl.af 

cvnvnl L; rev. + ’Adelferd MINETRU’., well preserved, very rare 1 

*** From the Addington collection. 

431 Penny, similar, but legends reading obv. + ANL'AF cvnvnls ; rev. 
+ ADELFBRD MINETR, fine and very rare 1 

432 Penny, similar, but legends reading, obv. + nanl-af cvnvnlg; rev. 
adelferd minetal, fine and very rare 1 

433 Penny, obv. + A'NLAf cvnvnl v. Within circle trefoil ornament; rev. 

+ F'A’RM'A’N MONET-A. Standard (Rad. 11,2; B.M. Cat. pi. xxix, 

1 ; Hks. 128), very fine and extremely rare [PI. IV] 1 

*** From the Earl of Jersey’s collection (lot 8). 

434 Penny, same type as last, but legends reading, obv. + Anlaf LVNVNLT; 

rev. + farm an. MONET A., fine, extremely rare 1 

*** From the Doulton collection. 
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Penny, obv. +ONLAF rex i. Small cross within circle ; rev. + farmon 

mone. Small cross as obv. (Rad. 11, 5 ; B. M. Cat., pi. xxix, 6), 

fine, chipped at edge, very rare 1 

*** From the Wigan collection. 

Penny, obv. +anlaf rexvli. Small cross within circle; rev. 

ineelrar. Above legend a line from which springs a dower between 

two branches ; below, rose (comp. Rud. 11, 3 ; B. M. Cat., pi, xxix, 5), 

a very rare and unpublished variety, but has been much chased and 
chiselled 1 

*** This coin, the type of which is similar to that of Eadweard the 
Elder (Rud. 16, 8), though much tooled was considered by both 
Mr. Webster and Mr. Montagu to be quite genuine, and on these 
recommendations it is included in the catalogue. Ingclgar was also 
a York moneyer of Eadmund (see lot 655), and Eadred (see lot 690). 

7 
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ERIC BL030X. 

A.D. 948-949 AND A.D. 952-954. 

437 Penny, obv. eril rex, in two lines, sword between ; rev. + INEELEAR. . 

or.. Small cross pattee within circle (Bud. 11, 2 j Ilks. 131), extremely w**-0 
rare and fine 1 

*** From the Shepherd collection (lot 42). 

438 Penny, obv. + ERIE. rex n. Small cross pattee within circle; rev. ^ 

radvlf MO. in two lines divided by three crosses pattees; above 

and below, pellets (Bud. 11, 3), very fine and extremely rare 1 

*** From the Brisbane, Brumell, Addison, Murchison, Bergne (lot 98), 
and Addington collections. 

439 Penny, obv. +erie rex en. Small cross pattee within circle and 

surrounded by four pellets; rev. ineelear mo. in two lines divided 

by three crosses, &c., as last coin (B. M. Cat. p. 237, no. 1108), 

fairly preserved, extremely rare 1 

From the Brice collection. 
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UNCERTAIN KING OR GOVERNOR? 

439a Penny, obv. Er±V A. neeriit (Estangerht). Within circle small cross ; 

rev. RERNART in two lines; three crosses between; above and 

below, three pellets, fine, unpublished 1 

*** This and the next coin, which are similar in type to those of Eric, 
appear to have been struck by some Viking king, whose name has 
not been otherwise recorded, or more probably by a Governor or 
Chief, as he is not styled REX. Both pieces being so similar cannot be 
considered to have blundered inscriptions on the obv. They were 
obtained by Mr. Montagu at different times and from different 
sources. 

439c Penny, same type and moneyer as on the preceding coin, but name 

of king? on obv. differently punctuated +E1 r: JL'A1 ncerht, well 

preserved 1 

ST. PETER COINAGE. 

STRUCK AT YORK. 

440 Penny, obv. SCI. PETR ho in two lines; between, sword to right with 

cross at point; above, cross and pellets; below, mitre and pellets ; 

rev. + ec<-iraceii. Within circle long cross with pellet in each 

angle (Bud. 12, 4; II/cs. 132), extremely fine and rare [PI. IV] 1 

*** From the Bergne (lot 99) and Brice collections. 

441 Penny, similar to last; but no pellets above and below legend on 

obv., and on rev. the legend reads + eb-<[>-racei., and the cross is 

smaller, extremely fine and rare 1 
*** From the Howard and Brice collections. 
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Penny, same as last, but slightly varying on rev., fairly preserved, 
rare 1 

Penny, obv. SCIIETR. no. in two linos divided by sword to right, with 

annulet and two pellets at point; above, three pellets; below, 
mitre ; rev. 4- ED / rtccii. Within circle cross pattee with three 

pellets and one annulet in angles (var. Rad. 12, 1), fine and rare 1 

*** From Archdeacon Pownall’s collection. 

Penny, obv. sciietiiiio in two lines divided by sword to right, with 

cross at point; above and below, pellets; rev. + eriviitoi. Within 

dotted circle mitre between two short bars (var. Hks., 133), very 
fine and rare [PI IV] 1 

*** From the Brice collection. 

Penny, similar to the last, very fine and rare 1 
*** From the Marsham collection (lot 103). 

Penny, similar to lot 444, but above and below legend on obv. a cross; 

and on rev. the legend reads + erivitn, and there arc no bars on 
either side of mitre, fine and rare ] 

Penny, obv. soiitiiio in two lines divided by sword to left; above and 

below, cross; rev. same as last, but legend mvioi divided by 

various stops (Hks. 133 ; B. M. Gat., pi. xxx, 3), fine and rare 1 

Penny, obv. sciietiiiio in two lines divided by sword to right, with 

crescent and two pellets at point; above and below, cross ; rev. 

(legend blundered). Within circle hammer of Thor (Rud. 29, 28), very 
fine and rare 1 

*** From the Bergue and Marsham (lot 105) collections. 

Penny, obv. SCI. petri. n. in two lines, pellets and wedges in field; 

rev. +EBORAOE. Cl. Within dotted circle cross pattee (Hks. 608), 
very fine and rare 1 

Penny, same type as last, but legends SCI. petri. m (above and 

below, cross pattee), and + eb race. civ. very fine and rare 1 

Penny, obv. sciietiiiio in two lines; between, three pellets; above, 

crescent, &c. ; below, cross of pellets; rev. + eboracec. Cross 
pattee as before (Rud. 12, 8), very fine and rare 1 

*** From the Howard and Brice collections. 

Penny, obv. scietrn in two lines ; three pellets between ; rev.. + ebo- 

RA:. civ. Cross pattee within circle (var. Rud. 12, C), extremely fine 
and rare 1 

*** From the York Moore and Addington collections. 

Penny, same type as last, but legends, sc : petr. mo., and + eboraci 

Cl., the last reading outwards, very fine and rare 1 

*** From the Wigan collection. 
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KINGS OF WESSEX. 
ECGBEORHT. 

A.D. 802-838 or 839. 

With Mint Name. 

Penny, Canterbury, obv. + elubeorht rex (very large letters com¬ 

mencing below bust). Head to right, diademed, entirely within 

circle; rev. biosel MONETS. In centre monogram of dorob. L. 

(Canterbury) (Hks. type 6, comp. fig. 157), very fine, and a variety of 

the highest rarity [PI. IV] 1 

Penny, Canterbury, same type as the preceding, king’s name com¬ 

mencing below bust, + elebeabht rex ; and moneyer on rev. u.'fa 

+ SEN RED MONETS., fine and equally rare as last, a very rare moneyer 1 ' • 

*** From the Young and Brice collections. 

Penny, Canterbury, Qbv. + EEBBESRHT rex (commencing below on 

left). Bust to right dividing legend ■ the bust is represented by wavy (\q(L 

lines ■ rev. 4- BIORHCDOD coonetS. Monogram of dorob. as before 

(lliul. 14, 3 ; Hks. 157), very fine and a very rare variety 1 

*** From the Wyllie sale. 

Penny, Canterbury, same type, and obv. legend, as on the last coin ; 

but moneyer’s name + bosel cdonets, fine and very rare 1 

*** From the Londesborough collection. 

Penny, Canterbury, obv. 4-eeebexrht rex (commencing above head). 

Bust to right, diademed, lower part represented by straight lines ; ^ *>» 

rev. 4- DIORCDOD cdnet. Monogram of dorob. L. as before (Hud. 14, 2 ; 

Ilks. 157), extremely fine and very rare 1 

1 

*** From the Martin, Murchison, Bergne (lot 128), and Brice col- 

459 

460 

lections. 

Penny, Canterbury, same type, and obv. legend as on the previous coin,; (\olliin. 

moncyer’s name, obs m'onets., well preserved and rare 1 

*** From the Dymock and Addington collections. 

Penny, Canterbury, obv.same type as lot 458; king’s name 4- ellbevriit yr 

461 

462 

R., and moneyer’s name + spEFHEVRD MO. (Hud. 14, '2), fine and very 

rare 1 

With Bust of Kino and no Mint Name. 

Penny, obv. 4-elgeeorht rex, Head to right, diademed, within circle ,f{oLii 
rev. 4- dvnvn (DONETS'. Cross potent in centre (Hud. 27, 1; B. M. J 

Cat. ii, p. 2), fine and of the first rarity, pierced \ 

*** From the Kenyon, Christmas, and Marsham (lot 127) collections. 

Penny, obv. +elgberht rex. Head to right diademed, within circle • 

rev. 4- siLEsTEE. In centre cross pattee (B. M. Cat. II, p. 3 ; Lindsay, 

Kept. pi. iv, 89), fine, probably unique i 
*** From the Brice collection. The engraving in Lindsay l. c., and also 

that in Sainthill, Olla Podrida, pi. 20, 7, appear to be from this coin. 
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Penny, obv. + HELUBESRHT rex. Head as on the last; rev. +osmvnd 

Monets'. Within circle cross pattee, with wedge in each angle 
(llud. 30, 6 ; B. M. Cat. II, pi. I, 5), very fine and very rare 1 

*** From the Martin, Murchison, Bergne (lot 130), and Brice collections. 

Penny, obv. ellbeorht (ht mon.) re. Bust to right, dividing legend ; 

rev. dvvn CDONETS. Cross pattee within circle, pellet in each angle, 
very fine, extremely rare, unpublished [PI. IV] 1 

*** From the Warne collection. 

Without Bust oe King and no Mint Name. 

Penny, obv. -f- helbeakht rex. Cross pattee within circle; rev. 
+ pVLBSR MONETA. Cross Crosslet within circle (Hies. 160; B. M. 
Cat. ii, pi. i, 7), extremely fine and extremely rare 1 

*** From the Bergne (lot 132) and Brice collections. 

Penny, obv. + iielbesrht rex. Within circle sun of eight rays 

pattes, issuing from circle enclosing pellet; rev. Jjerhesrd. Cross 

pattee in centre (B. HI. Cat. II, p. 3, engraved from this coin), very 

fine, but slightly chipped ; unique until the specimen found recently and 

now in the Brit. Mils. (see Num. Chron. hi Ser., vol. xiv, p. 61) 1 

*** From the Piffard collection. 

Penny, obv. +elgbeoriit rex. Within circle cross potent, lozenge in 

each angle ; rev. + besgcdvnd coonets (nd and ne mon.). Cross 

potent in circle (var. Iiud. 30, 7 ; B. M. Cat. II, pi. I, 9), fine and 
very rare 1 

*** From the Marsham collection (lot 131). 

Penny, obv. +elgbeoriit rex. Monogram of mm? (Merciorum) 

within circle; wedge on either side; rev. + besccdvnd cdo. Cross 

potent within circle (B. M. Cat. II, p. 4), very fine and unique 

[PI. IV] 1 
*** From the Whitboum and Shepherd (lot 60) collections. This coin 

was probably struck in a.d. 827-828, when Ecgbeorht had banished 
Wiglaf and was supreme in Mercia (see Num. Chron. hi Ser., 
vol. XIV, pp. 64-65.) 

x 
Penny,ofe. + ellbeokht rex. Monogram of SAG within dotted circle ; 

N 

rev. + TIDEMAN MOHE. Cross pattee in dotted circle (Bud. 14, 8; 

Hks. 159 ; B. M. Cat. u,pl. I, 10), fine and extremely rare 1 

From the Bergne and Brice collections. 

Penny, obv. same as last; rev. +IFS monsts (unusually large 

letters). Large cross pattee in dotted circle (of. Bud. 14, 8), very fine 
and extremely rare [PL IV] 1 

*** From the Devonshire, Cuff, Dymock, Murchison, and Shepherd 
(lot 59) collections. 
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AETHELWULF. 

A.D. 838 or 839-858. 

With Mint Name. 

471 Penny, Canterbury, obv. + ebEL + VVLF + hex. Within circleDORIBI 

written around pellet; rev. + MAN IN L MON ETA. Within circle^,<rktY 

monogram of LAN ; large lettering on both sides (Bud. 14, 4 ; B. M. 
1 

Cat. ii, pi. ii, 1, and p. 13, no. 11), very fine and an extremely rare 

variety [PL IV] 1 

*** From the Bergne (lot 140) and Brice collections. 

472 Penny, Canterbury, same as the preceding lot, but no crosses between. - 

name of king; moncyer’s name +BRID CDONETA, large lettering "*''**( 

as 'last, very fine and very rare 1 

*** The dies for this and the previous coin were evidently made by 
the same engraver. 

473 l/y\t 

474 

475 

476 

Penny, Canterbury, obv. +EDELWLF rex. Within circle monogram of 

LAN ; rev. + HVBEANT MONETA. Within circle DORIBI as before, but 7 

written from right to left (Bud. 30, 20 ; B.' M. Cat. II, pi. II, 2), 

fine, an extremely rare variety of this type 1 

With Bust oe King and no Mint Name. 

Penny, obv. +edelvvle rex. Bust to right, diademed ; rev. ozmvnd 

MONETA. Large 'K in circle ; on either side pellet (Bud. 30, 10 ;l/Otity 

B. M. Cat. ii, pi. ii, 9), fine and rare 1 

*** From the Wigan and Marsham (lot 136) collections. 

Penny, obv. edelvvle rex. Bust to right, diademed; rev. +biarnnod. 

Large 7C (Mercian), the outer limbs curved, in circle (Bud. 14, 1 

B. M. Cat. ii, pi. ii, 10), fine, hit chipped at edge, rare 1 

Penny, obv. + edelvvle re : Bust to right, diademed; rev. +diar 

moneta. Cross crosslet in centre (Bud. 30, 13 ; B. M. Cat. ll, pit. in, 

1), fine and rare 1 

do 

*** From the Brice collection. 

477 

478 

479 

Penny, same as last, but rex on obv. and monita on rev., samtiR0(£i',u 
moneyer, fine and rare 1 

Penny, very similar to the last in all respects, but the bust is of much 

finer work and the moncyer’s name + MANNA moneta, very fine andVl\cr> 

rare 1 
*** From the Brice collection. 

Penny, same type and moneyer as the preceding specimen, but busttputoj^ 

of rather rougher work and lower part differently treated, fine and 

rare 
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488 

Penny, obv. + EDELVVLF rex. Bust to right, diademed ; rev. +osmund 

monets. Within circle cross pattee with wedge in each angle (Rud. 

30, 9 ; B. M. Cat, II, pi. Ill, 3), fine and rare 1 

*** From the Durlacher collection. 

Penny, obv. same as the preceding; rev. + i-ierebeslp. monet (tie 

and ne mon.). Cross pattde over cross pommee in a circle (Iiud. 30, 

8 ; Hks. 161), well preserved, but chipped at edge, very rare 1 

*** From the Hall collection. 

Penny, obv. edelvvlf rex. Bust to right as before ; rev. + cdsnninl cd. 

In circle cross, two limbs pattbs, two crosslet (B. M. Cat. n, 
p. 12, engraved from this coin), fine, slightly chipped, possibly unique 1 

*** From the Shorthouse collection. 

Penny, obv. same as the preceding; rev. h-edelere. In circle ci’oss, 

two limbs patt6s, two moline (Rud. 28, 3), fine and a very rare type 1 

*** From the Londesborougli collection. 

Penny, + sedelwlf rex. Bust to right, diademed; rev. + torh- 

tvlf MONETS' upon limbs and in angles of cross formed of beaded 

lines (Rud. id. D, 26), extremely fine and very rare [PL IV] 1 

From the Brice collection. 

Penny, similar to the preceding, but the bust is larger and the hair is 

in straight lines ; same moneyer, fine and very rare 1 

*** From the Brice collection. 

Penny, similar, but different bust, within linear inner circle; letters 

large ; moneyer’s name * ebelere monets, very fine and very rare 1 

Penny, obv. + sedelwlf rex. Bust to right, not diademed; rev. 

+ TIRVSLD MONETS arranged on limbs and in angles of cross as 

before (Rud. pi. D, 25, engraved from this coin when in the Cuff 

collection), extremely fine, of neat work, and rare 1 

*** From the Cuff, Bergne (lot 144), and Addington collections. 

Penny, same as the preceding specimen, but the bust is larger, and 

moneyer’s name + edelnod monets, very fine and rare 1 

*** From the Brice collection. 

Penny, similar, but the bust resembles more the type of that wearing 
the diadem; moneyer’s name + delbesrht monets ; three pellets 

around each letter in angles of cross, very fine and rare 1 

Penny, same type and workmanship as the preceding; but moneyer s 

name VERMVND monets, fine and rare 1 
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W ithout Bust of King and no Mint Name. 

Penny,obv. -fA'edelvvlf rex. Cross pattee over another cross pattee, 

within circle; rev. + grid cdonetx. In centre large N (Mercian), the 

outer limbs curved; pellet above and at sides (var. Bud. 30, 17; 

i>. M. Cat., ii, pl. iii, 7), very fine and a very rare type [PI. IV] 1 

*** From the Brice collection. 

Penny, same as the preceding ; but the N in the centre of the rev. has 

no pellets around it; same moneyer, fine, but slightly cliigrped at 
edge, very rare 1 

Penny, obv. + aedelvvlf rex ; Cross pattee over another cross pattee 

as in lot 491 ; rev. + oeeidentalivm. Within circle sxxoniorvm 

in three lines (Bud. 15, 7 ; B. M. Cat., ll,p>l. n, 7), very fine and a very 
rare type [Pl. IV] i 

*** From the Dymock and Shepherd (lot 64) collections. 

Penny, same type and inscriptions as on the preceding but differing in 

many details, fine and very rare l 

*** From the Brice collection. 

Penny, obv. +edelvvlf rex. Cross pattee over another cross pattee as 

before; rev. + Osmund monetx. In centre saxoniorvm in three 

lines as before (Bud. 15, 6 ; B. M. Cat., II, pl. ii, 6), fine and rare 1 

*** From the Bergne, Young, and Brice collections. 

Penny, obv. +edelvvlf rex. Cross pattee over similar cross within 

plain circle; rev. + edelhere (large letters). Within plain circle 

cross, two limbs pattes, two moline (Bud. 15, 8; B. M. Cat., II, 

pl. in, 12), fine and very rare 1 

*** From the Marsham collection (lot 134). 

Penny, obv. same as last but the circle around the crosses in centre is - 

dotted; rev. +BEAT.CDVND. Cross crosslet in centre within the usual 

circle (Bud. 14, 3; B. M. Cat., II, pl. hi, 10), fine and rare 1 

*** From the Bergne (lot 135) and Brice collections. 

AETHELBALD. 
A.D. 856-861. 

498 Penny, obv. + ftEDELBKLD rex. Bust of King to right, diademed as on 

coins of Aethelbearht; rev. +TORIITVLF monetx arranged on limbs 

and in angles of cross outlined in dots (Num. Chron., ill. Ser., vol. vn, 

p. 132), extremely fine, and of the highest rarity [Pl. IV] 1 

*** From the Brice collection. Only two other specimens of the 
coinage of Aethelbald are in existence, a third specimen having 
appeared since Mr. Montagu sold his duplicates in 1888. They are 
all of the same type and moneyer (see B. M. Cat.., ii, p. 21, where this 
coin is also figured). The merits of this interesting coin have been 
fully discussed in the Num. Chron., 1. <:. and in iii Sn\, vol. xiii,p. 40. 
Mr. Montagu had another specimen which realized in 1888 £46. 
That coin was formerly in the Gibbs collection. 
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499 Penny, obv. + sedelbesriit rex. Bust to right, not diademed; rev. 

+ beshbivnd MONETS', arranged on limbs and in angles of cross (Bud. 

15, 1 ; B. M. Cat., n, pi. iv, 1), extremely fine and rare [PL IV] 1 

*** From the Brice collection. 

500 Penny, same as the preceding, but the moneyer’s name, +vvn- 

BESRHT MONETS, very fine and rare 1 

*** From the Bergne and Brice collections. 

501 Penny, same type, &c. as before; but the moneyer’s name reading 

+ lisb +o :.: M + nets, fine, slightly fractured at edge, rare 1 

*** From the Durlacher collection. 

502 Penny, obv. + sedelbesriit rex. Diademed bust of the King to right; 

rev. + oshere MONETS. Within dotted circle floriated cross with leaf 

in each angle (Bud. 15, 3 ; B. M. Cat., II, pi. IV, 1), extremely fine and 

very rare [PL V] 1 

*** From the Brice collection. 

503 Penny, same as the last coin but moncyer’s name, + toriitmvnd 

monf.ts, very fine and very rare 1 

*** From the Cuff, Dymock, Murchison, Bergne (lot 147), and Ad¬ 
dington collections. 

504 

505 

506 

507 

AETHELRED I. 

A.D. 863-871. 

Penny, obv. +aedelred rex. Bust to right, diademed; rev. bisrnmod 

monetavsv in four lines, divided by three straight lines, the 

upper and lower ones with looped ends, the centre one pommb 

(Bud. 15, 5 ; B. M. Cat, n, pi. iv, 4), extremely fine, and a very rare 
type [PL V] 1 

*** From the Brice collection. 

Penny, obv. sedelred rex (continuous). Bust to right, diademed ; 

rev. +HVsss bionets in three lines, divided by two straight lines 

curved at ends (B. M. Cat. n, p. 27, type i. var. a.), fine and an 
extremely rare type 1 

*** From the Hay Hill and Crowther collections. 

Penny, obv. esedelred rex (continuous). Bust to right, as last; rev. 

dvdds monets in three lines, the upper and lower in lunettes 
(var. Bud. 15, 4; B. M. Cat. II, pi. iv, 3), very fine and rare 1 

*** From the Marsham collection. 

Penny, same type, &c., as the preceding, but the name of the king is 

divided by the bust; moneyer’s name, bisrnmod m-^-nets 

(Bud, 15, 4), very fine and rare 1 

*** From the Addington collection. 
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.r>08 Penny, same type and moneyer as on the preceding specimen; but 

the names of the king and the moneyer are differently divided ; it 

also differs in other details, extremely fine and rare 1 

3 lS~ 
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509 Penny, similar to the last, but the moneyer’s name, which is the same, „ . 

is again differently divided, and reads biarnmod moneta, extremely 

fine and rare 1 

*** From the Bergne (lot 148) and Brice collections. 

510 Penny, same type and same obv. legend; but moneyer’s name 

MANNINE (nn and NL mon.) mo NETS, very fine and rare 1 

511 Penny, obv. +Aedelred m. rex. Bust to right, diademed ; rev. +vvine 

moneta in three lines, the upper and lower as before in lunettes 

(Bud. 15, 2), fine and rare, rather base silver 1 

*** From the collection of the late Rev. E. J. Shepherd, who considered it 
not improbably to have been struck by Aelfred’s brother-in-law 
Ethelred, Duke of Mercia; the M. on the obv. being the initial 
letter of “ Merciorum.” 

512 

514 

Penny, obv. +AEDELREX-(sic) rex. Bust to right, diademed; rev. same 

type and moneyer as last, but name divided by various pellets, very 

fine and rare 1 

AELFRED. 

A.D. 871-901. 

With Mint Name. 

513 Penny, Canterbury, obv. +elfred rex d-£(Dorobernise). Within jD ^ 

circle small cross pattee; rev. DIARVALD M-<}>- in two lines, divided 

by pellets (Bud. 15, 10; B. M. Cat. n, pi. IV, 9); another, similar 

type, moneyer’s name tirvald m-^, both very jine and scarce 2 

%* No. 2 from the Brice collection. 

Pennies, Canterbury, of same type as the preceding, moneyers’ names "Bj UWY\ 

diarvald M and DVNNINL M-^, both very fine and scarce 2 

*** No. 2 from the Brice collection. 

2. v 

3 IS- 

515 Pennies, Canterbury, same type as before, moneyers’ names brvmed 
i\l-<^ and edelvvlf M<J>, the second very fine, the first, chipped, both 

with obv. legends blundered 2 

*.** No. 2 from the Murchison and Shepherd collections. 

51G Halfpenny, Canterbury, obv.- +ernjj d-^-r^e. Small cross pattee in 

centre ; rev. B£KE M^ in two lines, divided bjr pellets (B. M. Cat. ii, S 

pi. iv, 11 ; Num. Chron. vol. V, pi. ill, 29), very fine and extra rare, the 

inscriptions on the obv. of all the Canterbury Halfpennies are. blundered 1 

*** From the Murchison and Shepherd (lot 7G) collections. 

4-cj I . 4' 
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517 Penny, Exeter, obv. +5?flfrkd rex saxonvm in four lines across the 

E 

field ; rev. x in pale; on either side, triangle of pellets (Num. Cliron. 

N.S., vol. x, pi. vi, 8, engraved for this coin) ; fine, very slightly chipped 
at edge, and of the first rarity [PI. V] 1 

• *** From the Cuerdale Find ; and the Kenyon, Norris, Whitbourn, “A 
Lady in the North,” and Brice collections. 

518 Penny, London, obv. /elfred re. Large diademed Bust to right; rev. 
X 

Monogram of LONDONIA; above, cross patt6e; below, pellets 

{comp. Bad. 15, 6 ; B. M. Cat. n, pi. v, 3), fine and rare 1 

*** From the Brice collection. 

519 Penny, London, same type, obv. reading ^elfred rex ; on rev. two 
pellets in o of monogram ; cross above ; triangle of pellets .\ below 

{B. M. Cat. n, p. 48, no. 93), very fine and rare 1 

From the Cuerdale Find; and the Shepherd collection (lot 72). 

520 

521 

Penny, London, same type and varieties as last specimen; but three 

pellets in o of monogram, fine and rare 1 

Penny, London, same type, but ornaments on robe of king varied; 

and on rev. many pellets in O of monogram ; above which, cross 

pattee; below, pyramid of pellets (var. Eud. 15, 7 ; Num. Chron. 

N.S. vol. x, pi. hi, 1), fine and rare 1 

*** From the Addington collection. 

522 Penny, London, same type, but obv. legend elfred rex, divided above 

head by numerous pellets; rev, many pellets in letter o of mono¬ 

gram; cross above; cross of pellets on left {var. Eud. 15, 1), fine 

and rare • 1 

523 Penny, London, same type and same varieties as the preceding 
'• specimen ; but the monogram on the rev. is varied, the lower limb 

of the L being very short, whereas on the previous coin it extends 

nearly to the D, fine, slightly chipped, rare 1 

524 

? 525 

ill 

Penny, London, same type, no pellets dividing legend on obv. ; 

smaller head but larger bust than usual; and on rev. three pellets 

above and below monogram, very fine and rare [PL V] 1 

Penny, London, same type, but bust of rather rude design, legend 

elfrld REX; on rev. the usual monogram, but the outer bar of the 

letter d is broken from the upright line of the N ; above, four 

pellets •:• ; below, cross {Num. Chron. N.S., vol. x, pi. m, t>), 

slightly dipped, fine and rare 1 
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Penny, London, same type; bust of rude design, legend, ELFRyED 

REX ; on rev. the usual monogram of londoni, but the letter D is 

transferred to the left side, and is formed partly by the L ; four 

pellets .: • above ; cross below, an unpublished variety, well pre¬ 

served, very rare 1 

*** From the Maynard collection (1885). 

Penny, London, same type and same monogram on rev.; no ornaments 

above and below, and two pellets only in letter 0; obv. legend, 

yELFRED rex, fine and rare • 1 

*** From the Cufif, Bergne (lot 154), and Brice collections. 

Penny, London, obv. aslfrred re (retrograde). Large bust to left with( 

large head; rev. The usual monogram of londoni, with pellets 

above I inside D, and cross above in field (Nunn. Citron. N.S., vol. x, 

pi. Ill, 9), very fine, extremely rare [PL VJ 1 

*** From the Stokes, Murchison, and Shepherd (lot 73) collections. 

Halfpenny, London, obv. /ELFR+ED re. Bust to right, not diademed, 

large head; rev. The usual monogram of londoni; pellets in 

above, cross ; below, pyramid of pellets (var. B. M. Cat. II, ' 

pi. v, 6; Num. Citron. N.S., vol. x, pi. hi, 12), well preserved, 

excessively rare 1 

*** Found in the Thames, near Erith. 

Penny, London, obv. yELFFRED rex. Large diademed bust to right; rev. 

TILEVINE MOfLETS in two lines, divided by the monogram of lon-fttfiUfitt 

DONi between two crosses ; above and below, three pellets j 

(Bud. 15, 8), very fine and very rare [Pl. V] 1 

From the Brice collection. Of this very rare type this cabinet 
contains no less than five specimens, all varied. In the National 
Collection there are only two specimens and a fragment. 

Penny, London, same type as the preceding, bust varied with larger 

head, and on rev. no pellets above and below moneyer’s name, fine 

and very rare 1 

Penny, London, same type as last, ornaments of king’s robe varied 

moneyer’s name tlevine moneta, fine and very rare 1 

Penny, London, same type as before; moneyer’s name TILEVINE M:0: 

NETS', above and below which, cross pattee (Num. Citron. N. S.fy 

vol. x, pl. iv, 3), fine and very rare 1 

*** From the Ransom collection. 

534 Penny, London, obv. yELFR + ED re. Bust diademed to right, of 

singular design; rev. VINV rdvf (vinardvs ?) in two lines, 

divided by monogram of LONDON (differing in form to the preceding), 

on left of which small cross (Num. Citron. N. S. vol. x, pl. IV, 6), ex¬ 

tremely fine and of the- first rarity [Pl. V] 1 

*fi* From the Cuerdale Find; and the Kenyon, Wigan, and Brice 
collections. 
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o37 Penny, Oxford, same type as the preceding, but obv. legend /elfred + 

fyxusym.. OK2NS eords, no pellets; rev. same moneyer’s name written cor¬ 
rectly, bernvsld Mo ; above and below, four pellets, extra fine 
and rare [PL V] ! 

*** From the Bergne, Taylor, and Brice collections. 

53S Penny, Oxford, same type as lot 536, but obv. legend elfred orsn:v 

\!fords, three pellets above and below; rev. berivsld m in two 

lines, divided by three crosses, pellets between each ; also four pellets 
above and below, extra fine and rare 1 

*** From the Addington collection. 

539 Penny, Oxford, same type as lot 536, but obv. legend elfred+ 

orsns fords, four pellets above and below ; rev. bernvsld mo 

. in two lines, divided by three crosses only, fine and rare 1 

Penny, Oxford, same obverse as the preceding specimen; rev. sibibi 

OIDMSI divided by three crosses, an unpublished moneyer, very fime 
and very rare \ 

540 

541 Penny, Oxford, obv. elfred orsna fords in three lines; three pellets 

above and below; rev. rernvsld NO in two lines, divided by long 

cross sideways ; above and below, three pellets (Num. Chron. vol. v, 
pi 2, 26 ; B. M. Cat. n, pi. v, U), fine and extremely rare [PL V] 1 

*** From the York Moore and Brice collections. 

h 542 Penny’ Oxfoi'd, same fcyPe as the preceding coin, but + after elfred, 

and on rev., above and below moneyer’s name four pellets, fine and 
extremely rare 

F 2 

k J 
(oO'L. /2. 

Penny, London, obv. +el fr ed re. Small cross in centre, no inner 

circle; rev. Ufi nets tilevine (ne’s man.) in two lines, divided by 

monogram of londoni upside down; on either side of which, 
cross {Num. Chron. N. S. vol. x, pi. iv, 8; B. M. Cat. n, p. 35; and 

Lindsay, Hept. n. 94, all engraved from this unique coin), very fine 
[Pl. V] \ 

*** From the Huxtable, Murchison, Bergne (lot 159), and Addington 
collections. & 

Penny, Oxford, obv. elfred+ orsns fords in three lines; above 
and below, four pellets ; rev. BERNVSLR mo in two lines, divided by 

three crosses pattees {Num. Chron. vol. v, pl. ir, 22; comp. B. M. 
Cat. ii, pl. v, 9), extra fine and rare 1 

*** From the Brice collection. 
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Halfpenny, Oxford, obv. elfred fri-i frei irregularly written in 

three lines; rev. erei ilia in two lines, divided by cross sideways \ 0. 

(Num. Chron.vol. v, p. 102, where this coin is engraved) well preserved, 

UNIQUE 1 

*** From the Cuerdale Find; and the Maynard collection. 

Penny, Oxford, obv. elfri frei frii (retrograde) in three lines; 

rev. Ell-l ERIE (retrograde and irregularly written) in two lines, 

divided by cross between two circles of pellets, fine and un¬ 

published 1 
•ft 

545 

546 

This coin is from the Cuerdale Find, and the legends show that the 
dies were probably made by the same engraver as the preceding coin. 

With Bust of King and no Mint Name. 

Penny, obv. +aelfred rex aflld. Small bust of king to right, dia- 

denied, within circle ; rev. EENRED MON" TA. Within compartment'lO'iuy, 

of three sides, outside which is arranged the moneyer’s name, are 

two figures seated facing holding globe ; above, a rude bust with 

wings (angel) (B. M. Cat. ii, p. 34), very fine, of minute workmanship 
and unique [PI V] 1 

*** This most interesting coin, the type of which is adapted from the 
solidus of Yalentinian I, is a companion to those of Ceolwulf II 
(lot 282) and Halfdan (lot 400). All these coins must have been 
struck within a short period of each other. It is the only coin on 
which Aelfred is styled “ Rex Anglorum.” Though previously un¬ 
published, Mr. Montagu allowed this piece to be figured in the 
British Museum Cat. 1. c. The only record of its, provenance is, that 
it was “ dug up in the country.” Mr. Montagu purchased it of 
Messrs. Spink & Sons. 

Penny, obv. -laelbred rex. Bust to right, diademed; rev. xieextef 

moneta, in three lines, the upper and lower in lunettes, broken/./^,coh, 

in centre of curve (Bud. 15, 5 ; B. M. Cat. II, pi. vi, 4), very fine and 

an extremely rare variety of the “ lunette ” type 1 

*** From Archdeacon Pownall’s collection. 

Penny, obv. Same type as the preceding coin; rev. edeleaii moneta:V 

in three lines, the upper and lower in lunettes, broken at the I 

angles (B. M. Cat. ii, pi. vi, 4), fine and very rare 1 

Penny, obv. elfered m—x +(Maximus, or Merciorum Rex). Bust to 

right, diademed ; rev. + IKIA: • MONETA1, in three lines, the upper 

and lower in lunettes (Idles. 173), extremely fine and very rare trithSjttrKk. 

this title of the King 1 

*** From the Shepherd collection (lot 69). 

Penny, same as the preceding, but obv. legend + elfred mx - + and 

moneyer’s name on rev. +dvdd moneta., fine and very rare 

From the Lcwin Sheppard (of Frome) and Addington collections. 
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Penny, oiv. + AELBRED rex. Bust to right, diademed; rev. iieremob 

MONETS in three lines, the upper and lower in lunettes as lot 548 
(Bud. 15, 2 ; Idles. 172; B. M. Cat. II, pi. vi, 1 ),fine and scarce 1 

*** From the Brice collection. 

Penny, same type and obv. legend as the preceding; moneyer’s name 
liabine MON ETA., fine and rare 1 

Penny, obv. A'elfred rex. Bust to right, diademed (legend continuous, 

not divided by bust) ; rev. + OSR1E MO NET/? in three lines as 

before, with numerous pellets, extremely fine and a rare variety 1 

*** From the York Moore and Brice collections. 

Penny, same type as the preceding coin, but moneyer’s name lvde 

monet A, also extremely fine, and a rare variety 1 

Penny, obv. aelfred rex s. Large bust of King to right, diademed; 
rev. DVNNA M-^NETA in angles of cross crosslet, each limb extending 

to outer circle, with lozenge-shaped centre, enclosing cross pattee ; 
one pellet outside each side of lozenge (Num. Chron. N.S. vol. x, 

pi. ii, 3, engraved from this coin which is presumed to be the finest 
known specimen of this reign), very rare [PL V] 1 

*** From the Cuff, Bergne (lot 160), and Addington collections. 

Penny, same type as the last coin, but king’s name + ^elfred rex sv, 

and moneyer’s name, eadelm moneta, very fine and very rare 1 

* From the Brice collection, and most probably from the Cuerdale Find. 

Penny, obv. /elfrevd rex s. Long bust to right, diademed, small 

head; rev. LlAFVALD mone in angles of cross crosslet, as lot 554, 

but the cross in the centre is surrounded by four pellets (Num. 

Chron. N.S. vol. x, pi. n, 9, where this coin is engraved), very fine and 
very rare [PL V] 1 

t¥r* From the Cuerdale Find; and the Martin, Murchison, Shepherd 
(lot 70), and Evans collections. 

Penny, similar type, obv. legend Alfred rex, and moneyer’s name, 

hEREFERB, no pellets around cross in centre of cross crosslet and three 

pellets outside each angle of lozenge (Num. Chron. vol. V, pi. I, 4), 

fine and very rare 1 

** From the Cuerdale Find; and the Wigan and Marsham (lot 155) 
collections. 

Penny, same type as the last coin, but moneyer’s name, LIALFVALD 

MON, and only one pellet outside each angle of central lozenge 

(comp. Num. Clvron. N.S. vol. x, pi. ii, 2), fine, of rather coarse work, 
and very rare 1 

*** From the York Moore and Addington collections. 
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559 Penny, obv. vrelfred rexx. Long bust to right, diademed; rev. 

+ bvrrnod in angles of cross crosslet, similar to lot 554, but the 

ends extending to edge of coin are fleured ; there is one pellet in 

each angle of cross in centre of lozenge and one outside each angle 

of lozenge (Num. Cliron. N.S., vol. x, pi. n, 12 engraved from this 

coin), extremely fine, and probably a unique variety of this rare type 

[PL V] ‘ ‘ 1 

*** From the Cuerdale Find; and the Kenyon, Norris, Whitbourn, “A 
Lady in the North,” and Brice collections. 

Without Bust of King and no Mint Name. 

560 Penny, obv. REL fre drex. Small cross in circle; rev. ^dered mo in clo 

two lines, separated by three crosses (Bud. 15, 11), extremely fine and 

a rare variety of this type 1 

*** From the Marsham collection (lot 150). 

561 Penny, similar type to the preceding; obv. legend + .elef ed re, and 

moneyer’s name EVDBERHT, divided by pellets (Bud. 16, 13), ex¬ 

tremely fine and scarce 1 

*** From the Wigan collection. 

562 Penny, same type and moneyer as last, but king’s name divided 

+ ML fr ed re, and two crosses and pellet between moneyer’s **<'»■»'** 

name, very fine and rare 1 

563 Penny, same as last, and same ornaments on rev.; moneyer’s name. 

dvdib mon, very fine and rare 1 

564 Penny, similar, but moneyer’s name EVER MON, divided by pellets as . 

Bud. 16, 13, very fine and scarce 1 [ 

565 Penny, similar type, king’s name Rel fre drex, and moneyer.. 

WLFRED+; between, three pellets; one above, two below, very 

fine and scarce 1 

566 Penny, similar type, obv. +EL fr ed re., cross with pellet in each 

angle, within circle; rev. pAhB erht (Wynberht); pellets fid //*», 

between lines (Num. Chron. N. S. vol. x, pi. v, 3), very fine and a 

rare variety 1 

567 Penny, similar, no pellets in angles of cross on obv., and moneyer’s Ye\ijL 
name derlinb in two lines ; no ornaments ; another, similar, with I 

moneyer’s name ERDWRLD, divided by pellets, fine 2 

Pennies, similar, with raoneyers’names pBERiiT and lydberht (retro¬ 

grade), both divided by pellets ; pellet in each angle of cross on 

obv. of first piece, fime 2 

It^hcoUx 
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. - 568 Halfpenny, oho. +/ELF REDE (retrograde). Small cross within circle ; 

rev. lvdil Bio in two lines, divided by pellet between two crosses 
(Lindsay, Hept. no. 101 ; Num. Chron. N. S. vol. x, pi. v, 10), fine, 
extremely rare 1 

*** From the Marsham collection (lot 154). 
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570 Halfpenny, similar type, but king’s name divided, +ML fre dr, and 

moneyer vdberh, divided by pellets (cf. B. M. Cat. II, pi. vi, 15), 

very fine and extremely rare 1 

*** From the Cuerdale Find ; and the Wigan collection. 

571 Penny, obv. el+fre rex. In the centre a small cross within a small 

circle; rev. XUR SSC in two lines, divided by three crosses ; cross 

above and below (B. M. Cat. ii, pi. vr, 17 ; Num. Chron. vol. v, pi. i, 

8), very fine and of the highest rarity [PI. V] 1 

*** From the Cuerdale Find; and the Cuff, Murchison, and Shepherd 
(lot 78) collections. Only three specimens of this curious coin 
occurred in the Find : one is in the British Museum ; another in the 
collection of Mr. Rashleigh, and the above completes the number. 
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EADWEARD THE ELDER. 

A.D. 901-925. 

With Bust of King. 

Penny, obv. +EADWEYRD rex. Bust to left, laureate, within circle, 

hair long and tied with band; rev. DVDIE MON in two lines, divided 

by pellet between two crosses; above and below, three pellets (var. 

Rud. 16,4; B. M. Cat. ir, pi. vn, 8), very rare and extremely fine [PI. V] 1 

*** From the Cuerdale Find; and the Shepherd collection (lot 81). 

Penny, obv. + eadweyrd rex. Bust to left as before ; but hair long 

and in knot at bottom; rev. dvdie mone in two lines, divided by 

pellet between two crosses formed of pellets; above and below, 

three pellets (var. Rud. 16, 4 ; B. M. Cat. ii, pi. vii, 7), extremely 

fine and very rare 1 
*** From the Brice collection. 

Penny, obv. same as the preceding, but head smaller and showing more 

bust; rev. vvlf red mo in two lines, divided by three crosses; 

above and below, three pellets (Rud. 16, 4), very fine and very rare 1 

*** From the Wyllie sale. 

Penny, obv. + eydvveyrd rex. Large Bust to left, not diademed, 

hair long and in knot at bottom, drapery in thick folds; rev. 

WLFRED MO in two lines, divided by pellet between two crosses; 

above and below, three pellets (B. M. Cat. II, pi. vii, 9), ex¬ 

tremely fine and very rare [PI. V] 1 

*** From the Brice collection. 

Penny, obv. same type and moneyer as the preceding ; but above and 

below moneyer’s name one pellet only, very fine and very rare 1 

Penny, obv. 4-eydvveYrd rex. Bust to left, diademed, hair long and 

tied in knot at bottom ; drapery in thinner folds; rev. WLFRED MO 

in two lines, divided by three pellets; above and below, three 

pellets, the latter as usual in form of triangle (var. Rud. 16, 4), 

fine and very rare 1 

Penny, obv. + EYDVVEYRD rex. Small bust to left, diademed, hair 

short and more after the style of Eadweard the Martyr; rev. 

E7TEALI) (Eadgar) MON in two lines, divided by three crosses; above, 

cross between triangles of pellets; triangle of pellets below 

(Hies. 179), fine and very rare, a very rare moneyer 1 

*** From the Devonshire, Cuff, Bergne (lot 175), and Brice collections. 
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582 

579 Penny, obv. + eadvveare. Bust to loft, diademed; small head; hair 

in perpendicular lines as also the bust; rev. mediloink ioiv in two 

lines, divided by three crosses; above and below, three pellets 

(var. Eucl., 16, 3; B. M. Cat. n, pi. vii, 6), of peculiar work, very 
fine and a very rare variety \ 

580 Penny, obv. + eadaaeard rex. Bust to left, diademed, similar to the 

preceding, but hair in horizontal lines; rev. MEIEIODMEIOIB, in two 

lines, divided by crosses between; above and below, cross between 
three pellets (Rud. 16, 3), fine and very rare 1 

*** From the Maynard collection. 

Without Bust of King. 

Penny, obv. + EADWEARD rex. Cross pattee and pellet within circle ; 
rev. VVNBERIIT in two lines, divided by pellet between two 

crosses; above and below, four pellets (comp. B. M. Cat. n 

pi. vii, 4), extremely fine and very rare, more after the style of A elfred's 
coins i 

*** From the Marsham collection (lot 158). 

Penny, obv. + eadweard rex. In centre within circle small cross 

pattee; rev. ABBA MON in two lines, divided by three crosses; 

above and below, three pellets (Bud. 16, 7), in splendid condition, 
scarce [PI. V] 2 

*** From the Brice collection. 

583 Pennies, same typo; mo Meyers’ names, R.Er.ENVLF mo. and 
ealhstan mo (both as Bud. 16, 7), fine 2 

*** No. 1 from the Addington collection. 

Pennies, same type; moneyers’ names, hadebald mo, divided by 

cross between two pellets ; tila monettt and wealdhelm mo, the 

last two same type as lot 582 (both as Rud. 16, 7), well preserved 3 
*** No. 2 from the Maynard and no. 3 from the Brice collection. 

Pennies, same type; moneyers’ names, byrnelm mo, divided by three 

pellets; one above and below; RIHHARD mo and BANTER mo. 

(the last two as Bud. 16, 7, &c.), fine 3 

Halfpenny, obv. + eadweard rex. Small cross in centre; rev. bior- 

nvvald in two lines, divided by three crosses; above and below, 
pellet (Rud. 17, 31), fine and extremely rare 2 

*** From the Cuff, Martin, Murchison, and Shepherd (lot 84) col¬ 
lections. 

Penny, obv. +eadvveard rex. Small cross in centre; rev. pBERHfo in 

one line across the field (Bud. 16, 24; B. M. Cat., ii, pi. vii, 13), 
very fine and extremely rare 2 

From the Devonshire, Cuff, Bergne (lot 181), and Brice collections. 
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588 Penny, obv. same as the preceding; rev. hf.remod across the field; 

above, straight line terminating in rose at each end ; from it springs 

rose between two branches; below, flower (Rud. 16, 9 ; B. M. Cat., II, 

'pi. vm, 6), extremely fine and very rare [PL V] 1 

*** From the Hawkins, Young, and Brice collections. 

589 Penny, very similar to the last specimen, except that there are no 

. roses at ends of the straight line, which separates the moneyer’s f 

name from the fiower (Rud. 28, 1), fine and very rare 1 

*** From the Wigan and Brice collections. 

590 Penny, same as the last specimen, but the flower and the branches are Mu* 
varied, the former being larger, well preserved, very rare 1 

* * From the Sainthill and Addington collections. 
vr o 

591 Penny, obv. same as No. 587 ; rev. osvlf across field, and divided by ^ 

two curved branches forming 8 (Paul. 16, 13; B. M. Cat., II, pi. 

vm, 9), very fine and extremely rare [PI. V, rev.] 1 

*** From the Wigan and Brice collections. 

592 Penny, obv. same as No. 587 ; rev. bv Eft, enclosed in the branches of Diontu 

floreate stem (Rud. 16, 10 ; B. M. Cat., n, pi. vm, 4), extremely fine ' 

and of great rarity [PL V, rev.] 1 

593 Penny, obv. same as No. 587 ; rev. vvltcf mo across field ; above and 8^ 

below, a floral ornament, differing from any engraved in Raiding or V ■. d 

in the Brit. Mus. Cat., extremely fine, unpublished and probably unique 

[Pl. V, rev.] 1 

*** From the Dimsdale, Martin, York Moore, and Brice collections. 

594 Penny, obv. same as No. 587 ; rev. ^ ^ divided by a lofty build¬ 

ing (facade of Church ?), somewhat resembling the type of the 

Praetorian Gate on coins of Constantine the Great, &c. (Rud. 

16, 18; B. M. Cat., ii, pl. vm, 13), very fine and extremely rare 

[PL V, rev.] 1 
* * From the Durrant, Dimsdale, Wigan, and Brice collections. This 

and the following coins, with the building on the reverses, were . im¬ 
probably struck at Canterbury, and therefore present a view of the Wadlvw* 

Church there. 

595 Penny, same type and moneyer as on the preceding specimen, but the 

£> lower arches of the building are varied, of rather inferior work to the 

last, ivell preserved and extremely rare 1 

596 Penny, obv. same as No. 587 ; rev. ^JI0 divided as before by a lofty 

building, similar to that on the preceding coin,fine and extremely rare, 

but slightly fractured on edge 1 

*.** From the Marsham collection (lot 159). 

J 
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597 Penny, obv. same as No. 587 ; rev. ^ divided by a different build¬ 

ing from the last, having only one central arch on the bottom storey 
{Rad. 16, 20), fine and very rare 1 

*** From the York Moore and Brice collections. 

598 Penny, obv. same as No. 587 ; rev. ^ divided by a building differ¬ 

ing from any of the preceding, in having arches on all the storeys ; 

the letters on this coin are smaller than is usual on the coins of this 

reign {Rud. 16, 17), very fine and extremely rare [PI. V, rev.] 1 

*** From the Loscombe, Bergne (lot 178), and Brice collections. 

IR Fft 
599 Penny, obv. same as No. 587 ; rev. M() divided by a building similar 

to the preceding, but having one arch in the lowest storey and three 

in the top one (var. Rud. 16, 19), very fine and extremely rare 1 

*** From the Shepherd collection (lot 83). 

600 Penny, obv. same as No. 587 ; rev. divided by a lofty building 

entirely differing from the preceding in having no arches, and more 

resembling that on Roman coins; it is surmounted by a flower of 

six petals {Rud. 16, 21), very fine and extremely rare [PL V, rev.] 1 

*** From the Cuff', Brice, Bergne, Murchison, Marsham (lot 162), and 
Hall collections. 

601 Penny, obv. same as No. 587 ; rev. ^ divided by a building simi¬ 

lar to that on the last specimen ; above, circle of dots ; below, cross 

{var. Rud. 16, 21), broken, otherwise well preserved, probably unique 1 

602 Penny, obv. same as No. 587 ; rev. WLFUftR across field ; above, a line 

on which is a church showing the nave, the side aisles, and the 
tower; below, cross {Rud. 16, 22), very fine and of the highest rarity 
[PL V, rev.] ... J 

*** From the Dimsdale, Durrant, Bergne, Wigan, and Brice collections. 

4 * 
603 Penny, obv. same as No. 587 ; rev. divided by open hand reaching 

V M 
from the clouds {Rud. 16, 25; B. M. Cat., n, pi. viu, 11), very fine 
and extremely rare 1 

*** From the Borghesi and Brice collections. 

D x 

604 Penny, obv. same as No. 587 ; rev. de or divided by hand reaching 

MO DM 

from the clouds, giving the Latin benediction {i.e., third and fourth 

fingers closed); below, a cross {Rud. 16, 27 ; B. M. Cat., II, pi. viii, 

12), very fine and extremely rare [Pl. V, rev.] 1 

*** From the Devonshire, Cuff, Bergne (lot 183), and Brice collections. 
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Penny, o&v. same as No. 587 ; rev. evnne across field; above, small , 

open hand from clouds reaching downwards, in fair preservation, - e 

chipped, extremely rare, unpublished, the letters on the rev. are very 

large 1 

*** From the Earl of Jersey’s collection. 

Penny, obv. + EADWEARD. rex. In centre Rose formed of cross 

pommee with voided centre over cross moline; rev. WLFHEARD 

MO. (he. mon.) in two lines, divided by cross voided between two 

circles; above and below, triangle (Bud. 16, 6; B. M. Cat. II, 

pi. VIII, 16), very fine and extremely rare 1 

*** From the Dimsdale, Durrant, Wigan, and Brice collections. 

AETHELSTAN. 

A.D. 925-940 or 941. 

With Mint Name. 

Penny, Chester, obv. + /EDELstan rex to br. Rosette of pellets in U)afr<rv? 

centre ; rev. + /ELFVINE MON leiee. Same type as obverse (Rud. 18, 

26 ; B. M. Cat. II, pi. IX, 9); another, same type, but on rev. annulet 

in field, reading + /Edelstan rex to bri., and moneyer + totes 

monettc leiee, both very fine and scarce 2 

*** No. 1 from the Brice collection. 

Penny, Chester, Rosette type, as Rud. 18, 26, reading -wedelstan LkmoWv 

to br., and moneyer + vvlfsAN mo. liee; another, obv. 4-edel- 

stsn re + to brieh. Small cross pattee in centre ; rev. + vviard 

mon. leie. EFi (Civitas). Same type as obverse (Rud. 18, 22), both 

fine and scarce 2 
*** No. 2 from the York Moore and Brice collections. 

Penny, Chester, Small cross pattee type, as Rud. 18, 22, readingtytlifc» 

/EDELSTAN RE. TO. BRLE., and moneyer + ABBA MO. IN LEEE. EF ; • 
another, of Derby, same type, reading edelstan rex to. brit., and 

moneyer + beornard on deoraby, both fine and scarce 2 

*** No. 2 from the Bateman collection' (lot 297). 

Penny, Darenth, obv. + /Edelstan rex tot. brit. Small cross patt6e^(j 

in centre; rev. + beortvlf mo DARENT. vrb. Same type as obv. 

(Rud. pi. C, 19, engraved from this coin), fine, and probably unique, as 

no other coin of this mint is known 1 
* * From the Cuff, Dymock, York Moore, and Brice collections. Sec 

* B. M. Cat. II, p. exm, where this coin is especially mentioned. 

611 Penny, Derby, Small cross pattee type, as Rud. 18, 21, reading|^,njf 

+ edelstan re saxorvm, and moneyer + beornard on deoraby ; 

another, same type, reading + edeiataN rex SAXOR:V, and 

moneyer +MERRA. mot in DERABI; M in field on rev., an un¬ 

published moneyer, both fine and rare 2 

*J* Both from the Bateman collection. 
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G12 Penny, Derby, Small cross puttee typo, as Rud. 18, 21, reading 

+ yEDELSTSN REX SSXsORVM, and moneyer MENLLA MOT. ON 

deorabvi, unpublished moneyer; another, of Dorchester or Canter¬ 

bury, same type, reading + .edelsttcn rex to. brit., and moneyer 
+ iEDELFRED. mo. DOR. LIVIT (the first I of CIVIT in field), the 

last a rare mint, both fine 2 
*** No. 1 from the Bateman and no. 2 from the Warne collection. 

G13 Penny, Hereford, Small cross pattee type, as Rud. 18, 22, reading 
+ edelstan REX TO. brit, and moneyer + HVNLAF mo. heref, a 

rare mint; another, of London, same type, + ,®diaT3'N rex TOT. 

BRIT., and moneyer + EIE MONETS lvnd. EAT, both fine, the last an 

unpublished form of this mint 2 
*** No. 2 from the Marsham collection (lot 1G8). 

614 Penny, London, obv. +t,delstsn rex. Bust to right, crowned; rev. 

+ iELFsTSN MO. LOND. EIVI. In centre, small cross patthe (Rud. 

17, 10; B. M. Cat. n, pi. x, 11), extremely fine and rare [PL VI] 1 

From the Addington collection. 
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Penny, London, similar type to the preceding, as Rud. 17, 10, reading 
+ ^ebelstan REX and moneyer +ELLSF MO. LONDONI LI, fine 

and rare 1 
*** From the Addington collection. 

Penny, London, obv. +edelstsn re saxorvm. Small cross pattee in 
centre; rev. 4- efe. MONTS lvnd EIVITT. Same type as obv., rare 

obverse reading and rare moneyer, fine ; another, of Nottingham, of same 

type, but reading on obv. + edelnod on snotenleham, and on 

rev. + OsVLFEsht ON snotenlehsm, an interesting instance of no Icing's 
name, but with those of two money ers, very rare, chipped, in fair condition 2 

Penny, Norwich, obv. + iEDELsTSN rex. Bust to right, crowned ; rev. 

+ HRODLSR mo norJjIL. Small cross pattee in centre (Rud. 17, 10 ; 

B. M. Cat. II, pi. x, 11), extremely fine and rare [PI. VI] 1 

*** From the Bergne (lot 192) and Brice collections. 

Penny, Norwich, similar type as the preceding (Rud. 17, 9), reading 

+ TDEIATXN REX, and moneyer +EIONBBSLD mord])I, extremely 
fine and rare 1 

Penny, Norwich, same type as last specimen, but moneyer’s name 
+ BSRBE mo nordJul, fine and rare 1 

*** From the Wyllie sale. 

Penny, Nottingham, obv. +edefstsn re sSXORVM. Small cross 

pattee in centre ; rev. + edelnod on snotenlehsm. Same type as 

obv. (Rud. 18, 22 ; B. M. Cat. n, pi. x, 1), very fine, slightly chipped 
at edge, and very rare \ 

*** From the Toplis collection. 
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Penny, Nottingham, same type, but reading on obv. + edelnod on 

sNOTENEEHAM, and on rev. +edelnod on snoteneehi, very fine, 0 
and an excessively rare variety, with moneyer’s name on both sides 1 

%* From the Toplis collection. 

Penny, Shaftesbury, Small cross pattee type as No. 620 (Bud. 18, 22), 
reading + /EDELstan rex to. brit., and moneyer + /Edelvvtne 

mo sEeftes, very fine and an exceedingly rare mint 1 
*** From the Warne collection. 

Penny, Shrewsbury, same type as last (Bud. 18, 22), reading 
+ edelstAN rex TO brit, and moneyer + nybald MO. sEROB; 
another of same mint, obv. + .EDELsTAN rex to. b. Eosette of 

pellets in centre ; rev. + EENBERHT mo. sEROB. Same type as obv. 
(Bud. 18, 26; B. M. Cat. it, pi. ix, 9), both extremely fine and 

scarce 2 
*** No. 2 from the York Moore and Brice collections. 

Pennies, Shrewsbury, same types as the preceding coins (Bud. 18, Mil'" 
22, 26), reading (1) .EDELsTAN rex to. beri, and moneyer 
+ eeetierd mone sER ; and (2) + edelstan rex to b., and 

moneyer +enberhtmto. serobfine and scarce 2 
*** No. 2 from the Loridesborough collection. 

Penny, Shrewsbury, Eosette of pellets type (Bud. 18, 26), reading 
+/EDELsTAN REX TO. B., and moneyer + EADMVND MO sEROB; ^ 
another, of Stafford, Small cross pattee type (Bud. 18, 22), reading 
+edelstan REX TO brt, and moneyer + VVIMVND MO STFOR, luell 

preserved, both chipped, the second a very rare mint 2 

Penny, Thetford 1, obv. + /edelstan rex o brie. Eosette of pellets in Hun 'ni 
centre; rev. +melededfl. no. on. d. (reading outwards). Small ' /j. - > ) 
cross in centre (B. M. Cat. ii, pi. IX, 10), very fine, excessively rare, 
mint name and moneyer unpublished of this reign 1 

*** From the Durlacher collection. 

Penny, Winchester, obv. + /edelstan rex to br. Small bust to right, t\o l(y»v. 
crowned, entirely within circle ; legend continuous arouud; rev. 
+ leofriE MO. WINLI + . Small cross pattee in centre (Bud. 17, 11 ; 
B. M. Cat. II, pi. x, 4), very fine and a very rare variety 1 

* * From the Wigan, Young, and Brice collections. 

Penny, Winchester, obv. + /edelstan rex. Bust to right, crowned,ijbtVO 
dividing legend ; rev. vvlfheard mo. vvinei. Small cross pattee, 
two pellets infield (Bud. 17, 10; B. M. Cat. u, pi. x, 11), very fine 

and very rare 1 j - 
*** From the Devonshire and Shepherd (lot 86) collections. 

Penny, Winchester, similar type as the preceding (Bud. 17, 9), reading 

+ /EDELSTAN REX, and moneyer +OTIL MONETS' VVINEI, var. 

small cross in field on rev., fine and rare 1 i 

3^lo. S. 
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Penny, Winchester, obv. + asbelstan. iiex. to. bri. Small cross 

patt4e ; rev. + AMELRIE mo. win. civit. Small cross patt6e, three 

pellets iu field (Bud. 18, 22) well preserved; another, of York, same 

type, but no pellets in field on rev., reading + edelstan iiex to. 

brit., and moneyer + regnald mo. EFORpic, very fine, scarce 2 

No. 1 from the Warne and no. 2 from the York Moore and 

Brice collections. 

2- 

* * 

Penny, Winchester, same type as the preceding (Bud. 18, 22), reading 

+ /EDELSTAN REX TO. BRIT., and moneyer + JEDELVLF mo win. 

EiviTA, well preserved; another, of York, same type, but three 

pellets in field on rev., reading + ebelstan rex to brit., and 

moneyer +regnald MO. EFORpic, fine and scarce 1 

*** No. 1 from the Londesborough collection. 

Penny, lrork, obv. + ;Edelstan rex to b. Bust to right, crowned; 

rev. + /Edelerd mo. efer. lt. Small cross pattee (Bud. 17, 10; 

B. M. Cat. ii, pi. x, 11), well preserved, rare 1 

Penny, York, obv. +edelstan rex to. brit. Small cross patt6e, 

pellet in each angle; another pellet in field ; rev. + regnald mo. 

EFORpic. Small cross pattee in centre (par. Bud. 18, 27), extremely 
fine, an unpublished variety with this obverse [PI. VI] 1 

*** From the Howard and Brice collections. 

/ 

3 

>3 3 
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634 Penny, York, same type as the preceding, but pellets in angles of 2. /Lf. 
cross on rev. and not on obv. (Bud. 18, 27), reading edelstan rex 

to brit., and moneyer same as last; another, similar type (as Bud. 

18, 28), with crescent and pellets in field on obv. and no pellets on 

rev. ; moneyer, + REENALD mo. EFORpC., both very fine and rare 
varieties 2 

Penny, York, similar type as Bud. 18, 22, but a very small cross in 

field on both sides, reading + edelstan rex to brit., and moneyer 

+ REGN7CLD mo. EFORpic ; another without mint name, obv. + edel- 

stan RE. Small cross pattee ; rev. ARE moneta in two lines, divided 

by three crosses; above and below, three pellets ; large letters on 

both sides (Bud 17, 15 ; B. M. Cat. n, pi. x, 5), both very fine and 
scarce 2 

Penny, York, Small cross patt4e type, but with crescent and pellets 

in field on obv. as Bud. 18, 28, reading + edelstan rex to. brit, and 

moneyer +REENALD mo EFORpic ; another, without mint name, as 

in preceding lot (Rad. 17, 15), same obv. legend; moneyer, ste- 
fanvs in two lines, both very fine 2 

%* No. 1 from the Shepherd collection (lot 87). 
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7 Penny, York, olv. + AEDELsTAN ex.-. Small cross pattee in centre; 

rev. REBNALD•:MON|• in two lines; below, cross; above, straight /. 
EB OR InOUtlf 

line on which is a Church (the Minster at York) dividing ^ ^ 

(var. Bud. 17, IS ; Hks, 187; B. M. Cat. n, pi. ix, 2), extremely fine 

and extremely rare [PL VI] 1 
*** From the Hollis, Durrant, Bergne (lot 196), and Brice collections. 

With Bust of King and no Mint Name. 

Penny, olv. + ^edebstan eex. Bust to right, crowned; rev. + bvrhelm lfiict) 

MO. Small cross patt6e with voided centre (var. Bud. 17, 8 ; B. M. 

Cat. ii, pi. x, 11), an unpublished variety, very fine 1 

Penny, similar type and olv. legend as on the preceding, but smallLh*coJ* 

cross pattee not voided on rev. ; moneyer + FREDARD moneit. (Bud. 

17, 8), very fine and rare ' .1 

Penny, olv. + EDEESTAN r. Bust to right of entirely different form, 

Avitli thick hair and pearls of crown only showing ; rev. + BERHARHD 

eon. Small cross in centre (cf. Bud. 17, 6 ; B. M. Cat. II, pi. IX, 4), 

extremely fine and a very rare type [PI. VI] 1 
From the Devonshire, Dymock, Bergne (lot 191), and Brice col¬ 

lections. 

Penny, olv. + /EDEBstAN ex (n r mon.). Bust to right, wearing helmet; Oo 

rev. + Bis moneta. In centre cross crosslet (cf. Bud. 17, 3 ; B. M. Cat. 

ii, pi. x, 13), very fine and extremely rare 1 

From the Dean of St. Patrick’s, Dymock, Murchison, Bergne- n- 

(lot 190), and Brice collections. 

Penny, olv. /Edebstan rex. Within circle small bust Avith crested 

helmet, differing from any in Bud. or Ilks.; legend continuous around 

bust; rev. + VIARD + MONETA. In centre cross crosslet (cf. Bud. 17, 1 ; 

Hks. 184), very fine and extremely rare [PI. VI] 1 
*** From the Devonshire, Martin, Murchison, Bergne (lot 189), and 

Brice collections. Viard was a Chester moneyer (see lot 608). 

Without Bust of King and no Mint Name. 

Penny, olv. + ^edelstAN rex. Small cross patt6e in centre; rev.<^hQUt) 

beahred mo. in two lines, divided by three crosses; above and beloAv, 

three pellets (Bud. 17, 13 ); another, of same type, with moneyer’s 

name vyeAldiielm mo, loth fine, with small lettering, scarce 2 

I ID 

*** No. 2 from the Brice collection. 

644 Pennies,same type as the preceding, but with large lettering; moneycrs’ \\Ui, 

names, evbeli MONET and tila moneta (Bud. 17, 14 ; B. M. Cat. ii, 

pi. x, 5), loth fine, lut the second piece chipped 2 

* * No. 1 from the Shepherd collection (lot 87). 

*5” 
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645 Penny, obv. -f aedlstan rex.*. (Large letters). In centre cross 

pattee; rev. PVLTSIG across field ; below, annulet; above, straight 

line, on which is a Church with three pellets on either side (cf. Eud. 

30, 22), very fine ancl extremely rare [PI. VI] 1 

*** From the Addington collection. 

646 Penny, similar type and moneyer as the preceding but of different 

fabric; the letters are smaller and the cross in the centre of obv. is 

also smaller, fine and extremely rare 1 

*** From the Gibbs collection. 

647 Penny, obv. + aedelstan rex.*. In centre small cross patt6e; rev. 

ETRAM M-0 in two lines ; below, annulet; above, straight line on 
x x 

which is a Church dividing do is (Eud. 17, 17), extremely fine and 
very rare, struck at York, the church of which city is here represented as 

also on the two preceding and the following coin (see also lot 637) 1 

*** From the Wigan and Brice collections. 

648 Penny, very similar to the preceding but the moneyer’s name has pellets 

between and after etrsm .\ai-0L and there is no annulet below, 

very fine and very rare 1 

*** From the Marsham collection (lot 166). 

EADMUND. 

a.d. 940 or 941-946. 

With Mint Name. 

649 Penny, Exeter, obv. +etcdmvnd ex. Bust to right, crowned; rev. 

+ LLAE mone. MON. ex. In centre small cross (Hks. 192; B. M. 

Cat. ii, pi. xi, 10), fine and rare 1 

*** From the Brice collection. 

650 Penny, Exeter, obv. +eadmvnd re pTX (Westseaxa). Bust to right as 

before; rev. + ELSE mone. mon. eiitx. Small cross in centre (cf. 

Hks. 192), fine, but slightly chipped, unique 1 

*** This is the only coin of this series on which the monarch is styled 
“King of Wessex.” It came from the Wyllie sale, 1882. 

651 Penny, Norwich, obv. +eadmvnd re. Bust to right, crowned; rev. 

+ HRODEXR bio. norve. Small cross in centre (cf. Eud. 18, 2 ; B. M. 

Cat. II, pi. xi, 10),fine and rare [PL VI] 1 

*** From the Dymock, Murchison, Lake Price, and Brice collections. 

652 Penny, Norwich, same type as the preceding ; but the bust is varied 

and the type is slightly different in other respects, the moneyer’s 

name reading NRODE7CR, fine and rare 1 

*** From the Cuff, Bergne (lot 201), and Brice collections. 
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Penny, Norwich, oZw. + eadmvnd rex. Bust as before; rev. + hahen 

ho. NORDpL. Small cross in centre (cf. Rucl. 18, 2; B. M. Cat. n, 

pi. xi, 10), fine and very rare, unpublished moneyer 1 

*** From the York Moore and Addington collections. 

Penny, Norwich, same type and obv. legend as the last; moneyer’s 

name + mantieen mo. NORpE, fine and rare 1 

*** From the York Moore and Brice collections. 

Penny, York, obv. + EADMVND rex ebroa. In centre cross with 

annulet on left; rev. INUELBAR mo. in two lines, divided by three 

crosses; above and below, three pellets (cf. Bud. 18, 12), fine and 

a very rare mint, unpublished variety 1 

*** From the Shepherd collection (lot 89). 

Penny, York, similar to the last, but obv. legend + eadmvnd rex eb., 

and there is no annulet in field ; same moneyer (Bud. IS, 12), fine 

and very rare 1 

With Bust of King and no Mint Name. 

Penny, obv. eadmvnd rx. Bust to right, helmeted, of rude work; 

rev. + ALFRED moiet. In centre cross crosslet (Bud. 18, 1), well 

preserved, and an extremely rare type 1 

*./.* From the Marsham collection (lot 174). 

Penny, obv. +EADMVN rex. Bust to right, crowned ; rev. + fredard 

moneit. In centre small cross patt6e (Bud. 18, 2), very fine and very 

rare [PI. VI] ‘ 1 

*** From the Shepherd collection (lot 87*). Found near Ixworth, 
Suffolk. 

Penny, similar type to the last, but bust larger and wearing smaller 

crown, and reading, + eadmvnd re ; and moneyer + erbimbast 

moneta (reading outwards to left), well preserved and very rare 1 

Without Bust of King and no Mint Name. 

Penny, obv. + eadmvnd rex. In centre small cross pattee; rev. 

EADWEARD M. in two lines, divided by a cross between two lis- 

shaped ornaments; above and below, oj (Bud. pi. D, 31, engraved 

from this coin), extremely fine and very rare [PI. VI] 1 

*** From the Cuff, Bergne, Young, and Brice collections. 

Penny, same obv. type and legend as on the preceding; rev. eofermvnd 

mo. in two lines, divided by three crosses ; above and below, ro, fine, 

also a very rare variety 1 

* * From the York Moore and Addington collections. 
Tv 
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662 Penny, oZw. + esdmvnd re. Small cross in centre ; rev. dorvlf mo. ^ 

in two lines, divided by three crosses; above and below, rosette of 

dots (Rad. 18, 4); another, same type, moneyer’s name ESDMVND, 

both fine and scarce 2 

*** No. 2 from the Earl of Jersey’s collection. 

663 Penny, same type as last (Bud. 18, 4), but reading + esdmvnd REO, t 
and moneyer FSRSMSN ; another, same type, reading + ESDMVND 

rex, and moneyer M/ERTENEs, both very fine 2 

*** No. 1 from the Durlacher and no. 2 from the Brice collection. 

664 Penny, same type as before (Bucl. 18, 4), reading -fesdmvndex j 
(retrograde), and moneyer odetioreel mot ; another, similar, (as 

Bud. 18, 8), with four pellets above and below moneyer’s name on 

rev., reading + esdmvnd rex, and moneyer esdmvnd., the first 

fine, the second well preserved 2 

*** No. 2 from the Londesborough collection. 

665 Pennies, same types (Bud. 18, 4, 7), with moneyers’ names deodvlf m. * 

. and PAVLEs MO. ; the olv. of second coin reads + ESDMVND REX 

TO., and on the rev. there are three pellets above and below 

moneyer’s name, both fine 2 

666 Pennies, same types as last lot (Bud. 18, 4, 7), with moneyers’ names ( 

+ DERMODE M. and R/EEENVLF mo, both very fine 2 

6 
L 

7 

/ 

7 

667 Penny, same type as B,ud. 18, 7, reading + esdmvnd ret., and 

moneyer pIEEARD M. ; another, similar, but with four pellets in 

field on obv., reading + ESDMVND rex, and moneyer pYNNELM mo, 

both fine 2 

668 Pennies, same type, but with large lettering as Bud. 18, 13,both with 

obv. legend + esdmvnd RE ; moneyers SRE MONETS and MANNS MO. 

(both retrograde), both very fine and of the last issue of this King 2 

EADRED. 

A.D. 946-955. 

With Mint Name. 

/ V 

/ 10 

669 Penny, Axminster, obv. ESDRED rex. Bust to right, crowned, large 

head and of rather rude design; rev. + vine monet. S +. Small 

cross in centre (Bud. pi. D, 32), fine and very rare 1 

*** Hawkins gives this and the next two coins to Exeter; but Mr. 
Montagu with good reason attributed them to Axminster; thus 
supplying a new mint to the Anglo-Saxon series. The minster at 
Axminster was built by Aethelstan. 
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Penny, Axminster, obv. + eadred rex. Bast to right, similar to the 

preceding, bat head smaller; rev. + MANNA MONET. A. Small cross 

in centre (var. Bud. pi. d, 32), fine, slightly chipped, very rare 1 

Penny, Axminster, obv. + evdred eex. Bust to right, crowned, 

similar to last coin; rev. + MANNA MONET.*. A. Small cross, as/)'^a9 

before (var. Bud. pi. D, 32), well preserved, very rare 1 

*** From the Addington collection. 

Penny, Canterbury 1, obv. + eadred rex. Bust to right, crowned, large 1 Ua>h 

head ; rev. + DVNINE (ne mon.) MEN do. Small cross as before (var. I 

Bud. pi. D, 32), fine and very rare, an unpublished mint of this King 1 

A*' 

*** From the Brice collection. 

Penny, Exeter, obv. similar to the preceding, but head of king 

smaller ; rev. +AZRER mon. eax. Small cross in centre (var. Bud. pi. 

D, 32), fine and extremely rare as to mint and moneyer 1 

*** From the Brice collection. 

674 Penny, Norwich, obv. +EADRED rex. Bust to right, differing from the 

preceding and diademed; rev. + MANNE mo Nopl. In centre small cross £ 

pattee, each limb terminating in spike (var. Bud. 19, 4), very fine and 

extremely rare, an unpublished variety with this rev. type [PL VI] 1 

*** From the York Moore and Brice collections. 

675 Penny, Norwich, obv. similar to the preceding; rev. + HANNE MO. J.k**co)v> 

NORDp.*. x. Small cross in centre (Bud. 19, 4), fine and very rare 1 

*** From the Wyllie sale. 

676 Penny, Norwich, similar to the preceding specimen, but bust of king 

crowned, same obv. legend and same moneyer (comp. Bud. 19, 2), 

fine and very rare 1 

IV 

*** From the Addington collection. 

Wa m 
Penny, Oxford, obv. esdred rex ox. vrbiz. Cross in centre with 

another of four pellets on left; rev. pYNNELM MO. in two lines, 

divided by three crosses ; above and below, triangle of pellets, very 

fine, unpublished, UNIQUE [PL VI] 1 

*fk From the Bergne and Marsham (lot 182) collections. Hawkins makes 
no mention of this mint as occurring in this reign, nor is there any 
reference to it in the Brit. Mus. Cat. (see also lot 694 for same 
moneyer). 

With Bust of King and no Mint Name. 

Penny, obv. +esdred rex. Bust to right, crowned, large head ; rev. - . 

+ FREDARD moneit. In centre small cross (cf. Bud. 19, 2; B. M. 

Cat. ii, pi. xii, 1), very fine and rare 1 

*** From the Devonshire, Dymock, Murchison, Lake Price, and Brice 
collections. 

Penny, obv. similar to the preceding, bust varied in crown, &c.; rev. 

MANNA moneta. Small cross as before (cf. Bud. 19, 2), very fine and 

rare 1 

V 
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Penny, similar to the last coin; similar bust; moneyer’s name, 

+ v SARVVRD mone, fine and rare; this coin has been pierced and after¬ 

wards plugged 1 

*¥_* From the Wigan collection. 

Penny, obv. + eadred rex. Peculiar bust to right, crowned, small head, 

hair formed of perpendicular lines; rev. +vvilebert iioiiet. Small 

cross in centre {Hud. 19, 3), fine and a very rare variety 1 

Without Bust of King and no Mint Name. 

Penny, obv. eadred rex. In centre cross with letter M on left; rev. 

AETARDEs BIOT in two lines, divided by three crosses ; above and 

below, rosette of pellets (.Bud. 20, 21), extremely fine and a rare 

variety [PL VI] 1 

*** From the Marsham collection (lot 183). 

Penny, obv. +EADRED rex. Cross in centre with pellet above; rev. 

BIORHTVLF (ht mon.) bio in two lines; between, three crosses; 

above and below, three pellets (Bud. 19, 9); another, similar type, 

no pellet in field on obv., and moneyer, URiBlEs BIOT, three crosses 

between; above and below, rosette of pellets {llucl. 19, 5), both very 

fine and scarce 2 

*** No. 1 from the Marsham (lot 181) and no. 2 from the Brice 
collection. 

684 Penny, similar type to last coin but s in field of obv.; moneyer, /edered 

bio., three crosses between ; above and below, rosette of pellets 

{Bucl. 20, 23); another, obv. same, but no letter in field ; rev. 

EADBIVND Bl. in two lines, divided by cross between two annulets ; 

above and below, rosette of pellets, struck at York {Bud. 19, 11), 

both fine, the second rare 2 

Penny, similar type {Bud. 20, 21), with bi in field on obv.; rev. 

EDELYLFEs BIOT, three crosses between ; rosettes above and below ; 

another {Bud. 19, 11), rev. eorod bio, divided by cross between 

two annulets; rosette above and below, struck at York, both fine, 

first slightly chipped, the second rare 2 

No. 2 from the Warne collection. 

Penny, similar type {Bud. 19, 12), rev. A5delvlf bio, three crosses 

between; rosettes above and below ; another, similar {Bad. 19, 11), 

rev. frard bion, cross between two annulets; rosette above and 

below, struck at York, both fine, the second rare 2 

Penny, similar type {Bud. 19, 12) obv. legend +eadred rex s. ; rev. 

ABTARDEs biot, three crosses between ; rosette above and below ; 

another, similar {Bud. 19, 7), rev. frodril bi—., two crosses and 

annulet between; above and below, rosette, struck at York, both 

fine, the second rare 2 
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Penny, similar type (Bud. 19, 12), rev. boibhes mon, three crosses/ 

between; rosette above and below; another (var. Bud. 19, 20), obv. 

+ ehdred rex. Cross in centre surrounded by four pellets; rev. 

BALDWIN mo. in two lines, divided by three crosses; above and 

below, three pellets, both fine 2 

*** No. 2 from the Marsham collection (lot 181). 

Penny, similar type (Bud. 19, 19), rev. lislehelm, three crosses be-0' 

tween; above and below, three pellets; another (Bud. 19, 20) as 

in last lot, four pellets around cross on obv.; rev. BRIM, mone, three 

crosses between; above and below, three pellets, well preserved 2 

*** No. 1 from the Addington collection. 

Penny, obv. + exdred rex o. In centre small cross; rev. ineelesr- Roll 
MO in two lines, divided by three crosses; above and below, three 

pellets (Bud. 19, 18). fine and rare 1 

*** Numismatically this is a very important piece, as it is the connec¬ 
ting link between the coinages of Eadred and those of Anlaf and 
Eric of Northumbria (see Bud. 11, 6, 3, and ante lots 436, 439), ^ 
the same moneyer striking coins for all three kings. The letter’ 
0 in the obv. legend is the m. m. of York, where this coin was struck. 

Penny, same type as the preceding and same moneyer, but obv. legend 

+ E3DRED rex., rare) another, similar type, reading + EHDRED 

rex z, and moneyer beodmxer m., both well preserved 2 

Penny, similar type (Bud. 19, 12), rev. reiberes mot, three crosses * 

between; rosette above and below; another (Bud. 19, 18), obv. 

legend + eadred rex m (Merciorum); rev. beobmher m, three 

crosses between ; three pellets above and below, fine, the second piece 

very rare with this obv. legend 2 

Pennies, same types as in last lot (Bud. 19,12,18), with moneyers’ names 

iVLFZTftN MON and BEODMHER m. ; the first piece has M in field on 

)bv. (Bud. 20, 21), the second, obv. legend ending rex. f,finc and 
) 
obv. 

scarce varieties 

694 Penny, obv. + ED- red- rex. Small cross pattee in centre; above, 

cross of four pellets; rev. j'YNNELM mo in two lines, divided by 

three crosses; three pellets above and below, unpublished, fine ;0'jl4o 

Half of Halfpenny, type as Bud. 19, 11, obv... dred. r. Small 

cross ; rev.HD. MO. Cross between two annulets ?; below, 

rosette, extremely rare 2 

The first coin is of the same type as lot 677, and bears the same 
moneyer’s name; it was therefore struck at Oxford, though it does 
not bear a mint name. The second coin is a cut half of a Half¬ 
penny, and was therefore current for a Farthing. Only one perfect 
Halfpenny of this reign is known ; it is in the Eashleigh collection, 
but it is of a different type to the above. 

&4 ' . 4* b. 
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EADWIG. 

A.D. 955-959. 

With Mint Name. 

Penny, Exeter, obv. + EADWir, re. Small cross patt6e in centre ; rev. 

+ /ELFslEE MON. EX. In centre rosette of pellets, fine, unpublished type 

and mint, UNIQUE * 

: 696 

jfi-V 

»/ 697 

Penny, Hereford 1, obv. -feadvvie REX. Small cross pattce in centre ; 

on left, another cross, plain ; rev. SEE'NET' + H + IR+ in three lines; 

above and below, three pellets (c/. Rud. 20, 5 ; B. M. Cat. H, pi- xn, 

10), fine, and probably a unique coin of this mint _ 1 
*** From the Durrant, Cuff, Bergne (lot 213), and Brice collections. 

Penny, London, obv. -t-EADWlTi rex. Bust to right, crowned, iev. 

+ ADVLF MONETS lvnd. In centre small cross pattee (Rud. 20, 1 ; 

Hks. 197), fine, of the highest rarity, only one other specimen with the bust 

known ; it is in the Hunter Collection [PI. "VI] 1 
*** From the Brice collection. 

Penny, Southampton, obv. EADWIR rex. Small cross in centre; iev. 

bxldril MO. +HS + M+ in three lines; above and below, three 

pellets (Rud. 20, 5 ; B. M. Cat. n, pi. xn, 10), very fine and extremely 

rare, a rare moneyer 1 

Penny, Southampton, same type as the previous coin, but moneyei s 

name and mint, MSNEOD mo. 4- HA + M +, fine and extremely rare 1 

Penny, Winchester, same type as No. 698 (Rud. 20, 5), but moneyer s 

name and mint, OTIE /. MONE. + pi + N +, fine, and a very rare mint 1 

701 

702 

Penny, York, obv. eadvvie re. Small cross in centre; rev. deorvlf 

MO. ON + EO. in three lines ; above and below, rosette of pellets 

(Rud. 20, 6 ; B. M. Cat. II, pi. XII, 9), fine and rare 1 

Penny, York, same type as last coin (Rud. 20, 6), but reading 

+ ESDVVlTi ER, and moneyer, &c., FRODRIE M. OE + NO, fine and rare 1 

*+* From the Wyllie sale. 

tc lrO\A~ 

703 Penny, York, same type as No. 701 (Rud. 20, 6), but reading 
+ EADVVIEE re, and moneyer, &c., dvrmod mo. oh + NO, fine and 

rare 1 
*** From the Shepherd collection. 

Penny, York, same type as No. 701 (Rud. 20, 6), but reading 

+ EKDVVIE re, and moneyer, &c., freo deri OE + mo, fine and rare 1 

*** From the Marsham collection (lot 184). This is evidently by the 
same moneyer as No. 702, but the letters of his name and those of 
the mint have been a little mixed up. 
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Without Bust of King and no Mint Name. 

705 Penny, obv. -FEADpi re. Small cross in centre; rev. BORMAN across 

field, between two straight lines ; above and below, rosette of pellets 

(Bud. 20, 9 ; B. M. Cat. ii, pi. xm, 3), fine, and a type of great 
rarity 1 

*** From the Devonshire, Martin, Cuff, Murchison, Bergne, and Brice 
collections. 

706 Penny, obv. + EADpiE rex. Small cross in centre ; below which M; rev. 

berenard MOT, in two lines, divided by three crosses; above and 

below, rosette of pellets (Bud. 20, 8), very fine, slightly chipped, a rare 

type and moneyer [PL VI] 1 

707 Penny, same type as the preceding coin, but moneyer, demenee mon ; 

another, obv. -feadvvief rei. Small cross as before ; rev. mvnolex. 

k, divided by three crosses; above and below, three pellets (Bud. 

20, 4), both fine and rare moneyers 2 

*** No. 1 from the Shepherd and no. 2 from the Pembroke and 
Addington collections. 

708 Penny, same type as Bud. 20, 8 ; rev. pVLFEAREs mot, three crosses 

between ; rosette above and below; another, type as Bud. 20, 4 ; 

rev. heremod MO, three crosses between ; above and below, three 

pellets, fine, the first a little chipped, both rare money ers 2 

709 Pennies, same type as Bud. 20, 4, with moneyers’ names, /EDELstxn 

and herieer MO, with three crosses between and three pellets 

above and below ; the second coin has a wedge-shaped ornament 

after rex on obv., well preserved 2 
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SIXTH DAY’S SALE. 

SOLE MONARCHS. 

EADGAR. 

a.d. 957-975. 

With Mint Name, 
lot 

710 Penny, Bath, obv. + EADDAR rex anel. Small cross in centre; rev. 

4- pVLFB/CLD mo bad. Same type as obv. (Bud. 21, 20 ; B. M. Cat. n, 

pi. xm, 5), fair condition, extremely rare moneyer and mint, chipped at 
edge 1 

711 Penny, Bedford, obv. + EADEAR rex. Bust to right, crowned; rev. 

+ fordear MONETA be. Small cross in centre (Bud. 20, 5 ; B. M. 
Cat. II, pi. xm, 9),fine and rare 1 

*** From the Marsham collection (lot 187). 

712 Penny, Chester, obv. + eadear rex anelorv. Bust to left, diademed ; 

rev. + M/ELxvdon bio. lee. Small cross in centre [Bud. 20, 7 ; B. M. 
Cat. II, pi. xm, 11), very fine and rare 1 

*** From the Brice collection. 

713 Penny, Chester, obv. eadear rex. Small cross in centre; rev. eillvs 

BIO. OL + eo in three lines; above and below, rosette of pellets 
(Bud. 21, 13; B. M. Cat. n, pi. xm, 10); another, same mint, obv. 

+ eadear rex to br. Small cross in centre, above which 2 ; rev. 
+ jELFsie bio. in lee. Small cross as on obv. (Bud. 21, 18; B. M. 

Cat. ii, pi. xm, 5), both very fine, the second a very rare type of this 
mint 2 

*** No. 2 from the Shepherd collection (lot 99). 

714 Penny, Chester, as in previous lot (Bud. 21, 13; B. M. Cat. ii, 

pi. XIII, 10), but moneyer’s name, DEORLAF BE OL + EO; another, 

of Exeter, obv. + eadear rex to. b. Rosette of pellets in centre ; rev. 

+ hllfsiee bion. ex. Same type as obv. (Bud. 21, 21 ; B. M. Cat. ii, 

pi. xm, 6), both fine, the second unpublished of this type and mint 2 

715 Penny, Dover, obv. + eadear rex anelorv. Bust to left, diademed ; 

rev. + LEOFEAR MO. DOF. Small cross in centre (Bud. 20, 7; B. M. 

Cat. ii, pi. xm, 11), fine, an excessively rare mint, probably unique 1 

*** Many coins, such as this one, of this reign and the next, though 
mentioned in the Brit. Mus. Cat., are practically unpublished; the 
information respecting them having been supplied to the compilers 
of that catalogue by Mr. Montagu from his own coins. 
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716 Penny, Lymne, same type and obv. legend as the preceding, but ftoH i/W. 

717 

moneyer’s name, &c., + .edestan. mo. lime., fine, a very rare mint 1 j 7' ^ 
Penny, Lincoln, same type and obv. legend as No. 715, but moneyer’s (D«r 

1 

/718 

7- if 

719 

name, &c., AxLMAN MO. lindlo., well preserved and scarce 

*** From the Marsham collection (lot 188). 

Penny, London, obv. + eadear rex. Bust to right, crowned; rev. 

+ ^elfnod MO. lond. LIEI. Small cross in centre (Rud. 20, 5 ; B. M. 1 

Cat. ii, pi. xiit, 9), extra fine and extremely rare with the rev. legend 

ending lifi (Civitas) [PL VI] 1 

*** From the Devonshire, Dymock, Murchison, and Shepherd (lot 97) 
collections. 

Penny, London, obv. + endear rex. Bust to right, crowned; rev. 
Ihimtu 

4/ 
6 > 

ik 

720 

V 721 

V 722 

723 

+ HlLTpiNE MONETS lvd. Small cross in centre; around, four 

smaller crosses touching line of circle (Bud. 20, 4; B. M. Cat. II, 

p. 167), fine and an extremely rare variety 1 

*** From the Marsham collection (lot 186). 

Penny, London, same type, obv. legend and moneyer as on the last; 

but rev. legend ending lv instead of lvd., fine and excessively rare 1 

Penny, Newport, obv. + EADLAR RX anllorvm. Small cross in centre ; 

rev. + yELFsiLE MON. o. NipSNPO. Small cross in centre (Bud. 21, 20; ; / . 

B. M. Cat. II, pi. xm, 5), very fine, a unique coin of this unpublished 

mint of this reign [PI. VI] 1 

*** Whitbourn, Surrey Arch. Journ., 1865, p. 38, attributes this coin to ti- ^ 
Wandsworth, reading the mint as pANpo ; but that is impossible (see I > 

B. M. Cat. it, p. cxvii). ^ 

Penny, Northampton, same type and obv. legend as last, but REX for 

rx ; moneyer’s name and mint, BALDRIL. MONETA NAM., very fine 

but slightly chipped, and of the highest rarity, as this is the only known 

coin of this series, which can be attributed with certainty to Northampton 1 

*** From the Shepherd collection (lot 99). 

Penny, Norwich, obv. + eadt.AR rex. Rude bust to right, large head, 

ijx) 

a 

wearing 

3 /i 

£ 3* b 

l/ci/4 
crown; rev. + BRVNINC MONETA N. Small cross in centre N y 

(Bud. 20, 1 ; B. M. Cat. II, pi. xiv, 10), extremely fine and an extremely 

rare variety 1 

%* From the Dimsdale, Martin, Murchison, Bergne, and Brice collections. 

724 Penny, Norwich, same type as last coin ; obv. legend +EADLAR RE; 

rev. moneyer’s name and mint, + FOLLNARD MONEA. N., fine and ex¬ 

tremely rare ; this moneyer struck at Norwich during the reign of Aethel- 

raed II 1 

Penny, Oxford, obv. +EADLAR REX anllorv. Bust to left, diademed ; 

rev. + pVLFRED. MON. OXNA. Small cross in centre (Bud. 20, 7 ; B. M. 

Cat. II, pi. xiii, 7), fine, an unpublished type of this mint 1 

725 J 
£-n v>v 

*** From the Ford collection. 
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Penny, Oxford, obv. + EADUAR rex anelorv. Small cross in centre ; 

rev. +LEOFSIEE MONETS oxna. Same type as obv. (Rud. 21, 20; 

B. M. Cat. II, pi. xm, 5); another, of Tempsford, obv. eadear rex. 

Small cross in centre ; rev. LEOFpiNE ot + eo. in three lines ; above 

and below, rosette of pellets (B. M. Cat. H, pi xill, 12), both fine 

but slightly chipped; the second a rare mint 2 

*** No. 1 from the Warne collection. 

Penny, Southampton, obv. + EADEAR rex anelorv. Bust to left, dia¬ 

demed ; rev. + leofsie mo. iiamt. Small cross in centre (Rud. 20, 

7 ; B. M. Cat. II, pi. XIII, 7), fine and scarce 1 

*** From the Ford collection. 

Penny, Stamford, same type and obv. legend as on last coin ; moneyer’s 

name and mint, -WEsLMAN mo. STANF., very fine and rare 1 

*** From the Addington collection. 

Penny, Tamworth, obv. + EADEAR rex to. b. Rosette of pellets in 

centre; rev. udeorvlf in tomei. Same type as obv. (Rud. 21, 21 ; 

B. M. Cat. ii, pi. xm, 6), very fine, and of the highest rarity, being an 

unpublished mint of this reign 1 

*** From the Lake Price collection. 

Penny, Totness, obv. +eadear rex anelorv. Bust to left, diademed ; 

rev. + pYNsTSN mo. totta. Small cross in centre (Rud. 20, 7; B. M. 

Cat. ii, pi. xm, 7), fine, and a unique coin of this mint 1 

Penny, Wallingford, same type and obv. legend as on last coin; 

moneyer’s name and mint, pVLsTAN mo. pELiEN. fine, an unpublished 

type of this mint 1 

Penny, Wallingford, obv. +EADEAR rex to. bri. Small cross in centre; 

rev. +BEORHTRIE M. pEALl. Same type as obv. (Rud. 21, 20 ; B. M. 

Cat. II, pi. xm, 5); another, of Wilton, same type; but reading, 

+ EADEAR REX ANELORVM., and moneyer’s name and mint, +LEOF- 

siee mo. piLTVNE., both very fine and scarce 2 

*** No. 2 from the Brice collection. 

Penny, Wallingford, same type as last, but reading, + EADEAR rex 

ANELORVM, and moneyer’s name, &c., HEREMOD MO. pELEEAFOR ; 

another, of York, obv. + E AD EAR REX TO. Rosette of pellets in centre ; 

rev. -faldevvin eo. Same type as obv. (Rud. 21, 21 ; B. M. Cat. 

ii, pi. xm, 6), both fine and scarce 2 

No. 1 from the Gibbs and no. 2 from the Bergne collection. 

Penny, Winchester, obv. +eadear REX anelorv. Bust to left, dia¬ 

demed ; rev. + MARsEEALE MO. plN. Small cross in centre (Rud. 

20, 7 ; B. M. Cat. n, pi. XIII, 7), fine and rare 1 
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Penny, York, same type and obv. legend as last coin; moneyer’s name, Floll‘u 

&c. + evnnvlf mo. efer., fine and scarce, rare moneyer’s name 1 

*** From the Durlacher collection. 

Penny, York, obv. + EADEAR rex anelo. Small cross in centre ; rev. (Pq 

+ HEROLF MONETA EB (Eboraci). Same type as obv. (Bud. 21, 20; 

B. M. Cat. ii, pi. xiii, 5), very fine and unique with this Latin form 

of mint name 1 

*** From the Brice collection. 

4 

With Bust of King and no Mint Name. 

737 Penny, obv. + EADEAR reax. Bust with large head to right, crowned ; L</>/,c0lrv 

rev. + osferd noneta. Small cross in centre (Bud. 20, 1 ; B. M. 

Cat. II, pi. xiv, 10), very fine and extremely rare 1 

Z 10 
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Without Bust of King and no Mint Name. 

738 Penny, obv. eadear rex. Small cross in centre; rev. adelaver mo in 

two lines, divided by three crosses ; above and below, three pellets 

(Bud. 21, 9 ; B. M. Cat. II, pi. xiv, 1); others, same type, but with 

moneyers’ names, ALBVTE mo ; ANDREAs ; benediht (Benedictus ?) ; 

and ENAPE moe, all fine 5 

739 Pennies, same type as last, with moneyers’ names, adelaver mo. ; 

BENEDIHT; EARDEHN MO ; DVRAND MO ; and EANRED MO. (retro¬ 

grade), all fine 5 

740 Pennies, same type as No. 738, with moneyers’ names, eanvlf mo. ; $a.Ulu/»v. 

ERID NONE ; HAEVF MIO ; HERIEER MO.; and HILDE MOI; all fine 5 

741 Pennies, same type as No. 738, with moneyers’ names, herieer mo ; jjbvtoK. 

INEOLFMO; ISENBERHT; MAREER MO; and NANAN NO., all fine 5 

742 Penny, obv. + EADEAR rex ANE. Small cross in centre ; rev. lolerim 

m. in two lines, divided by three crosses; above and below, one fio|\in. 

pellet only (Bud. 28, 2), an exceedingly rare variety, fine; another, as 

Bud. 21, 21, with rosette in centre on both sides, and reading 

+ EADEAR REX TO., and moneyer’s name, + iELFsiEE mone, extremely 

fine and rare 2 

743 Penny, obv. EADEAR REX. Small cross in centre; below which m. ; rev. 

INEELRIES MON. in two lines, divided by three crosses; above and 

below rosette of dots (B. M. Cat. II, pi. XIV, 3); another, obv. 

+ eadea rex. Small cross in centre; rev. eadmvnd in two lines, 

divided by cross between two annulets; above and below, rosette of 

dots (ib. pi. xiv, 4; Bud. 21, 12); another, obv. + EADEAR REX. 

Rosette of dots ; rev. + DVRMOD MOT. Same type as obv. (B. M. Cat. 

ii, pi. xiv, 9 ; Bud. 21, 21), all very fine, especially the last, and rare 3 

* * No. 3 from the Brice collection. 
■Jr 
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Pennies, same types as in last lot, but with moneyers’ names (1) 
piNEMEs mon ; (2) hrodvlf ; (3) + dvrmod mon, all very fine and 

rare 3 
No. 1 from the Brice collection. 

745 

746 

Penny, obv. + EDLAR reA. Small cross in centre; rev. vnbein mo. in 

two lines, divided by three crosses ; above and below, three pellets 

(Bud. 21, 9): another, same type, but with pellet in each angle of 

cross on obv.; moneyer’s name, VplFERD MO., a rare variety; another, 

obv. + EADLAR REX. Small cross in centre; rev. + fastolf h mon. 

Same type as obv. (Bud. 21, 14; B. M. Cat. ii, pi. xiv, 8); another, 

same type and moneyer, but reading, obv. + EADLAR rex s., and 

rev. + fAstolf + mon, Shepherd collection; another, same type, 

with moneyer’s name, + herolf MONE., all fine 5 

Pennies, same type as B. M. Cat. II, pi. xiv, 8; Bud. 21, 14; obv. 
legends and moneyers’ names; obv. + EADLAR REX TO ; rev. 

4- dvDyEMONEs mo., Shepherd collection-, obv. + EADLAR : rex; rev. 

+ DVRAND bione, var., three pellets in field on rev. ; obv. +EADLAR 

• rex p ; rev. + fastolf mon ; obv. EADLAR REX E ; rev. + FAstolfo 

mone, Ford collection; obv. + eadlar rex h ; rev. herolf monet, 

Shepherd collection; all very fine 5 

l 747 

- 748 

Pennies, same type, with legends (1) obv. +eadlar REX L; rev. 

+ FASTOLF. BOILA; (2) obv. +EADLAR REX I ; rev. +FASTOLF : 

rafn., both extremely fine, and extremely rare with two moneyers’ names 

on each 2 

Pennies, same type, with moneyers’ names; +fastolf + mon ; and 

+ herolf V bionet ; another, same type, obv. legend, + EADLAR 

rex t.bi. ; rev. + dvrferd bioeta, unpublished, Shepherd collection-, 

another as Bucl. 21, 21, with rosette of dots on both sides, obv. 

legend + EADLAR rex. T; rev. + dvrbiod biont., Gibbs collection-, 

all fine, some rare 4 

*** No. 3 is specially interesting with obv. legend T. Bl. (Totius Mercian), 
as it was no doubt struck between A.D. 957-959, when Eadgar was 
king of Mercia only. It is also of different fabric to all the other 
coins of this type. 
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EADWEARD II (the Mantyp). 

A.D. 975-979. 

With Mint Nabie. 

749 Penny, Bedford, obv. + EADpEARD rex anll. Bust to left, diademed ; 

rev. -f^LFSTAN Bio. BEDA. Small cross in centre (Bud. 21, 4; 

B. M. Cat. ii, pi. xiv, 11), extremely fine and rare 1 

*** From the Pownall collection. 
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Penny, Bedford, same type as last, reading obv. + ESDpESRD rex SN.; 

rev. + bsldib MONETS beds., fine and rare 1 

\* From the Addington collection. 

Penny, Canterbury (1), obv. + ESDpESRD rex snblorv. Bust to right, 

diademed; rev. + bine m-O. N^ENS (sic.) Hand of Providence 

pointing downwards between S LU. (Hud. pi. C, 20 ; B. M. Cat. II, 

p. 192 ; BLHd. pi. 2, type b), very fine, unique [PI. VI] 1 

From the Cuff, Murchison, Ford, and Brice collections. The illus¬ 
tration of this coin for Ending was made when it was in the 
possession of Mr. Cuff; and for the B. M. Cat. when in the 
possession of Mr. Montagu. Hildebrand copied Eliding. 

Penny, Gloucester, obv. -t-ESDpESRD rex snblorv. Bust to left with 

small head, diademed; rev. + bvrhstsn mo. blev. Small cross in 

centre (Bud. 21, 1 ; B. M. Cat. n, pi. xiv, 11), very fine and a very 

rare mint 1 

Penny, Lincoln, same type as last, reading, obv. + ESDpEA rextnItDD^^L 

(legend commencing below bust); rev. + SDELSVER n m-O. LI. (see 

End. 21,6, where this coin is figured), very fine and a very rare variety 1 

Penny, Lincoln, same type as No. 752 (Rud. 21, 2), reading obv. 

+ esdvvsrd ex SNBLO.; rev. + esnvlf M-O. lindeole, very fine 1 

and rare 1 

*** From the Neville Eolfe collection. 

Penny, Lincoln, similar type to No. 752 (End. 21, 4), reading obv. 

+ ESDpEA rex SNBLO.; rev. + LEVIL mo. LNDBOL, very fine and rare 1 

*** From the Brice collection. 

Penny, Southampton, same type as No. 752 (End. 21, 1), reading ofo'-Yfutu 
+ESDpESRD rex snblorv; rev. + ospSED mo. hsmtv., extremely 

fine and rare 1 

*** From the Addington collection. 

Penny, Stamford, similar type to No. 752 (Rud. 21, 3), reading 

+ ESDpSRD REX SNBL ; rev. yEsEMSN M-O. sTSNF., extremely fine and 

1 rare 
*** From the Brice collection. 

758 Penny, Stamford, similar type to No. 752 (End. 21, 3), reading obv. 

+ ESDpSRD REX SNBLORV; rev. + HILD mo. stsnford., extremely 

fine and rare 
* * From the Addington collection. 

1 

(Vo 

Penny, Stamford, same type as last, reading obv. + ESDpSRD rex 

SNBLORV.; rev. + p VLB SR mo. sTSNF, extremely fine and rare 1 

*** From the Brice collection. 
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Penny, Warwick,' same type as No. 752 {Rud. 21, 1), reading obv. 

+ EADpEARD rex ANR.; rev. + osbier mo. pERlN, well preserved, 
extremely rare 1 

Penny, Winchester, same type as No. 752 {Rud. 21, 1), reading 

+ EADpEARD REX ANRLORV. ; rev. +R/EE.ENVLF MO. plN., extremely 
fine, a rare mint 1 

*** From the Young and Jackson collections. 

AETHELRAED II* 

A.D. 979-1013; rest A.D. 1014-1016. 

The references are to Ending as before, and to Hildebrand “ Anglo Saxon Coins,” 
whose classification has been followed. 

l 762 

1 

763 

'W Lfb** 
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t/ 2 767 

Pennies, {Hild. type A; Rud. 22, 6), Bust to left diademed, rev. Small 

cross; moneyers’ names, adestan. on bad. (Bath); ^elfred mo 

E/ENTP. (Canterbury); BRIHTMA5R on DOF. (Dover); LARLA ON 

EAXLESTRE MO. (Exeter); rebenbALD mo. efer. (York), and ODE 

ON piFEZplL. (Ipswich), all fine 6 

Pennies, same type; moneyers’ names, RODMANN ON DOF (Dover) 

var. pellet in field of rev., a rare mint; liofsian MO. EOF. (York); 

DODpiNE on dlea. (Gloucester), a rare mint; yELFNOD MO hvnted. 

(Huntingdon); leofa on LZGHpRE (Lewes); svbiererled mo. lin 

(Lincoln), var. cross behind bust, all fine 6 

Pennies, same type; moneyers’ names, EODEFRID ON LiEpE (Lewes); 

elfnod MO. ON LVND. (London); BRVNA ON lydAfori (Lydford) ; 

OZj’OLD MO nonrd. (Norwich); LEOFMAN +■ ON OXNAFO. (Oxford) ; 

BYRVNSTAN ON j>in. (Winchester), all fine 6 

Pennies, same type; moneyers’ names, elfrid on darnte (Cam¬ 

bridge), pierced ; Eiolnod on sidested (Sidbury); hvneman on 

TOTAs (Totness), well preserved, all rare mints with this type 3 

Pennies, same type ; moneyers’ names, pvlfrrim o. lineo. (Lincoln); 

RODpiNE on lvnden (London), Marsham collection; hpatenn mo. 

NODp. (Norwich); RODER Bio. STAN. (Stanford); pallrisd mo. 

deod. (Thetford); ordbriht on j-inesr. (Winchester), all fine 6 

Pennies, same type but varied; moneyers’ names, pvlfnod mo. ham. 

(Southampton), cross before bust; ERIM. bio. LINLOL. (Lincoln), three 

pellets before bust; svbierled bio line. (Lincoln), cross behind 

bust, Cuff, Bergne, and Brice collections; EDpiNE bio. on deodf. 

(Thetford), cross behind bust; LEOFpOLD ON. plNTES (Winchester), 

letter A in field of rev., all fine and rare 5 

I 

/ 

/ 

a 

/ 

* The Series of Coins of Aethelraed II, Cnut, and Edward the Confessor con¬ 
tained in the collection being so extensive, it has been deemed advisable to divide 
them into two portions. The second portion will be disposed of in the next sale 
(see Introduction, p. viii). 
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Pen ny, (Hild. type A var. a; Bud. 22,8),Bust to right, diademed; rev. Small 

cross; moneyer’s name, EODMAN MON. CANT. (Canterbury); another, 

(Hild. type A, var. c), Bust to left, diademed ; rev. Four small crosses 

arranged around cross in centre ; moneyer’s name, pvlfnod MON 

deo. (Thetford), Brice collection, both fine and extremely rare types 2 

Pennies, (Hild. type b 1 ; Bud. 22, 9), Bust to right, diademed; rev. 

Hand of Providence between A ID; moneyers’ names, LEOFRIE mo. 

CAINT. (Canterbury); TUNA MO. EAXEEEst. (Exeter); LEOFRIE MO. 

EYPEE. (Ipswich), Brice collection, very fine; deodeer mo. L/EPE. 

(Lewes); deodeild mo. lind. (Lincoln), fine 5 

Penny, same type, with moneyer’s name, brvn. MO. LANsTF. (Launces¬ 

ton), an unpublished mint, fine, unique [PL VI] 1 

*** From the Warne collection. 

Pennies, same type ; moneyers’ names, lynsiee mo. lvndoni (Lon¬ 

don) ; eodine mo. oxna. (Oxford), a rare mint, Marsham collection ; 

byrhtpold mo. EAFT. (Shaftesbury), rare ; as ad EAR mo. deotfor. 

(Thetford); leofpold mo. j>il. (Wilton), fine 5 

Penny, (Hild. type b, var. a), Bust to left, diademed; rev. Hand of Provi¬ 

dence between A tU; moneyer’s name, iseeelmo. HAMVIE (Harwich), 

Brice collection ; another (Hild. type B, var. a), Bust to right, diademed; 

rev. Hand of Providence between IU A; moneyer’s name, EADEAR 

mo. deotford (Thetford), both very fine and excessively rare, especially 

the first piece 2 

Pennies, (Hild. type B, 2;Bud. 22, 13), Bust to right, diademed; before, 

sceptre; rev. Hand of Providence between A IU and two pellets; 

moneyers’ names, EADNOD mo. brvde. (Bridgenorth); asdestan mo. 

EEFTEN. (Shaftesbury); manna mo. totan. (Totness), the last well 

preserved, the first two oxydised, all very rare mints, and a scarce type 3 

Pennies, same type; moneyers’names, LVDA MO. EAXEE. (Exeter); 

IIEREBREHT MO. LAEj'E. (Lewes) ; EODpINE MO. LYDAN. (Lydford); 

MANINE mo. NORjA. (Norwich), well preserved, all rare 4 

Pennies, (Hild. type b, 3; Bud. 22, 15),Bust to right, diademed; in front, 

sceptre in form of cross ; rev. Hand of Providence giving the Latin 

benediction; moneyers’ names, ospOLD MO. L/EpE. (Lewes); and 

LEFINE MO. nord. (Norwich), both very fine and excessively rare 2 

Pennies, same type; moneyers’names, MARTIN mo. scrob. (Shrews¬ 

bury), Brice collection; and spyrline mo. deo. (Thetford), both very 

fine and excessively rare 3 
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Pennies, (f7i/c7 C; 22, 4), Bust to left, diademed ; in front, 

sceptre; rev. tRVX in angles of short cross voided ; moneyers’ 

names, byriisiee mo. bear. (Bardney); eodrie mo. bryd. (Bridge- 

north) ; /ELFPi mo. EisEE. (Chichester); pvlenod mo. dor. (Dor¬ 

chester), Pownall collection, all fine and rare mints, especially the last 4 

Pennies, same type ; moneyers’ names, leofstan mo. L^ent. (Canter¬ 

bury); plinod mo. EONEs. (Colchester), rare-, lvda mo. eaxee. 

(Exeter); LOLA MO. eofr. (York); leofsiee MO EIFEL. (Ilchester); 

OSEYTEL mo. ERANT. (Cambridge); leofsiee mo. hamt. (South¬ 

ampton), all fine 7 

Pennies, same type; moneyers’ names, edpe bio. heort. (Hertford); 

AELFRIE bio. hvnt. (Huntingdon); leofnod bio. EAiP. (Lewes), 

very fine, Brice collection-, VNBEEN bio. lin. (Lincoln); asdered bio. 

LVND. (London); HEAPVLF bioo. lvnd. (London), all fine 6 

Pennies, same type ; moneyers’ names, leofriE bio. libina (Lymne); 

A5LFPINE BIO. BIAEL. (Maldon); EALDRED BIO. BIALD. (Malmesbury) ; 

Ospold bio. snot. (Nottingham), all fine, and rare mints 4 

Pennies, same type ; moneyers’ names, edpi. bio. heortf. (Hertford); 

eadbivnd Bio. LAD. (London); BIANINE Bio. NORDPi. (Norwich); 

asdelbder BIO. OXNA. (Oxford); edsiee BIO. ROFE. (Rochester); 

EODA bio. eeften. (Shaftesbury), scarce; byrhtbi/ER bio. pin. 

(Winchester), all fine 7 

Pennies, same type; moneyers’ names, ASLFEET mo. lvn. (London) ; 

eodpine bio. stan. (Stamford), very fine; heapvlf bio. svdb. 

(Sudbury), scarce-, byrhtrie bio. svde. (Southwark); eadperdbio. 

deod. (Thetford); pvnztAN bio. pint. (Winchester), all fine 6 

Pennies, same type ; moneyers’ names, EADslEE NO. ROFEE. 

(Rochester); /ELFRIE bio. pelie. (Wallingford), very fine, rare, Brice 

collection-, /elfearbio. perha. (Wareham), rare-, dvrantbio. piHRA. 

(Worcester); s/EPiNE bio. piltv. (Wilton); eadsiee bio. pinto. 

(Winchester), Shepherd collection, mostly fine 6 

Penny, (Hild. type C, var. b), Bust to left, diademed, no sceptre; rev. 

ERVX in angles of short cross voided; moneyers’ name, EVRHIED 

BIO. EAXE. (Exeter); another, (Hilcl. type C, var. c), similar but 

sceptre before bust to right; moneyer’s name, f.dpine BIO. lvnd. 

(London), both fine and extremely rare types 2 

Penny, (Hild. typeC, var. b), as in last lot; moneyer’s name, BYRHslEE 

MO. pint. (Winchester); another (Hild. type C, var. d), with obv. 

Bust to right; in front, sceptre in form of cross; rev. as before; 

moneyer, byrhsiee bio. bear. (Bardney), both fine and extremely rare 

types, the second a rare mint 2 
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786 Pennies, (Hild. type D ; 22, 2 cmd 3), Rude bust to left, dividing 

legend ; rev. Long cross voided, each limb terminating in three 

crescents; moneyers’ names, byrhsibe mo. bsrd. (Bardney); EDS-! 

T3:n moo. BSD. (Bath), very fine; BVNNI mo. beds. (Bedford); 

leofpie moo. col. (Colchester); leofhyse mo. dofr. (Dover) ;j 

leofpine mo. rv. (Romney), pierced, all fine, and scarce mints 6 

787 Pennies, same type; moneyers’ names, pynstsn mo. bad. (Bath),<L/^H6d/»» 

scarce; leofril moo. E/ENT. (Canterbury); ablfrie moo. esxe. 

(Exeter); obsn moo. eofr. (York); bod moo. bifell. (Ilchester); 

leofsibe mo. bles. (Gloucester); .elfrie mo. ersnt. (Cam-: 

bridge), all fine 7 

788 Pennies, same type ; moneyers’ names, byrhferdmo. esxe (Exeter); <$<> 

edpine mo BSN. (Cambridge); pihtsibe moo. bles. (Gloucester); 

hedelnod MO. IISM. (Southampton); byrhstsn MO. here. (Here¬ 

ford); HELFRIE MO. HVNT. (Huntingdon); HEREBYRHT moo. l^ep. 

(Lewes), all fine 7 

\j 789 Penny, same type; moneyer’s name, PVLFMAER mo. BEODS (Idbury), 

very fine and an extremely rare mint, and not given by Hildebrand to H S 

those of the reign of Aethelraed II [PL VI] 1 

*** This coin was formerly supposed to have been struck at Jedburgh, 
but Sir John Evans has recently identified “ Geotha ” with Idbury 
in Oxfordshire (see Num. Chron., 1895, pp. 45-50). 

Pennies, same type; moneyers’ names, MSNBOD MO. ESXE. (Exeter); ^ 

.elfril moo. hvnt. (Huntingdon); elfxtsN moo. LEBL. (Chester); I 

helfrie mo. liher. (Leicester), scarce; .edelnod moo. linlo. 

(Lincoln); OsVLF MO. LVND. (London) ; HELFsTSN MOO. LYDA. 

(Lydford), rare of this type, all fine 7 

Pennies, same type; moneyers’ names, drenb moo. line. (Lincoln) 

BODS moo. LYDS. (Lydford), rare ; helfrie moo. NORD. (Norwich); 

yELFM/ER moo. OXNS. (Oxford), Bergne and Brice collections; edpine 

moo. rofe. (Rochester); hedelpie moo. SLEFT. (Shaftesbury) ; 

/edelbsr mo. pint. (Winchester), all very fine 7 

Pennies, same type; moneyers’ names, osEVT MOO. LINE. (Lincoln) ;5 

BODINE MOO. OXNS. (Oxford) ; VNSPSE MO. sERO. (Shrewsbury); 

jEBEnvlf moo. stsed. (Stafford), rare; leofpine mo. svdb. 

(Sudbury); osbern mo. deod. (Thetford); yEDELBAR mo. pint. 

(Winchester), mostly very fine 7 

Pennies, same type ; moneyers’ names, helfstan moo. tota. (Totness) 

byrhsibe moo. PHERi. (Warwick), rare; hvnepine mo. peeed. 

(Watchet), rare; edrie moo. pelib. (Wallingford); sedelrie moo 

per. (Wareham), rare ; pvlfrie moo. piiir. (Worcester); byrhsibe 

moo. PINT. (Winchester), all very fine 7 
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Pennies, same type; moneyers’ names, ;eefrir moo. pri.ie. (Walling¬ 

ford) ; EOLDVs MOO. PILT. (Wilton); eodeman MO. PINT. (Win¬ 

chester); ndomnreni on M. (Uncertain), Durlacher collection; Others, 

slightly varied, dvnstan mo. eaxe. (Exeter), var. pellet in one angle 

on rev.; PVLFM/ER MOO. LINE. (Lincoln), same var.; PVLFPINE MO. 

lvnd. (Loudon), var. pellet in two angles on rev.; HPATEMAN MO. 

nor. (Norwich), var. annulet on rev., mostly very fine 8 

795 Pennies, (Hilcl. type's.-, Bud. 22, 1), Bust-to left, in radiate helmet; 

rev. Long cross voided, each limb ending in three crescents, bisecting 

square with three pellets at each point; moneyers’ names, ALFPOLD 

MOO. BAD. (Bath) ; 7ELFRIE MOO. EAXE. (Exeter) ; IIILDVLF MO. EOFI. 

(York) ; LEOFSIEE MO. r,IPZ. (Ipswich) ; PVLFSIEE MO. ERANT. 

(Cambridge) ; DVRVLF mo. leher. (Leicester), ivell preserved, some 

fine 6 

*** This type is much scarcer than Type D (No. 786), but throughout 
the coins are not so well preserved. 
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Pennies, same type ; moneyers’ names, leofrilmo. lvnd. (London) ; 

brvna moo. lyda. (Lydford), rare; leofstan mo. no. (Nor¬ 

wich) ; /ELFPINE MOO. OXNA. (Oxford) ; A2DELPINE MO. RVME. 

(Romney), rare, ivell preserved 5 

Pennies, same type; moneyers’ names, LODRIL MO. lvndene. 

(London) ; hpatm. mo. nord. (Norwich); EODA MOO. seeft. 

(Shaftesbury) ; manna moo. deo. (Thetford); DVRANT mo. pihr. 

(Worcester) ; /Edellar mo. pint. (Winchester), well preserved 6 

Pennies, same type; moneyers’ names, osferd mo. line. (Lincoln), 

var. pellet on rev., Bergne and Brice collections; edpine moo. lvnd. 

(London), var. annulet on rev., Pownall collection; LODRIL moo. 

stan. (Stamford); ALFPOLD mo. PELIN. (Wallingford), Brice collec¬ 

tion ; all unusually fine for this scarce type 4 

Pennies, same type, but var. with cross behind bust; moneyers’ 

names, EOLERIM mo. EOF. (York), Murchison, Lake Price, and Brice 

collections; svmerlied mo. li. (Lincoln), the first fine, the second well 

preserved, hath very rare 2 
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800 Penny, of London (Hilcl. type E, var. a; B. M. Cat. II,p. 206, type v), 

olv. + edelred rex ane. Helmeted bust to left; rev. + sperteAR 

mo. lvndi. Small cross in centre, fine, and of the highest rarity, only 

one specimen given by Hildebrand (No. 3981) 1 

Penny, of London (Hild. type F; B. M. Cat. it, p. 207, tijpe ix), obv. 

+ edelred re. Helmeted bust to left; rev. +ODDENLAR o. LVD. ’ l 

Long cross voided, each limb terminating in three crescents; in 

second and fourth angles, crescent, very fine and like the preceding, of 

the highest rarity, also one specimen only given by Hildebrand (No. 2897) 1 
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CNUT. 
A.D. 1016-1035. 

Penny, (Hild. type A ; Rucl. 23, 21), Bust to left, diademed ; rev. Small 

cross; moneyer’s name, dorel mo. lvnd. (London), well preserved; 

another {Hild. type B; B. M. Cat. ii, p. 249, type n), Rude bust to 

left; rev. Long cross voided, each limb ending in three crescents; 

moneyer’s name, AsDrid mo. NOR. (Norwich), fine, both of the highest 
rarity 2 

Pennies, {Hild. type E; Bud. 23, 7), Bust to left, crowned, within 

quatrefoil; rev. Long cross voided on quatrefoil; moneyers’ names, 

AiDEsTAN o. bad. (Bath); allfelm ON briv. (Bruton), a rare mint; 

pvlfpine eol. (Colchester); eadpine on dferin. (Dover); brete- 

LOL Bio. eo. (York); VLFBRiiBi Biio. eo. (York), Bergne and Brice 

collections; ospi. o. EIFELE. (Ilchester); folhrd bio. EIP. (Ipswich), 

mostly fine 8 

Pennies, same type ; moneyers’ names, alfpold on beadn. (Bath); 

bod on eifelest. (Ilchester); bolla on elepe. (Gloucester); 

AiLFPERD on habit. (Southampton); pvlfrie heret. (Hertford); 

leopi on legees. (Chester); aelfnod bio. lino. (Lincoln); liofrie 

on lvnde. (London), Addington collection, all fine 8 

Pennies, same type; moneyers’ names, leofsiee on ele. (Gloucester), 

var. cross before bust, Ford collection; ^ederie ON le. (Chester); 

brvntat BIO. LIN. (Lincoln); eadpine ON lvnden. (London); EODRIE 

on lvnde. (London); briestan onbiea. (Malmesbury), rare; dvri- 

fird bio. no. (Norwich); eadpi ON xsena. (Oxford), Marsham collec¬ 

tion; aslfen ON ROFEE. (Rochester), rare, Marsham collection, all fine 9 

Pennies, same type; moneyers’ names, osevt BIO. lineo. (Lincoln), 

var. pellet before bust; brihpold lvndene. (London); LEOFPOLD 

on sear. (Salisbury); eodpine bio. sta. (Stamford); eadpine 

svde. (Southwark); edrie o. tantv. (Taunton), rare ; leofpine bio. 

deod. (Thetford); pvlbier on pihr. (Worcester); elfrie on 

pinestr. (Winchester), all fine 9 

Penny, {Hild. type E, var. a; Rucl. 23, 15), similar to No. 803, but 
Bust to right, crowned ; moneyer’s name, DROPA ON. PINEL. (Winch- 

combe), Marsham collection, extremely rare type and mint; another, 

similar, Bust to left, helmeted and diademed {Hild. type E, var. cl), 

moneyer’s name, leofear on here. (Hereford), a very rare type, 

both fine 2 

Penny, {Hild. type E, var. g), similar to No. 803, but Bust to left, 

diademed ; moneyer’s name, Adelpi bio. leh. (Leicester); another 

{Iiild. type F ; Rucl. 23, 25), Bust to left, diademed ; before, sceptre; 

rev. Long cross voided, paex in angles ; moneyer, pVLBEER on 

rvm. (Romney), Murchison, Bergne, and Brice collections, both 

extremely rare types and mints, fine • 2 
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809 Pennies, (llild. type g; Bud. *23, 19), Bust to left, wearing pointed 

helmet; before, sceptre; rev. SliQrt cross voided, limbs united by 

two circles; broken annulet enclosing pellet in each angle; 

moneyers’ names, AiLFRiE on bsdsn. (Bath); fineiDjEII on 

EENTP. (Canterbury) ; plfpine ON EOLSE. (Colchester) ; sPSRTlNE 

ON DEOR. (Derby), very rare ; lvfpine on DOFRS. (Dover) ; EODD 

on exeestre. (Exeter) ; pvlnod mo. eofr. (York), all fine 7 

810 Pennies, same type; moneyers’ names, pvlstsn on esntps. (Canter- 

urtx. -' bury); EDM/ER ON exeest. (Exeter); ^elfpine MVS ON RIFE. (Ilches- 

ter), very rare with two moneyers’ names; edric on pipes pile. 

(Ipswich); rodrie ON RLEPER. (Gloucester); sired ON rleper. 

(Gloucester); aslfperdd ON L^eppe. (Lewes); rodpine ON LINE. 

(Lincoln), all fine 8 

811 Pennies, same type; moneyers’names, hildolf mo eofr. (York), 

• peculiar bust on obv. ; lifine ON lei EE. (Chester) ; SsLSE MO. 

LINEOLN. (Lincoln) ; ESDPOLD ON LVND. (London) ; RODPINE ON 

LVNN. (London) ; HPSTSMSN ON NOR. (Norwich); PVLFPINE ON 

OEX. (Oxford); EDPINE ON stsnfo. (Stamford), all fine 8 

812 Pennies, same type; moneyers’ names, ^elfpir on lvnnd. (London); 

rodrie on lvdden. (London); aslfpine on oexen. (Oxford); 

LEOFsTSN on ser. (Shrewsbury) ; dvrsTSN on stsn. (Stamford) ; 

EDPINE ON DEODF. (Thetford); pinemsn ON deo. (Thetford); 

PINEE ON PIN lest. (Winchester), Brice collection, all fine 8 

813 Pennies, same type; moneyers’ names, dvrsTN ON LVDI. (London); 

jELRIE on svdre. (Southwark); dvrferd on deo. (Thetford); 

selfpine on totts. (Totness), rare; lifine on p/erine. (Warwick) ; 

MANN ON PELINE. (Wallingford); edestsn ON PINEE. (Winchester), 

all fine 7 

814 Penny, (Hilcl. type H; Bud. 22, l), obv. +ENVTREEX. Bust to left, 

diademed ; before, sceptre ; rev. + leofpine on sex. (Axminster), 

Short cross voided, very fine, an extremely rare mint, and unique 

of this type 1 

815 Pennies, same type; moneyers’ names, pined^ei on eentp. (Canter¬ 

bury) ; PVLFPINE ON EOL. (Colchester); pinvs ON LRVEE. (Crew- 

kerne), pierced, a rare mint; dors onn dofr. (Dover); I + vnemsn 

ON EEX. (Exeter) ; PVLNOD ON EOFE. (York) ; EDPINE ON RSNT. 

(Cambridge), mostly fine 7 

816 Pennies, same type; moneyers’ names, edpine on dofers. (Dover); 

/ELFPER ON H/Es. (Hastings); deorsire ON HEO. (Hertford), Dur- 

lacher collection; rvnleof on lei. (Chester); rodric on lincol. 

(Lincoln), Bergnc and Brice collections ; brihtred ON LVN. (London) ; 

ROD on lvnden. (London), all fine 7 
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817 Pennies, same type; moneyers’ names, allfpine on lvnd. (London); 

leofstan on lv. (London); manna on norv. (Norwich), Ford 

collection ; EODPINE on ROPE. (Rochester); FARERIM ON STAN. (Stam¬ 

ford) ; /ELFEN ON pin EES. (Winchester), mostly fine 6 

Pennies, same type; moneyers’names, matadan on li. (Lincoln); 

/EEELRIE ON see. (Shaftesbury), rare ; + BRVNEAR ON sRO. (Shrews¬ 

bury), rare; eodpine on ser. (Salisbury), rare; leofed^ei on stan. 

(Stamford); pineman on deo. (Thetford); leodmalr on pin. 

(Winchester), Brice collection, all fine 7 

819 Penny, (var. Bud. 22, 5), similar type to No. 814, but Head ofking not 

diademed, and before it sceptre in form of spear; moneyer’s name, 

LEODMzER on liine. (Lincoln), very fine, extremely rare, an unpublished 

variety, another (Wild. type K ; Bud. 23, 27), Bust to left, diademed ; 

rev. Cross composed of four ovals, bases united by circle ; moneyer’s 

name, pvlear ON lvnden. (London), fine, extremely rare 2 

820 Pennies, (Hild. type i; Bud. 23, 22-23), Bust to left, diademed; in 

left-hand, sceptre; rev. Quadrilateral ornament over short cross 

voided ; moneyers’ names, LEOMALR on eeod. (Idbury), a very rare 

mint; edpine on lasve on las. (sic) (Lewes); dvrerim on lin. 

(Lincoln); BRVNEAR ON lvnde and ON LVND. (London), 2 varieties; 

saserim on deotfo. (Thetford), all fine, a scarce type 6 

821 Penny, of Norwich (Bud. 23, 26 ; Iilcs. type 9), obv. + envt rex an. 

(mon.). In centre, cross pattee, surrounded by four crescents, horns 

outwards; rev. odbi on norpi. Cross pattee in centre, very fine, 

unique [PI. VI] 1 
*** This interesting coin is from the Trattle, Dymoclt, Murchison, and 

Brice collections. It is also described by Henfrey, “ Coins of Nor¬ 
wich,” pp. 18 and 19 ; and in Hum. Chron. N.S., vol. xx, pp. 226, 
233; see also Iiks. p. 155 note. 
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EDWARD THE CONFESSOR. 

A.D. 1042-1066. 

822 Pennies, (Hild. type A; Bud. 25, 33-34), obv. Bust to left with radiate a, i, 

crown; rev. Small cross patt6e ; moneyers’ names, elfpine on ^ n aS ^ 

eofer. (York), var. annulet in field on rev.; eeteli on eoferpi. 

(York), same var.; bridd on hajstin. (Hastings), Durlacher col¬ 

lection ; eadmvnd on lvnd. (London), Marsham collection; dvrstan 

on sAN. (Sandwich); others (Hild. type A, var. c; Bud. 25, 30-31), 

Crowned bust facing ; rev. Small cross pattee; moneyers’ names, 

AREEL ON eoferpi. ( York), var. annulet in field on rev. ; pvlbrn 

on line. (Lincoln); edpine on lvnden. (London), all fine 8 
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Pennies, (Hild. type a), as in last lot; moneyers’ names, slvila onn 

eoher. (York), var. annulet in field on rev., Brice collection ; stand RE 

o. Hiio. (Hertford); others (Ilild. type A, var. c), as in last lot; 

moneyers’ names, siaoD ON bedef. (Bedford), Brice collection ; sired 

ONLANTV. (Canterbury); aselvine on brill. (Cricklade), rare; 

dorr. ON eoferpi. (York), var. annulet in field on rev.; brvm 

on BIPPES. (Ipswich); LEOFPINE on ELEP. (Gloucester), all fine 8 

Pennies, same type (Hild, type a, var. c), as in No. 822; moneyers’ 

names, dorr on eofrp. (York), var., annulet on rev. ; SASLOL on 

ERANiv. (Cambridge); OSPOBD on LASPE. (Lewes); lefpine ON 

LINE. (Lincoln) ; A5LFPEARD ON LVN. (London) ; BODRIL ON BVND. 

(London) ; ASLFPI ON OXENEE. (Oxford) ; LEFPINE ON STANF. 

(Stamford), all fine 8 

Pennies, same type; moneyers’ names, ^lpard on lvnd. (London) ; 

forna ON snot. (Nottingham), JVarne collection-, aseelril on srob. 

(Shrewsbury); BEFPINE ON STA. (Stamford); BARVLF ON PIHRE. 

(Worcester); leofpine on pivn. (Wilton); lifnl on pinles. 

(Winchester); BODRIL on PILL. (Winchester orWinchelsea?), all fine 8 

Pennies, same type with varieties; moneyers’ names, ^eelpine on 

BIFEL. (Ilchester), var. straight line on either side of cross on rev. ; 
brihtril ON bipe (Ipswich), var. crescent in one angle of cross on 

rev.; dreodred on Hals. (Hastings), var. two pellets in field on 

rev. ; lolspeben on HALS. (Hastings), var. four wedges issuing from 

circle on rev. ; folipine on svdb. (Sudbury), var. limbs of cross 
pointed ; bodesbrand (no mint name), var. pellet above and below 
cross on rev. ; mostly well preserved, all rare 6 

Pennies, (Hild. type b ; Bud. 26, 36-38), Bust to left, diademed ; rev. 

Short cross voided; moneyers’ names, lild on bedep. (Great Bed- 

win), very rare, unpublished type of this mint; lol on eofer. (York), 

var. annulet in field on rev. ; pvlsif on lip. (Ipswich); vlfltl on 

HVNT. (Huntingdon), Brice collection ; ^lfsie ON leil. (Chester), all 
fine ’ 5 

Pennies, same type; moneyers’ names, bvrnrei on lvn. (London), 

unpublished moneyer; herbod on OX. (Oxford) ; LEOFPINE on SA. 

(Sandwich); BOEA ON TANT. (Taunton), rare; leofpine on pin. 

(Winchester) ; and another, mint uncertain, fine Q 

Pennies, (Hild. type c; Bud. 25, 21-24), Bust to left, diademed ; 

before, sceptre; rev. Quadrilateral ornament with three pellets at 

each angle over short cross voided ; moneyers’ names, EDEAR on 

berlle. (Berkeley), very rare ; leofpine on elnte. (Canterbury) ; 

.lEEELPi. ON LREL. (Cricklade), rare; r.efen on eon. eo. (York); 

jElfsie on blepele. (Gloucester); elfred on lvnde. (London); 
liofred on lvnde. (London), all fine 7 
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y30 Pennies, same type; moneyers’ names, leofenod on eoe. (York); 

BRVNINL on leiil. (Chester); eolerim on lineol. (Lincoln); 

LIFRED ON LVND. (London); EODPINE on OEXE. (Oxford) ; LIOFPINE 

on s&N. (Sandwich); tcree on stsnfori. (Stamford), unpublished 

moneyer ; ^lfpine on piltv. (Wilton), all fine 8 

iz 

S' 

// 

831 Pennies, (Hild. type D; var. Hucl. 24, 12), Bust to left, diademed; i 

before, sceptre; rev. PXEX, in angles of long cross, voided ; cres- ^ 

cent at end of each limb ; moneyers’ names, edpine on dof. (Dover); 

/ELFSIEE on ele. (Gloucester); pvlfpi on vnt. (Huntingdon) ; 

nordnsn o. lm. (Lewes); jeelperd on lnvn. (London), all fine, 
a scarce type 5 

832 Pennies, same type; moneyers’ names, osmvnd on nor. (Norwich), 

Brice collection; elpion on oxtcn. (Oxford); liofpine on sjcnd. 

(Sandwich), Murchison, Lake Price, and Brice collections; edrie ON 

depoe (Thetford), Murchison, Lake Price, and Brice collections; leof- 

pine on pe. (Wareham), all very fine, a scarce type 5 

833 Penny, (Hild. type c, var. a), similar type to No. 829, but sceptre on 

obv. in form of cross; moneyer, LXDMvER on pine (Winchester); 

another, (Hild. type D, var. a), similar to No. 831, but ptcex in angles 

of short cross voided, on rev.; moneyer, bridd on EEESTIN (Hastings), 

both fine and extremely rare; another, unpublished, obv. + edpw xdre. 

Bust to left; in front, ornament; rev. doreetl o. lvnd. (London). 

Long cross voided, three crescents at end of each limb, unique (1), 

fine 3 

*** The last coin appears to be of Danish fabric. Its type approaches 
most that of Hild. type D. 

Bzuy\ yy 

834 Pennies, (Hild. type E; Bud. 24, 4), Bust to left, diademed; before, 

sceptre ; rev. Short cross voided, the limbs gradually expanding, 

and united at bases by two circles; moneyers’ names, yEiELM^ER 

ON BKDS\ (Bath) ; yEST/CN ON BRIES. (Bristol); HffNNff on LSNTP7C. 

(Canterbury) ; /ELFPINE on eieestr. (Chichester) ; frome on 

deorbe. (Derby), Warne collection; SRNERIM on eof. (York), var. 

annulet on rev.; yELPiNE on eoferi. (York), same var., Brice col¬ 

lection, very fine; hvnepine on ex. (Exeter), all fine 8 

835 Pennies, same type; moneyers’names, srnerim on. eofr. (York), var. Tallin 

annulet on rev.; stvreolon eofe. (York), same var., Warne collection; 

yElLRiE on el/epee. (Gloucester); pvlfpine on ERKN. (Cambridge); 

PILERIP on HEORT. (Hertford) ; velfpine on iivnten. (Hunting¬ 

don) ; yELFSlE ON LyEPEE. (Lewes); F7CRERIM ON LEEEEES. (Chester), 

Ford collection; ODERIM ON lineol. (Lincoln), all fine 9 

33c . 
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Pennies, same type; moneyers’ names, sllsie on leilestr. (Chester), 

Bergne and Brice collections, very fine ; brintril on lin. (Lincoln); 

brilsie ON LVND. (London), Brice collection-, SPRA’LELINL ON lvnd. 

(London); LEHELM on nord. (Norwich); SPETMXN on oxene. 

(Oxford), very fine-, BLStEMSN ON SNOTIN. (Nottingham), rare-, 
ES'l’MVND ON DEO. (Thetford); yElELPI ON PALIN. (Wallingford), 

all fine 9 

Pennies, same type ; moneyers’ names, osferd ON LINLO. (Lincoln); 

leofred ON lvnd. and ON lvnde. (London), 2 var.; leofril 

on DEO. (Thetford); leofril on p^ri. (Warwick); bran on 

palinle. (Wallingford); lefstan on piiiere. (Worcester); aslfpold 

on piltvne. (Wilton); brand ON PINLESTRE. (Winchester), all fine 9 

Penny, of Thetford, unpublished type, obv. + edperd rex. Bust to left, 

diademed; rev. +leofpine on deodr. (Thetford). Short cross 

voided, limbs gradually expanding, centre formed of four crescents 

outwards; around which is a circle, fine 1 

Pennies, (Hild. type F; var. Bud. 25, 20), Bust to right in pointed 

helmet, sceptre in form of cross in right hand; rev. Short cross 

voided, annulet in centre ; each limb terminating in three crescents ; 

moneyers’ names, /ELFPINE ON LI LEST. (Chichester), rare; lodpine 

ON dofer. (Dover); scvle on eoferill. (York), var. annulet on 

'rev., Brice collection, very fine; iolf on eoferpille. (York), same 

var.; pvlflt on llepe. (Gloucester); brid on ilestien. (Hastings), 

Marsliam collection ; ospold on l.-epee, (Lewes), all fine 7 

Pennies, same type; moneyers’ names, spartlol on eof. (York), 

var. annulet on rev.; SPEARTLOL on LEIEI. (Chester); elpil ONN 

lvndene. (London) ; ealdpil onn mealm. (Malmesbury), very 

rare, Warne collection; pvlfril on sileni. (Steyning); brintrie on 

PALI Li. (Wallingford); PIDA ON PINLESI. (Winchester), all fine 7 

Pennies, (Hild. type f, var. b; Bud. 25, 18), similar type to No. 839, 

but king holds sceptre terminating in lis; moneyers’ names, edperd 

ON LENT. (Canterbury); ENSTAN on dofere. (Dover); EADPARD on 

L.EPE. (Lewes) ; HRINLVLFON nor. (Norwich); AiRFRILON STANFO. 

(Stamford); leofpine on deot. (Thetford); brihtpine on PALI. 

(Wallingford); LODMANN ON PINLES. (Winchester), mostly fine 8 

Penny, of Bedford, unpublished type, obv. eadparrd re. Bust to right 

in pointed helmet; before, sceptre terminating in lis; rev. + SILOD 

ON bedefor. (Bedford). Short cross voided, each limb terminating in 

an incurved segment of a circle, very fine, of the highest rarity [PL 

VI] 1 

*** From the Brice collection. This coin is very interesting, as it 
forms the connecting link between Hild. types F and G. See coin in 
next lot by same moneyer and of same mint. 
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Pennies, (Hild. type G; Rud. 24, 9), Bust to right, bearded, .wearingQ'U0.9a*. 

arched crown; before, sceptre; rev. Short cross voided, each limb 

terminating in an incurved segment of circle; moneyers’ names, 

pvdfrerd on /EL. (Aylesbury), very rare ; sidod ON bedefor. (Bed¬ 

ford) ; /Elfrine on EIEEIT. (Chichester), Warne collection ; diorman 

on LOLELE. (Colchester), rare; froma on dor. (Derby or Dorches¬ 

ter) ; PVLFPINE on DANTE. (Cambridge); BDAEEMAN ON DLDE. 

(Guildford), rare, Whitbourn collection ; pvlfedar on lvnd. 

(London), all fine 8 

Pennies, same type ; moneyers’ names, pvlfrid on H/EST. (Hastings); 

pildirp on hertfor. (Hertford), Bergne and Brice collections ; dod- 

PINE ON HVNTE. (Huntingdon); /ELFSI ON LEDEDES. (Chester), 

Warne collection; pvldar on lvnden. (London); dorstan o. 

nodpidl. (Norwich); lifpine on rofe. (Rochester); pvrfvrp on 

piodfo. (Thetford), all fine 8 

Pennies, same type; moneyers’names, DODESBRAND on SD. (Shrews¬ 

bury) ; SODRID ON SERBIRI. (Salisbury); LVLLIND ON STAFFO. 

(Stafford), very rare, unpublished moneyer; elfpine on det. (Thet¬ 

ford); BRAND ON PALDI. (Wallingford); H/ERRD ON PILTVN. 

(Wilton); BRIHTM/ER ON PINLE. (Winchester) all fine 7 

ttj 

Pennies, (Hild. type h ; Rud. 24, 13, &c.), Sovereign type, King seated co(>v 

on throne, sceptre in right and orb in left hand; rev. Short cross 

voided; martlet in each angle; moneyers’ names, SPOTA ON bede- 

fori. (Bedford); leofstan on DEN. (Canterbury); bodpine on 

LIDESIT. (Chichester); /EDELPi. on drellelad. (Cricklade), rare; 

DORR ON EOFERPID. (York), var. annulet in two angles of cross; 

/Elfpine ON ham. (Southampton), all fine, scarce type 6 

Pennies,same type; moneyers’names, dvnninl onn h.es. (Hastings); 

OSPOLD ON L/EPEN. (Lewes) ; BRENNID ON LED. (Chester) ; AVTI ON 

lindodne. (Lincoln), Bergne and Brice collections ; LIFINL ON lvn¬ 

den E. (London); dodpine on oxnf. (Oxford), all fine, scarce type 6 

Pennies, same type ; moneyers’names, pvlfpine on lvnden. (Lon- 

don); pvlfrid ON sdef. (Shaftesbury); defpine on stanf. ' 

(Stamford); SVMERLIDA ON DEOFO. (Thetford) ; BRAND ON PALI. 

(Wallingford), rare; /elfpine on pines. (Winchester), all fine, scarce 

type 6 

Penny, similar type to No. 846, but king holds orb in right hand and 

sceptre in left; moneyer’s name, /EDVll. ON blepeil. (Gloucester), 

an extremely rare variety, unpublished, fine l 

*** From the Durlacher collection. 
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Penny, of London, unpublished, obv. eadpeard rex anl. King seated 

on throne, holding sceptre and orb ; rev. ^elfpine ON lvnden. Short 

cross voided, three crescents at end of each limb, annulet in centre, 

(obv. as Ilild. type H; rev. as type F, or Eud. 25, 16 and 18), very fine, 
UNIQUE 1 

Pennies, (Ilild. type I; Eud. 25, 26), Bust to right, wearing arched 

crown; before, sceptre; rev. Short cross voided ; in each angle pyra¬ 

mid springing from inner circle and terminating in pellet; moneyers’ 

names, pvlfpie ON bed. (Bedford), Brice collection; /ELFPARD ON 

ESN. (Canterbury); Eeolpi on dofern. (Dover); ovderim 

on EOF. (York), var. annulet in one angle of cross; all fine, a rare 
type 4 

Pennies, same type; moneyers’ names, leofpold on lalp. (Lewes); 

ielfs on leeeee. (Chester), Gibbs collection; aleif on eoferpie. 

(York), var. annulet in one angle of cross; EODRIE ON detfor. 

(Thetford), all fine, except the last, a rare type 4 

Pennies, same type ; moneyers’ names, leofnad on leeee. (Chester); 

pvlfril on lehre. (Leicester), a rare mint; edpine on lvnd. (Lon¬ 

don), Brice collection; EODPINE on srobb. (Shrewsbury), a very rare 

mint, Beryne, Lake Price, and Brice collections, all very fine, a rare type 4 

Penny, of Wallingford (var. Hild. type i), unpublished, similar type to 

No. 851, but no sceptre before bust; moneyer’s name, brihtmasr 

on pali, very fine, unique [PL VI] 1 

Penny, of Southampton (var. Hild. type i), unpublished, similar type to 

No. 851, but on the rev. the cross has a segment of a circle out¬ 

wards at end of each limb ; moneyer’s name, supine on ham., very 
fine, unique [PI. VI] 1 

*** From the Murchison, Lake Price, and Brice collections. 

Penny, of Dover (Hild. type I, var. a; Eud. 25, 25), obv. eadpard re. 

Bust facing, crowned, holding sceptre and orb; rev. manpine on 

doper. Short cross voided; in each angle, pyramid springing from 

inner circle and terminating in pellet, very fine, extremely rare 1 

*** From the Brice collection. 

Penny, (Hild. type L; Eud. 24, 11), Bust to right, crowned; before, 

sceptre; rev. PAX between two lines, across field; moneyer, yELF- 

pine on brye. (Bristol), Murchison and Beryne collections; another, 

same type; moneyer, SPARTEOL ON EOF. (York), Gibbs collection, both 
fine, and extremely rare 2 

End of Sale. 
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